
VI-UG-Phy(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine'Y' by vibration of a cantilever. 30

OR

Determine the surface tension of mercury by Quinck's
method.

OR

Determine the coefficient of viscosity by Searl's
method.

OR

Determine  thermal conductivity of rubber in the form
of a tube.

OR

Determine the resolving power of a plane diffraction
grating.

OR
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Calibrate the given milliameter.

OR

Determine the ballistic constant.

OR

Study the regulated power supply as a voltage regulator.

OR

Draw  the static characteristics of a tride.

OR

Draw  the static characteristics of a transistor.

2. Viva-voce. 12

3. Record. 8

V-3-0.5 
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VI-UG-Psy(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from each of Section  A & B

SECTION -A (Morning Session)

1. Demonstrate experimentally the 'Serial position effect'
of materials in learning a list of Nonsense syllables. 10

OR

Administering the revised Home Scale, assess the
quality of the home environment of a
pre-school child by home observation and parent's
interview. Make suggestions to parents for improving
the quality of their home enviroment for effective child
rearing. 10

OR

Experimentally compare  the recognition score of your
subject for nonsense materials under similar and
dissimilar context. 10

2. Viva-Voce. 6

3. Record. 4

SECTION -B (Afternoon Session)

4. Assess the level of adaptation and coping skills of the
'self ' by administering 'Adaptation' questionnaire and
'coping' check list.

OR

Determine the creative abilities of children (at least 3)
selected from grade-VI by administering 'teacher's'
rating of children's creativity scale.

OR

Demonstrate experimentally the phenomenon of
'Negative Transfer of Training' using mirror tracing
apparatus.

5. Viva-Voce. 6

6. Record. 4

V-2-0.5 
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VI-UG-Bot(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Dissect, draw and describe in technical terms the
specimen 'A' and 'B'.  Underline the diagnostic
characters. Write floral formula, draw floral diagram.
Identify the genus and species. 9 + 9

2. Make permanent preparation of specimen 'C'. Identify
and comment on its anomalous characters. 6

3. Identify on spot :

Write the Botanical name and family name of supplied
specimen 'D' and 'E'. 3

4. Write the Botanical name and economic importance
of the following specimen 'F' and 'G'. 2 × 2

5. a) Submission of field study note. 2

b) Herbarium collection (25 minimum) 3
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c) Submission of Economic important plant
products. 3

d) Submission of permanent slide. 2

6. Viva-Voce. 6

7. Class Record. 3

V-5-0.5 
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VI-UG-Zool(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Conduct the experiment as per the instructions of the
examiners (Two physiology experiments be given as
per syllabus). 10 × 2

2. Determine the concentration of DO in supplied water
sample. 10

OR

Estimate the CO2 in the supplied water sample.

OR

Determine the pH of the supplied water samples (at
least 4 water samples be given)

3. Identify the Blood Group (A/B/O/AB) of human blood
(preferably the blood of the candidate be used). 5

OR

Verify whether your blood is having Rh factor.
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4. Identify the given permanent microscopic slides.
(Two slides be given from Frog and two slides  from
chick) 1½ × 4

OR

Prepare a W.M. of chick embryo.

OR

Any other experiment prescribed in syllabus.

5. Practical Records and Sessional preparations. 5

6. Viva-Voce. 4

V-6-0.4 
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VI-UG-C.Sc(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer any three questions from Group-A

Group-B is compulsory

GROUP - A

1. Write a 'C' function to sort a list of integers using
insertion  sort. 10

2. Write a  program in 'C' to insert a new node in a Binary
Search Tree. 10

3. Write a program to search a pattern in a given
string. 10

4. Write a 'C' program to find the multiplication of two
matrices. 10

5. Write a 'C' program for Breadth First Search. 10

6. Write a program to find the longest common sequence
between two  strings. 10
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7. Write a 'C' function to sort a list of integers using
quick sort. 10

GROUP - B

7. Viva-Voce. 12

8. Record. 8

V-7-0.5 
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IV-UG-Phy(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine the co-efficient of cubical expansion of
water by  Sinker method. 15

OR

Determine the Cauchy's constants.

OR

Calibrate the given source of light using the prism
spectrometer and determine the unknown wavelength.

OR

Determine the wavelength of light using  biprism and
optical bench.

OR

Compare two nearly equal resistances using C F bridge.

OR

Measure a high resistance using any suitable method.

OR

Determine the rigidity modulous of the material of the
wire using  Maxwell's needle.

OR

Determine the sum of a finite series using C++ language.

2. Viva-Voce. 6

3. Record. 4

V-11-0.5 
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IV-UG-C.Sc(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Write the SQL commands for the following : 5

a) Display the employee name for all employees who
have an 'A' in their name.

b) Create a query that will display the employee name
and commission amount. If the employee does not
earn commission put "No Commission". Label the
column. Comm.

c) i) Create a EPMPLOYEE  table based on the
following table structure.

EID number 7 primary key
NAME varchar 2 15 Not Null
DESIG varchar 2 10 Not Null
DEPT_ID Number 4

ii) Insert few records.

iii) Add a new column PHONE in the above table.

iv) Remove the table from the database.

2. Write a PL/SQL program to multiply two numbers
without using multiplication operator (*). 2.5

3. Create and invoke the RETURN-SAL function to
return the salary of an employee to a host variable.
Pass the employee code as parameter. 2.5

4. Create a procedure called UPD_ EMP to update a
record of EMP table whose employee code is passed
as paremeter. Compile the code, Invoke the procedure
and then query the EMP table to view the results.      2.5

5. Create a package named Arithmetic for performing all
arithmatical operation (+, –, *, 1) and test all the
operation. 2.5

6. Viva-Voce. 06

7. Record. 04

V-15-0.5 
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IV-UG-Chem(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Estimate the amount of aniline/phenol present in the
supplied solution of aniline/phenol using standard

Na2S2O3 solution of strength_______
N
10
F
HG

I
KJ . 17

OR

Prepare and submit 2 gms of pure and dry  picric acid/
aspirin/iodoform and determine the np of your sample.

2. Viva-Voce. 5

3. Record. 3

V-12-0.5 

IV-UG-Bot(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Make a permanent preparation of the supplied
specimen 'A'. Draw labelled diagram. Comment and
identify with reasons. 6

2. Make a permanent preparation of the supplied
specimen 'B'. Draw labelled diagram and identify with
reasons. 6

3. Identify on spot C, D, E and F with labelled diagrams
and reasons. (Each spotting 3 minutes). 4

4. Prepared slides. 2

5. Viva-Voce. 5

6. Class Record.

V-13-0.5 



IV-UG-Zool(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Conduct the experiment as per the instructions of the
examiner (one experiment from Developmental
Biology/Endocrinology as per syllabus may be
given). 7

2. Identify the Spots (I to VI) with comments
(embryological slides of frog and chick –3, slides of
endocrine gland) 1½ ×6

3. Identify the blood group (A/B/O/AB) of human blood
(preferably the blood of the candidate be used). 3

4. Practical Record and Sessional preparation. 3

6. Viva-Voce (basing on theory paper-VII). 3

V-14-0.5 

IV-UG-Zool(P/EL)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Perform the eological  experiment as per the instruction
of the Examiners. 8

2. Identify the Spots (I to VI) with comments.
(Dev. Biology-2spots, Resource biology/Economic
Zoology-2 spots and Endocrinology-2 spots = 6 spots).

1½ ×6

3. Answer the statistical question  as per the instruction. 3

4. Practical Record and Sessional preparation. 2

6. Viva-Voce. 3

V-19-0.5 



IV-UG-Phy(P/EL)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine the rigidity modulous of the given wire by
dynamic method. 15

OR
Verify the laws of transverse vibration of string by
Sonometer.

OR
Determine the angle of the prism and draw the i  D
curve using spectrometer.

OR
Determine  the wavelength of  light by Newton's ring.

OR
Compare the emf of two cells using  potentiometer.

2. Viva-Voce. 6

3. Record. 4

V-16-1 

IV-UG-Phy(P/EL)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine the rigidity modulous of the given wire by
dynamic method. 15

OR
Verify the laws of transverse vibration of string by
Sonometer.

OR
Determine the angle of the prism and draw the i  D
curve using spectrometer.

OR
Determine  the wavelength of  light by Newton's ring.

OR
Compare the emf of two cells using  potentiometer.

2. Viva-Voce. 6

3. Record. 4

V-16-1 



IV-UG-Edn(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 20
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What is survey method ? Describe different types of
survey method and the steps of survey method. 10

OR

Write a report on an educational survey you have
conducted during the course of your study.

2. Maintenance of  Project Record. 4

3. Viva-Voce. 6

V-9-0.5 

IV-UG-Psy(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 20
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer any one question from Section-A and

 Section-B is compulsory

SECTION-A

1.  Administering Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices
(RSPM) assess the intelligence level of your subject

2. Experimentally show the difference between the level
of aspiration and the level of achievement of your
subject.

3. Experimentally compare the  memory of your  'S' for
associated and unassociated pair of words. 10

SECTION-B

1. Record. 4

2. Viva-Voce. 6

V-10-0.5 



VI-UG-Chem(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Find out the value of the rate constant for acid
hydrolysis of methyl acetate with 0.5N HCL at room
temperature using standard NaOH solution of
strength_______ and show graphically that the reaction
follows first order Kinetics. 35

OR

Determine the partition coefficient of iodine between
water and CCl4 using standard Na2S2O3 solution of
strength_______ .

OR

Estimate the amount of Calcium and Magnesisum
present in the supplied mixture solution of their salts
using 0.01M  EDTA solution.

2. Viva-Voce. 10

3. Records 5

V-4-0.5 



IV-UG-Bot(P/EL)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Perform any one of the following experiment choosen
by Lot : 10

a) Determine the Osmotic pressure of the cell Sap of
the given specimen by plasmolytic method.

b) Determine the diffusion pressure deficit of a
suitable storage tissue.

c) Determine the resistance offered by the cuticle to
loss of water in a fleshy xerophyte.

d) Compare the rate of transpiration and absorption
of any twig.

e) Determine the rate of photosynthesis of any
aquatic plant in different wavelengths of light.

f) Study the effect of known concentration of CO2

on rate of photosynthesis of a hydrophyte.
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g) Study the effect of different temperatures on the
rate of photosynthesis of a hydrophyte.

h) Compare the rate of water uptake in a starchy,
proteinaceous and oily seeds.

2. Study the morphology and anatomy of the
specimen 'A'. Comment on its ecological adaptation
and identify with reasons. 6

3. Identify on spot the specimen 'B' and 'C' with labelled
diagrams and reasons. 3

4. Class Record. 2

5. Viva-Voce. 4

V-18-0.5 
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IV-UG-Chem(P/EL)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Estimate the amount of Copper  present in the supplied
CuSO4solution using standard Na2S2O3 solution of

strength _______
N
10
F
H

I
K . 17

OR

Estimate the total iron  (Fe2+/Fe3+) present in the
supplied solution using standard K2Cr2O7 solution of

strength _____
N
10
F
H

I
K .

OR

Estimate the amount of phenol/aniline present in the
supplied  phenol/aniline solution using standard

Na2S2O3 solution of strength _______
N
10
F
H

I
K .

2. Viva-Voce. 5

3. Record. 3

V-17-0.3 

VI-UG-Edn(H)-XIV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What is  Action Research ? Write down the need and
importance of Action  Research in education. 10

OR

What is Questionnaire ? What is the place of
Questionnaire in action research ?

2. What are the different steps of Action  Research ? Write
down advantages and disadvantages. 10

OR

Write down the different methods of data for a problem
in  Action  Research with remedial measures for
solution of the problem.

3. Preparation and Maintenince of Record. 08

4. Viva-Voce. 10

V-1-0.3 



IV-PG-Phy-XVIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine the heat capacity using heat capacity kit. 30

OR

Determine the effective 'g' using E.S.R. apparatus.

OR

Determine the magnetic susceptibility by Quink's
method.

OR

Determine the magnetic susceptibility by Groy's
method.

OR

Determine the magneto resistance of different magnetic
material by Fore Probe method.

2. Viva-Voce. 12

3. Record. 8

V-36-0.3 

II-PG-Phy-IX (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Study the static and dynamic characteristics of a
triode valve. 30

OR
Draw the characteristics of a PNP/NPN transistor in CE mode.

OR
Draw the characteristics of a PNP/NPN transistor in CB mode.

OR
Study the triode as an amplifier.

OR
Study the transistor as a single phase  amplifier.

OR
Study the  Hartley Oscillator.

OR
Determine the bandgap of the given  junction diode.

OR
Draw the characteristics of a zenor diode.

OR
Study the rectifier using different filter.

2. Viva-Voce. 12

3. Record. 08

V-38-0.3 



IV-UG-Math(H)-VIII (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer one question from each Group of

Group-A to E. Group-F is compulsory

GROUP - A 10

1. Trace the curve x3 + y3 = 6xy.

2. Trace the curve y2(2 – x) = x3.

3. Trace the curve  2 2
3 3x y 4 

4. Trace the curve x = 2 (t + sint), y = 2(1 + cos t)

GROUP - B 10

5. Find a real root of the equation x3 – 8x – 4 = 0 correct
to 5 decimal places.

6. Find the smallest positive real root of the equation
x3 – x – 1 = 0 correct to 5 decimal places using Secant
method.
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GROUP - F

21. Viva-Voce. 20

22. Record. 10

V-8-0.5 

[  4  ]



7. Find a positive real root of the equation x3 + x2 – 1 = 0
correct to 7 decimal places using fixed point iteration
method.

8. Find a positive real root of the equation xex = 1 correct
to four decimal places using Regulafalsi method.

GROUP - C 10

9. Find the approximate value of e correct to 7 decimal
places using Maclaurin's series.

10. Determine the value of  correct to two decimal places
using Stirling formula.

11. Find the number of primes  200 using Seive method.

12. Solve the initial value problem

 dy x y, y 0 1dx   

by Euler's method and find y(1) with h = 0.1.

GROUP - D 10

13. Write a program in C to find the roots of a quadratic
equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, a  0.

14. Write a program in C to find the sum of the digits of a
number.

15. Write a program in C to check whether a number is a
palindrome or not.

16. Write a program in C to find the sum of the series.
2 3 nx x x1 ........2 3 n   

GROUP - E 10

17. Write a program in C to multiply two matrices A and
B of orders 3 × 3.

18. Write a program in C for arrangement of numbers in
ascending order.

19. Write a program in C to find the factorial of a number
using recursion.

20. Write a program to swap 2 numbers using pointer.

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-PG-Phy-X (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Study the given power supply. 30

OR

Calibrate the given CRO.

OR

Verify the truth tables for different GATE circuits.

OR

Solve linear simultaneous equation after writing down
the necessary programme.

OR

Generate and print the sum of the first 100 prime
numbers.

OR

Find the sum of on AP/GP series.

OR

Solve a quadratic equation after writing the suitable
programme.

OR

Solve a second order differential equation by
Runge-Kutta method.

OR

Solve a cubic equation.

2. Viva-Voce. 12

3. Record. 8

V-39-0.3 
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II-UG-Edn(H)-IV (Pract)

2015
Full Marks - 20

Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. Verification of Practice Teaching Records : 5

a) Preparation of ten lesson plans and delivery.

b) Ten teaching aids pertaining to ten lesson plans
delivered. Evaluate as a whole.

2. Performance in classroom teaching in final lesson plan
(delivery of one lesson) :

a) Lesson plan. 4

b) Classroom Management and Transaction. 4

c) Personality. 2

V-21 [Turn Over

3. Use of Teaching aids :

a) Quality of teaching aid. 2

b) Appropriateness of aids. 2

c) Use of aids during delivery of lesson. 1

V-21-0.5 
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II-PG-Com-X (CAB)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) How will you insert horizontal page break and
vertical page break while printing a worksheet in
EXCEL ? 8

b) What is a range ? How are cell ranges named ?
What are the advantages of assigning a name to a
cell or, a range of cells ? Can you rename a range
or delete a range ? 8.6

OR

c) How can you insert a graphic image into a word
document ? 5

d) Write the steps involved to go to a particular page
directly in multi-page document ? 5

e) How can you create a new template based on an
existing template ? 6.6

V-37 [Turn Over



2. a) How to copy a slide from one presentation to
another ? Write all the steps. 5

b) How text and graphics objects are animated in a
slide ? Write all the steps. 5

c) Write a program to calculate and display sum of
series 5, 10, 15, ..... 100 in FoxPro. 6.6

OR

d) How to create a table using Database view ? Write
all its steps. 5

e) What is Form-Wizard ? How can you create a form
using Form-Wizard ? Write all its steps. 6.6

f) Write a program in FoxPro to find out factorial of
a input number. 5

3. Company starts a new scheme for his retail customers.
According to the scheme company maintain a price
list as follows. You have to create two prices Level :
WHOLESALE and RETAIL. 16.6

Maintain price list for Retailer :

Product Quantity Rate Discount

Ponds Cream < 10 45/- 2.5%

< 25 45/- 3.5%

< 50 45/- 4.5%

> 50 45/- 6%

Lotus Cream < 15 90/- 2%

< 25 90/- 3.5%

> 25 90/- 5%

OR

What is meant by Ledger ? How can you create a single
and a multiple ledger ? Create a single ledger of your
own. 16.6

V-37-1 
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VI-UG-Phy(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Give an account of Sommerfield's extension of
Bohr's theory of hydrogen atoms. 6

b) Discuss L-S and J-J coupling scheme for two
electrons atoms. 3+3

OR

a) Define orbital and spin angular momenta of an
atom. 1+1

b) Give the explanation of normal Zeeman effect on
classical theory and obtain an expression for
Zeeman shift. 4+6

2. a) Describe Moseley's work on X-rays. State
Moseley's law.  What is its importance ? 2+1+2

b) Discuss Laue's theory for X-ray diffraction. 7

OR

V-40 [Turn Over



a) Distinguish between X-rays emission spectra and
X-rays absorption spectra. 4

b) Discuss the origin and mechanism of production
of characteristic X-ray spectra. Give the theory of
X-ray diffraction in detail. 2+2+4

3. a) Obtain an expression for rotational energy levels
of a diatomic molecule and the frequency of
rotational spectra. 6+3

b) Show that in rotational spectra, the energy levels
are not equally spaced. 3

OR

What is Raman effect ? What are Stoke's and anti-
Stoke's lines in Raman spectrum ? Give the
experimental set up to study Raman effect with the
help of a neat labelled diagram. 2+2+2+5+1

4. a) Give various assumptions made for liquid drop
model of the nucleus. Explain salient features of
this model. 2+4

b) Obtain an expression for the binding energy of
a nucleus in the ground state based on an
semi-empirical mass formula and justify
dependence of different energy terms on various
factors. 3+3

OR

Write explanatory notes on the following with
example : 6 × 2

i) Nuclear fusion reaction

ii) Nuclear fission reaction.

5. a) Explain clearly the meaning of isospin
and strangeness. In what respect are these
important in the classification of elementary
particles ? 2+2+2

b) How many possible quarks are there ? Give the
charge and strangeness numbers associated with
each quark. How do quarks combine to form
baryons and mesons ? 2+2+2

OR

Give the principle, construction and working of a linear
particle accelerator. State some of its uses in modern
science. 10+2

V-40-0.5 
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VI-UG-C.Sc(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Find out -notation for the function

4n3 + 2n + 3. 4

b) Explain why the statement, "The running time of
Algorithm A is at least O(n2)" is meaningless. 4

c) Discuss the Rules for designing an algorithm. 4

OR

d) By using the master method to give tight
asymptotic bounds for the following recurrences

i) T(n) = 4T(n/2) + n

ii) T(n) = 4T(n/2) + n3. 8

e) By using a recursion tree to give an asymptotic
tight solution to the recurrence

T(n) = T(n) + T ((1 – )n) + cn,

where  is a constant in the range 0 <  < 1 and
c > 0 is also a constant. 4

V-44 [Turn Over

5. What are P and NP-complete and NP-hard problems ?
Explain briefly with suitable example for each
class. 12

OR

a) Assuming modulo q = 11, how many spurious hits
does the Robin-Karp matcher encounter in the text
T = 314159265589793 which looking for the
pattern P = 26. 7

b) Prove that if any NP complete problem is
polynomial time solvable then P = NP. 5

V-44-0.5 
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2. a) Suppose A = {3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5, 3, 5, 8, 9) sort
the array A using Quick sort algorithm. 6

b) Explain the operation of HEAP-EXTRACT-MAX
on the heap

A = 15, 13, 9, 5, 12, 8, 7, 4, 0, 6, 2, 1 6

OR

c) Explain that quick sort's best-case running time
is (n lg n) 6

d) Explain the binary search tree in brief. 6

3. Define Bellman-Ford Algorithm. Discuss the
Bellman-Ford Algorithm (step-by-step) by using below
figure. 12

OR

Define Prim's algorithm. Discuss the step by step
operation of Prim's algorithm, using below figure : 12

4. a) Briefly describe the Greedy algorithm and its basic
structure. Also discuss the elements of Greedy
strategy. 6

b) Consider following instance of the Knapsack
problem :

n = 3,  w = 50,  (v1, v2, v3) = (60, 100, 120) and
weight (w1, w2, w3) = 10, 20, 30. 6

OR

c) Construct the huffman code for the following set
of characters : 8

a(26),   m(13),   n(36),   o(5),   p (5),   q(15)

d) Write down the steps for achieving greedy
algorithms. 4

V-44 [Turn Over
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VI-UG-Com(H)-IX (FMO)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Show the classification of Indian financial markets in
the form of a chart and explain the features of each
market. 16

OR

Give the structure of the Indian money market and point
out its deficiencies. 16

2. Write an essay on the functions of New Issue
Market. 16

OR

Critically examine the role of stock exchanges in the
financial system of a country. 16

3. Analyse the main factors that affect investors' interest
in general. 16

OR

V-46 [Turn Over

Highlight the various measures taken by the stock
exchanges to protect the interest of investors. 16

4. Discuss the method of trading in OTCEI. 16

OR

Write notes on the following : 8+4+4

a) Objectives of National Stock Exchange

b) Sub-brokers

c) Jobbers.

5. Discuss the guidelines for merchant bankers issued by
SEBI. 16

OR

What is meant by credit rating ? Explain the benefits
of credit rating. 4+12

V-46-1 
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IV-PG-Com-XV (ME)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Explain the concept of production function with the
help of a two input and one output case. 13

OR

When estimating production function, what would be
the some of the problems of measuring output and
inputs for each of the following ?

a) An entire economy

b) A Multiproduct 13

2. Long run cost-output relationship is an envelope of
the family of short-run cost curves - Discuss. 13

OR

"The behaviour of Cost is determined by several
factors". Elucidate the statement. 13

V-90 [Turn Over

3. What is inflation ? Discuss the different types of
inflation. Suggest measures to check inflation. 14

OR

Discuss the nature and different stages of
business cycle. Give a note on Samuelson and Hicks
Theory. 14

V-90-1 
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VI-UG-Zool(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give diagrams wherever necessary

1. Give an account of transport of Respiratory gases.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Digestion of Carbohydrates

b) Cardiac Cycle

c) Composition of Blood.

2. Describe the various physiological steps involved in
the process of Excretion.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Structure of Neuron

b) Synaptic transmission

c) Corpus Luteum.

V-43 [Turn Over

3. Write an essay on history and scope of Immunology
and add a note on Immunity.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Acquired/Adaptive Immunity
b) T-Lymphocyte
c) Auto immuno disease.

4. What is Biotechnology ? Give a historical perspective,
scope and importance and discuss its trends in India
and International sphere.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Cloning
b) Synthesis of gene
c) Restriction Enzymes.

5. Describe the evolution, project goal, achievements and
social implication of human genome project.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Transgenic animals
b) Hybridoma
c) Biotechnology in human welfare.

V-43-0.5 
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VI-UG-Bot(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give diagrams wherever necessary

1. Give an account of Botanical Nomenclature of ICBN
type studied by you.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Importance of Herbarium and Botanical Garden

b) Principles of Priority and its limitation in Botanical
nomenclature.

2. Discuss the principles of classification made by
Hutchison.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Merits and demerits of Bentham and Hooker's
system  of classification.

b) Takhatajan's system of classification.

V-42 [Turn Over

3. Describe the family Apiaceae or Rubiaceae with range
of floral formula and floral diagram.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Inflorescence of Acanthaceae

b) Androecium of Asclepiadaceae.

4. Describe the family Orchidaceae and point out its
advanced characters.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Floral structure of Musaceae

b) Floral diagram of Cyperaceae.

5. Discuss the origin, distribution, botany, taxonomy and
economical importance of Sugarcane.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Medicinal importance of Ocimum with a brief
description of the plant.

b) Economic importance of jute or Rowolfia.

V-42-0.5 
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VI-UG-Chem(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) The boiling point of the thioalcohols are less than
that of alcohols. Explain. 2

b) Predict the product :

2CH3CH2SH + CH3CHO   ? 2

c) What is Gilman reagent ? Give a reaction where
it is used. 2

d) CH3MgBr reacts with CO2 to produce acetic acid
while CH3Li reacts with CO2 to produce acetone.
Explain. 4

OR

e) How is malonic ester prepared ? 2½

f) Starting from malonic ester,  how will you
synthesize the following compounds ? 2½ × 3

i) Crotonic acid

ii) Isobutane

iii) a heterocyclic compound.
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5. a) What are purines ? Write the names and structural
formula of three derivatives of purines. 2+3

b) What happens when Citral is oxidised with alkaline
KMnO4 followed by chromic acid ? 2½

c) How can you convert adenine to
hypoxanthene ? 2½

OR

Establish the structure of Citral. 10

6. Explain briefly the application of following methods
in elucidating the structure of Alkaloid.

i) Hofmann exhaustive methyllation method. 5

ii) Herzig Meyer method. 5

OR

a) What are essential amino acids ? Give two
examples. 1+1

b) Discuss Gabriel phthalimide synthesis for
preparation of amino acids. 4

c) Write a note on 'end group analysis'. 4

V-41-0.5 
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2. a) Establish the open chain structure of
D(+)-glucose. 5

b) What is osazone ? Discuss the mechanism of
osazone formation.  Explain why osazone
formation involves only C1 and C2 of both glucose
and fructose. 1+2+2

OR

c) How will you convert glucose to fructose and
vice versa ? 4

d) Unlike-Ketone, fructose being a Ketohexose give
positive test for Tollen's reagent. Explain. 4

e) Write the mechanism of mutarotation. 2

3. a) Discuss how furan is prepared from 1, 4-dicarbonyl
compound. 2

b) What happens when Quinoline is treated with

i) Br2

ii) NaNH2

iii) Alkaline KMnO4 ? 2 × 3

c) Explain why five membered heterocycles are
aromatic in nature. 2

OR

d) Elucidate the structure of anthracene. 5

e) Justify why electrophillic  substitutions in
anthracene occur at C9 preferably. 3

f) Predict the product

2

4. a) Discuss how methyl orange is synthesised.
Explain why it gives pink colouration in acid
medium. 2+2

b) To which class of dyes malachite green belongs ?
Write the structure and application of malachite
green. 1+2+1

c) Identify chromophores/auxochrome in the
compound.

2

OR

d) Explain the modern theory of colour and
constitution with suitable examples, that explains
the relationship between colour and structure of
compound. 6

e) Discuss 'bathochromic shift' and 'hypsochromic
shift' with examples. 4
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VI-UG-Math(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from Group-A and any one Section

from Group-B selecting either{(a), (b)} or {(c), (d)}
from each questions

The symbols used have their usual meaning

GROUP - A
(Differential Equation)

1. a) Find the power series solution of the equation

 2x 1 y xy xy 0.     5

b) Show that   1
2

2J x sin xx
 . 5

OR

c) If Pn is the Legendre polynomial of degree n, then
show that

   
1

m n1
P x P x dx 0 if m n.


    5
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d) If Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial of degree n,
then show that

 
 

2 n2xt t n

n 0

H x
e t .

n !







for all integral values of n and real values of x. 5

2. a) Solve :

     2 2 2 2
dydx dz .

x y z y x z x y z
 

    5

b) Solve the equation

(x2z – y3)dx + 3xy2dy + x3dz = 0. 5

OR

c) Solve :     2 2
dydx dz .

z x y z x y x y
 

   5

d) Verify that the following equation is integrable
and find its primitive : 5

yz (y+z)dx + zx(z + x)dy + xy(x + y)dz = 0.

3. a) Form a partial differential equation by eliminating
the function of f and g from

  xz f xy g .
y

    
 

5
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b) Find the complete integral of the equation

p = (qy + z)2. 5

OR

c) Find the general integral of the P.D.E.
cos(x + y)p + sin(x + y)q = z. 5

d) Find the complete integral of the equation
p3 + q3 = 3pqz. 5

4. a) Solve  (D2 – DD' – 6D'2)z = xy. 5

b) Solve  2xr – ys + 2p = 4xy2. 5

OR

c) Solve q2r – 2pqs + p2t = 0 by Monge's method. 5

d) Solve (D – 3D')2 (D + 3D')z = e3x + y. 5

GROUP - B

Section - I
(Number Theory)

5. a) Prove that given integers a and b, not both zero,
there exist integers x and y such that

gcd(a, b) = ax + by 5

V-45 [Turn Over
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7. a) If the integer a has order k modulo n, prove that
ah  1(mod n) if and only if k/h. 5

b) Prove that there are infintely may primes of the
form 4k + 1. 5

OR

c) Solve x2  23(mod 72). 5

d) Prove that for k  3, the integer 2k has no primitive
roots.  5

8. a) If m  1, n  1 and m = qn + r then prove that
gcd (um, un) = g d (ur, un). 5

b) Solve the equation 172x + 20y  = 1000 using
simple continued fraction. 5

OR

c) Prove that for a prime P > 5, either P | up–1 or
P | up+1, but not both. 5

d) Evaluate the infinite simple continued fraction

 3 6 1 4; , ,  . 5
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b) Solve the Diophantine equation

54x + 21y = 906 5

OR

c) If Pn is the nth prime number then prove that

Pn
n




22 1 . 5

d) Solve the equation 17x   9 (mod 276). 5

6. a) Prove that the Mobius function is a multiplicative
function. 5

b) If n P P Pk k
r
k r 1 2

1 2 .....  is the prime factorization

of  n > 1, then prove that the positive divisors n
are those integers d of the form. 5

d P P Pa a
r
a r 1 2

1 2 .....
where 0  ai  ki (i–1, 2......r).

OR

c)  Prove that for each positive integer n,

(n) (n + 1)  (n + 2)  (n + 3) = 0. 5

d) Determine the highest power of 5 dividing 50.  5
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Section - II
(Differential Geometry)

9. For the curve x = a (3u – u3), y = 3au2, z = a(3u + u3),
show that

 22

1 .
3a 1 u

 
 8

OR

Derive a formula for unit binormal to the evolute of a
given curve. 8

10. Prove that the envelope for the plane

(u – v) x + (1 + uv)y + (1 – uv)z = u + v

where u and v are parameters is the hyperboloid
x2 + y2 – z2 = 1. 8

OR

Find the edge of regression of the envelope of the
family of planes x sin – y cos + z = a , being the
parameter. 8

[  6  ]

11. If   is the angle between the two directions given by
P du2 + Q dudv + R dv2 = 0, then show that

2H Q 4PRtan ER FQ GP


    8

OR

Find the fundamental magnitudes of first and second
order for the surface

x = a (u + v),  y = u – v,  z = uv. 8

12. Find the principal curvatures and the lines of curvature
on the right helicoid

x = u cos,  y = u sin,  z = c. 8

OR

Show that the asymptotic lines of the hyperboloid
 x = a cos u sec v, y = b sin u sec v,  z= c tan v are given
by u  v = constant. 8

13. Find the equation to the geodesic on the helicoid. 8
x = u cos v,  y = u sin v,  z = av. 8

OR

Find the torsion of a geodesic and show that it vanishes
in the principal direction. 8

V-45-0.5 
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VI-UG-Sans(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. F${fÀN>ÝXmoXodVm {ZX}enwa…ga§ _ÝÌÛ`o§  ì`m»`mV : 8 × 2

H$) A{¾hm}Vm H${dH«$Vw… gË`píMV«e«dñV_… Ÿ&
Xodmo Xodo{^amJ_V² Ÿ&&

I) gh dm_oZ Z Cfmo ì ẁÀN>m Xw{hV{X©d… Ÿ&
gh ÚwåZoZ d¥hVm {d^md[a am`m Xo{d XmñdVr Ÿ&&

J) nwéf EdoX§ gdª ẁXyV§ `ƒ ^mì`_² Ÿ&
CVm_¥VËdñ òemZmo `XÞoZm{Vamoh{V Ÿ&&

2. CËH$b^mf`m Am“b^mf`m dm _ÝV«Û`ñ` AZwdmX… H$m ©̀… 6 × 2

H$) gwfma{Waídm{Zd `Ý_Zwî`m-
ÞoZr`Vo@{^e{^d©m{OZ Bd Ÿ&

öËà{Vð>§ `X{Oa§ O{dð>§
VÝ_o _Z…{edg§H$ën_ñVw Ÿ&&

I) `… n¥{Wdt ì`W_mZ_Ñ§h-
hm… nd©VmÝàHw${nVm± AaåUmV² Ÿ&

`mo AÝV[aj§ {d__o dar`mo
`mo Úm_ñVe«mËg OZmg BÝX… Ÿ&&
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J) `{V Xod… àdVm `mË ẁÛVm
`m{V eŵ «mí`m§ `OVmo h[aä`m_² Ÿ&
Am Xodmo `m{V g{dVm namdVmo-
@n {dídm Xw[aVm dmY_mZ… Ÿ&&

3. BÝÐñ` g{dVw… dm ñdén_mbmoM`V Ÿ& 12

4. F$J²doXo d{U©VmZm§ gådmXgyº$mZm§ AmbmoMZm§ Hw$éV Ÿ& 15

AWdm
`Owd}Xñ` _hËd§ AmbmoM`V Ÿ&

5. Û`mo… {Q>ßnUr àXò m : 5 × 2

Boemon{ZfX²,  {Zéº$_²,  F$J²doXñ` emIm,  eVnW d«mPU… Ÿ&

6. gwÌ Ì`§  gmoXmhaU§ ì`m»`mV : 5 × 3

H$) N>Z¥{gnao@{n

I) BVíMbmon nañ_onXrfw

J) MVwÏ ©̀W} dhþb§ N>ÝX{g

K) BXÝVmo _{g

L>) Am‚mgoagwH²$ Ÿ&

V-56-0.5 
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VI-UG-ODI(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. ÀÿÓÀÿ ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæB ÷̈æ`ÿêœÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿{Àÿ LÿÀëÿ~ ÀÿÓÀÿ Lÿç̈ Àÿç
÷̈{ßæS Wsçdç, Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

Àÿê†ÿçLëÿ Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àÿ AæŠæ LÿÜÿç̄ ÿæ {Lÿ{†ÿ’íÿÀÿ ¾ëNÿç¾ëNÿ, D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ ÓÜÿ
Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

2. ™œ́ÿçÀÿ ÓÀ́íÿ¨ H ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæA >

A$¯ÿæ

Lÿæ¯ÿ¿ Àÿ`ÿœÿæ{Àÿ ¯ÿ{Lÿ÷æNÿçÀÿ SëÀëÿ†ÿ ́¯ÿç̀ ÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿ >

3. HÝçAæ Lÿæ¯ÿ¿ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ{Àÿ {Àÿæþæ+çÓçfçþúÀÿ ™æÀÿæ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ
LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

÷̈†ÿêLÿ ÷̈{ßæS ’ÿǽÀÿæ Aæ™ëœÿçLÿ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ Lÿç̈ Àÿç µÿæ¯ÿSµÿöLÿ {ÜÿæBdç,
D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ ÓÜÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
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4. Óþæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ Óójæ H ÓÀ́íÿ¨ D¨{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

Óǽ™êœÿ†ÿæ-¨Àÿ¯ÿˆÿöê Óþæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ ¯ÿçLÿæÉ™æÀÿæ ̄ ÿç{ÉÈÌ~
LÿÀÿ >

5. †ëÿÁÿœÿæŠLÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ Óójæ H ÓÀ́íÿ¨ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

†ëÿÁÿœÿæŠLÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ LÿÀÿ >

V-55-0.5 
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VI-UG-Hn(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. {hÝXrgm{hË` Ho$ B{Vhmg _| {d{^Þ H$mbm| Ho$ Zm_H$aU H$s gmW©H$Vm
na MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ& 13

AWdm

Am{XH$mbrZ gm{hË` H$s à_wI àd¥{Îm`m| H$m n[aM` Xr{OE Ÿ&

2. ^{º$ H$mb H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ H$s MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ& 13

AWdm

ar{VH$mbrZ gm{hË` H$s à_wI àd¥{Îm`m| H$s MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ&

3. AmYw{ZH$ H$mb Ho$ CX` _| ^maVoÝXw ẁJrZ {hÝXr gm{hË` H$s ŷ{_H$m
ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ& 13

AWdm

N>m`mdmX H$s à_wI àd¥{Îm`m| H$s MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ&

4. {hÝXr CnÝ`mg AWdm  {Z~§Y Ho$ CX^d Am¡a {dH$mg H$s MM©m
H$s{OE Ÿ& 13
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5. {ZåZ àíZm| Ho$ g§{já CÎma {b{IE : 5 × 4

H$) n¥ÏdramO amgmo H$s à_m{UH$Vm Ÿ&

AWdm

{hÝXr Ho$ {dH$mg _| An «̂§e H$m `moJXmZ Ÿ&

I) {ZJw©U H$mì` H$s à_wI _mÝ`VmE± Ÿ&

AWdm

" «̂_aJrV' H$s {deofVmE± Ÿ&

J) I‹S>r ~mobr {hÝXr Ho$ {dH$mg _| {ÛdoXr ẁJ H$s ŷ{_H$m Ÿ&

AWdm

àJ{VdmX H$hZo go Amn Š`m g_PVo h¢ ?

K) {hÝXr Ho$ amOZ¡{VH$ AWdm Eo{Vhm{gH$ CnÝ`mgm| H$m n[aM`
Xr{OE Ÿ&

AWdm

Zw̧ $‹S> ZmQ>H$ H$hZo go Amn Š`m g_PVo h¢ ?

6. {ZåZ àíZm| Ho$ dñVw{Zð> CÎma {b{IE : ({H$Ýht AmR> Ho$) 1 × 8

H$) Am{XH$mb H$m Zm_ draJmWmH$mb {H$gZo {X`m Wm ?

I) _wgb_mZ ^maV Z ^r AmE hmoVo Vmo ^{º$H$mb H$m ~mah AmZm
gm{hË` Eogm hr hmoVm - {H$gZo H$hm Wm ?

J) M§Xm`Z {H$g gy\$s H${d H$s aMZm h¡ ?

K) {dZ`n{ÌH$m Ho$ H${d H$m Zm_ {b{IE Ÿ&

L>) ar{VH$mbrZ H${dVm A{YH$m§eV… {H$g N>ÝX _| {bIr J`r h¡ ?

M) "A§°Yoa ZJar' {H$gH$s aMZm h¡ ?

N>) "gañdVr' n{ÌH$m Ho$ gånmXH$ H$m¡Z Wo ?

O) "h§°g' n{ÌH$m Ho$ àW_ gånmXH$ H$m Zm_ {b{IE ?

P) _mohZ amHo$e Ho$ EH$ ZmQ>H$ H$m Zm_ {b{IE ?

Äm) "Š`m ŷby§ Š`m `mX H$é±'' {H$gH$s AmË_H$Wm h¡ ?

V-57-0.3 
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IV-PG-Com-XVI (BT)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. X is a company in which the public are substantially
interested. It closes its accounts on 31st March every
year. During the current year, it derived the following
income :

i) Profit from manufacturing unit at Mumbai
`3,20,000.

ii) Profit from trading activities at Mumbai
`1,00,000.

iii) Interest on debenture issued by another company
`25,000 (Gross)

iv) Dividend from foreign company `10,000.

v) Profit from an approved hotel (started in February
2002) at Kolkata `2,10,500. Capital employed
being `15,00,000 and normal depreciation
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`60,000 has not been charged in the calculation
of above profit. Company received royalty of
`2,10,000 from a foreign country.

vi) Brought forward unabsorbed depreciation
`39,000.

vii) Book profits as per section 115JB is `25,00,000.

Calculate total income and tax of the company. 14

OR

Write notes on any two of the following : 7 × 2

i) Deduction u/s 80G for donation.

ii) Deduction u/s 80IA for profits from new
infrastructure undertaking.

iii) Provisions of set off and carry forward of losses
of companies (with hypothetical example).

2. State the circumstances in which a claim for refund of
tax may arise. Describe briefly the procedure of
claiming a refund. 13

OR

Write a note on Settlement Commission and its
power. 13

3. State and explain the provision of the Customs Act
which relate to grant of exemption from duty. 13

OR

Distinguish between 'drawback' and 'refund'. Under
what circumstances may the export duty be
refunded ? 6+7

V-95-1 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-IX (FOI)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define Insurance. Discuss the purpose and importance
of Insurance.

OR

Define Agent. State in details the agent's regulations.

2. What do you mean by Fire Insurance ? Describe the
various kinds of Fire Insurance Policies.

OR

Describe the features of Life Insurance contract with
reference to :

a) Insurable Interest

b) Utmost Good Faith.

3. Explain in detail, about the pre-requisite of obtaining
a license to be an agent.

OR

Write short notes on the following :

a) Termination of an agent's appointment

b) Unfair practices of the agents.

4. Discuss in details the functions of an agent.

OR

Write short notes on the following :

a) Procedure regarding settlement of policy claims

b) Proposal form.

5. Narrate the organisational set up and various
departments of an insurance organisation.

OR

Write short notes on the following :

a) Actuarial Profession

b) Distribution Channel.

V-48-0.5 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-IX (IM)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define international marketing and discuss its nature
and scope.

OR

Discuss the procedure of identifying and selecting
foreign market.

2. Write an essay on "Product Designing".

OR

Write short notes on the following :

a) Packaging

b) After sale services.

3. Discuss the factors influencing international price and
discuss the pricing process.

OR

V-47 [Turn Over

Write notes on the following :

a) Method of international price quotation

b) Payment terms.

4. Write notes on the following :

a) Advertising

b) Trade fairs and exhibitions.

OR

Discuss the selection and appointment of foreign sales
agents.

5. Write short notes on the following :

a) EXIM Policy

b) Export Documentation.

OR

Write short notes on the following :

a) Export Procedures

b) Export Pricing.

V-47-1.5 
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IV-PG-ODI-XVI
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. É±ÿ†ÿˆÿÀ́ÿ ¨Àÿç̀ ÿß ÷̈’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿç É±ÿµÿƒæÀÿ ¨Àÿç¯ÿˆÿöœÿÀÿ ¯ÿçµÿ çŸ
LÿæÀÿ~þæœÿ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ > 16

A$¯ÿæ
Àíÿ¨†ÿˆÿÀ́ÿ Óæ™æÀÿ~ ¨Àÿç̀ ÿß {’ÿB Àíÿ ç̈þ `ÿçÜÿ§ç†ÿ LÿÀÿç̄ ÿæÀÿ ÷̈~æÁÿê
D¨{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ LÿÀÿ >

2. ÿ̄‚ÿöœÿæŠLÿ H ÓþLÿæÁÿêœÿ µÿæÌæ ̄ ÿçjæœÿ Óó̈ Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ ÿ̀œÿæ LÿÀÿ > 16
A$¯ÿæ

HÝçAæ µÿæÌæ `ÿaÿöæ {ä†ÿ÷{Àÿ œÿêÁÿLÿ=ÿ ’ÿæÓ H {Sæ¨êœÿæ$ œÿ¢ÿZÿ
A¯ÿ’ÿæœÿ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ LÿÀÿ >

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿBsçÀÿ Óóäç© sçª~ê {àÿQ : 4 × 2
Lÿ) ¯ÿæLÿ¿Àÿ àÿä~
Q) †ëÿÁÿœÿæŠLÿ µÿæÌæ ¯ÿçjæœÿ
S) ¯ÿ‚ÿöœÿæŠLÿ µÿæÌæ ¯ÿçjæœÿ
W) Óëœÿê†ÿç LëÿþæÀÿ `ÿæsæföê >
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IV-PG-Pol.Sc-XVI
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Discuss Hegel's concept of State. 12

OR

Explain Marx's doctrine of class struggle.

2. Critically examine Gandhi's views on modern
civilization. 12

OR

Examine the key elements in political thought of
Mao Tse Tung.

3. Write notes on any two of the following : 8 × 2

i) Hegel's views on Freedom

ii) Cultural Revolution (Mao).

iii) Gandhi as an anarchist

iv) Surplus value (Karl Marx)
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IV-UG-Eng(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Answer briefly any two of the following :

a) Discuss five of the oldest and most common
theories of how language began.

b) Discuss the major morphological features of Old
English.

c) Write a note on the major phonological changes
that occured between Old English and Middle
English.

d) How did vocabulary change between Early
Modern English and Late Modern English ?

2. Answer briefly any two of the following :

a) How does morphology form a core part of
linguistics today ?
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b) i) What is the difference between pure vowels
and diphthongs ?

ii) Write the phonemic transcription of any
five :

apple,  beautiful,  picture,  shower,  ring,
trouble,  junction.

c) How is verb expressed in terms of tense-
modality-aspect ?

d) What is semantics ? Discuss the difference
between literal and figurative meaning of an
expression.

3. Briefly discuss any four of the following critical
concepts :

a) Archetype

b) Conceit

c) Catharsis

d) Dystopia

e) international fallacy

f) fancy and imagination.

4. Answer any four of the following :

a) How does a Formalist critic approach a literary
text ?

b) How is the theory of Deconstruction different
from Formalism ?

c) Discuss basic issues facing Modern Feminism.

d) What are the important features of modernist
literary criticism ?

e) What are the influences on Structuralism ?

f) Discuss the main issues that Postcolonialism
addresses.

V-49-0.5 
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IV-PG-Math-XVI
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions selecting either {(a),(b)}

or {(c),(d)} from each question.

1. a) Compute the measures of Skewness and
Kurtosis of the binomial distribution b(n, p). 4

b) Let X and Y have the joint p.d.f.
f(x, y) = e–2/ [x! (y–x)!], y = 0, 1, 2, .... j

x = 0, 1, ......, y, zero else where.
Compute the means, the variances and the
correlation coefficient of X and Y. 4

OR

c) The moment-generating function of a random
variable X is e4(et – 1). Show that

Pr( – 2 < X <  + 2) = 0.931. 4

d) If x = r is the unique mode of distribution that is
b(n, p), show that

(n + 1) p – 1 < r < (n + 1) p. 4

V-94 [Turn Over

d) Let Sn
2 denote the variance of a random sample

of size n from a distribution that is n(, 2). Prove
that nSn

2/(n –1) converges stochastically to 2.   4

5. a) Let X1, X2, ...... Xn be a random sample from
the distribution having p.d.f.

     1 2x
1 2 2f x ; , 1 e ,       1 x ,   

1 2, 0 ,         zero elsewhere.
Find the maximum likelihood estimates of
1 and 2. 4

b) Let Y be b(300, p). If the observed value of Y is
y = 75, find an approximate 90 per cent
confidernce interval for p. 4

OR
c) If 8.6, 7.9, 8.3, 6.4, 8.4, 9.8, 7.2, 7.8, 7.5 are the

observed values of a random sample of size 9
from a distribution that is n(8, 2), construct a
90 percent confidence interval for 2. 4

d) Let X  and Y  be the means of two independent
random samples, each of size n, from the
respective distributions n(1, 

2) and n(2, 
2),

where the common variance is known. Find n
such that 4

 1 2Pr X Y 5 X Y 5 0.90        

V-94-0.5 
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2. a) Compute the measures of skewness and
Kurtotis of a gamma distribution with
parameters  and . 4

b) If X has the moment-generating function
M(t) = e2t + 232t2, then show that X has a normal
distribution with  = 2, 2 = 64. 4

OR

c) If the random variable X is n (, 2), 2 > 0,
then show that the random variable

V = (X – )2 / 2 is 2(1). 4

d) Let X and Y have a bivariate normal distribution
with parameters 1 = 3, 2 = 1, 1

2 = 16,
2

2 = 25 and  = 3/5. Determine the following
probabilities : 4
i) Pr (3 < Y < 8).
ii) Pr (–3 < X < 3 | y = –4).

3. a) Let X1 and X2 denote a random sample of size 2
from a distribution that is n(0, 1). Find the p.d.f.
of Y = X1

2 + X2
2. 4

b) Let F have an F distribution with parameter
r1 and r2. Prove that 1/F has an F distribution
with parameters r2 and r1. 4

OR

c) Let X have the p.d.f.   
x1f x ,2

   
 

x = 1, 2, 3, ....., zero else where. Find the p.d.f.
of Y = X3. 4

d) Let X1, X2, X3 denote a random sample from a
normal distribution  n(0,1). Let the random
variables Y1, Y2, Y3 be defined by

X1 + Y1 cos Y2 sin Y3, X2 = Y1 sin Y2 sin Y3,
X3 = Y1 cos Y3, where 0  Y1 < , 0  Y2 < 2,
0  Y3 .

Show that Y1, Y2, Y3 are mutually stochastically
independent. 4

4. a) Let X1, X2, ......, Xn be a random sample of size
n from a distribution which is n(, 2), where

 > 0. Show that the sum 
n

n i
1

Z X  does not

have a limiting distribution. 4

b) Let Y be  1
5b 400, . Compute an approximate

value of Pr(0.25 < Y/n). 4
OR

c) Let Zn be 2(n) and let Wn = Zn/n
2. Find the

limiting distribution of Wn. 4
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VI-UG-Eco(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Bring out the distinction between economic growth
and economic development. What factors contribute
to ecnomic development ?

OR
Distinguish between 'Balanced Growth' and
'Unbalanced Growth'. Which of two will you prefer
for the development of an underdeveloped country
like India ?

2. Critically examine Schumpeterian theory of
economic development.

OR
Examine the classical  theory of economic
development.

3. What is meant by Sustainable development ? Explain
the problem of sustainable development in agriculture
in the context of application of new technology.

OR

V-50 [Turn Over

'Choice of technique is a difficult task before the
planning authority in a developing country'. Discuss.

4. Explain the Singer-Prebish hypothesis. On the
secular deterioration of the terms of trade of the less
developed coutries. On what grounds the hypothesis
has been criticised ?

OR

Make an assessment of the need for planning in the
post-reform period. Do you think that "Planning has
outlived its utility" ? Give reasons.

5. Explain briefly different methods of measuring
environmental values.

OR

Explain the concepts of (a) Carrying capacity
(b) Intergenerational equity related to sustainable
development.
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VI-UG-Pol.Sc(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the nature and scope of Political Sociolgy.

OR

Briefly explain modern approaches to the study of
Political Sociology.

2. Define how input-output model works in a political
system.

OR

Explain how the communication model is
functioning in a political system.

3. Discuss the elite theory of power.

OR

Power, Authority and Legitimacy are interrelated.
–Discuss.

V-52 [Turn Over

4. Discuss the meaning of class and define the Marxian
theory of class.

OR

Critically analyse the place of Tribes in politics.

5. Define Political Socialisation and discuss various
agencies of Political Socialisation.

OR

Discuss the various theories of social change.

V-52-1 
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VI-UG-Hist(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the career and achievements of Kharavela
of Kalinga as depicted in the Hatigumpha inscription.

OR

Estimate the achievements of Subhakaradeva I, as
the founder of Bhaumakara dynasty.

2. Discuss the achievements of Ananga Bhima Deva III
from 1211-1238 AD.

OR

Write a note on the achivements of Kapilendradeva
as an empire builder.

3. Discuss the main feautres of Mughal administration
in Odisha.

OR

Discuss the causes responsible for the Anglo-Maratha
Conflict in Odisha.

V-51 [Turn Over

4. Discuss the consequences of British Conquest of
Odisha in 1803.

OR

Discuss the causes and consequences of the
Paik RSebellian of 1817.

5. Evaluate the role played by Madhusudan Das in the
National Movement in Odisha.

OR

Assess the role of Maharaja Krishna Chandra
Gajapati of Paralakhemundi in the process of the
creation of separate province of Odisha.
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VI-UG-Phil(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Give the brief picture of Saccidananda after
Rabindranath Tagore.

OR

Discuss Tagore's concept of Ethics in his
philosophical system.

2. State and explain the dualistic concept of God in
Vivekananda's Philosophy.

OR

Give an account of modern theories of religion in
the philosophy of Vivekananda.

3. State and explain what is religion and mention the
salient features of Gandhi's views on the nature of
religion.

OR

V-53 [Turn Over

Describe the concept of Ethics of Gandhi by his five
vows or virtues.

4. What is realistic Advaita of Sri Aurobindo ? Explain.

OR

Give an account of Ethics in the field of pleasure
and pain, good and evil in Aurobindo's philosophy.

5. Discuss universal  Being as the Reality of
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.

OR

How darshana has played the role in the religion of
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan ? Explain.

V-53-0.5 
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VI-UG-Soc(H)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define family disorganisation and discuss its causes.

OR

Discuss the relat ionship between personal
disorganisation and social disorganisation.

2. Discuss briefly the various theories of social
disorganisation.

OR

Critically examine Durkheim's theory on social
disorganisation.

3. Define delinquency and suggest remedial measures
to prevent delinquency.

OR

Define crime and discuss its causes.

V-54 [Turn Over

4. Examine the causes of domestic violence.

OR

Discuss the effects of divorce in India.

5. Critically examine the causes of poverty in
contemporary India.

OR

Define child labour and suggest remedial measures
to prevent child labour in India.

V-54-0.3 
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IV-PG-Phy-XVI
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State the postulates of classical statistical
mechanics. 4

b) What is the difference between micro-canonical,
canonical and grand canonical ensemble. Show
that the grand canonical ensemble is equivalent
to canonical ensemble. 3+5

OR

Define partition function. Find out the ideal gas
equation for an ideal gas in the light of canonical
ensemble. 2+10

2. a) What is density matrix ? Illustrate its use with
an example. 4

b) Obtain the equation of state for Ideal fermi
gas. 12

OR

V-93 [Turn Over

a) What is an ideal Basegas ? Derive Planck's
radiation formula using the concept of
photons and find an expression for specific
heat. 2+6+4

b) What is Bose-Einstein condensation ? 4

3. Explain what is phase transit ion ? Give an
account of the theory of phase transition of second
kind. 2+10

OR

a) How is the order of a phase transition determined
from the derivative of Gibb's potential ? 4

b) Discuss the symmetry changes in a system
during phase transition of second kind. 8

V-93-0.3 
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VI-UG-Edn(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define guidance. Discuss its nature and scope. 2+4+4

OR

Describe the needs and importance of educational
guidance services in schools. 5 + 5

2. Discuss the purpose and functions of vocational
guidance. 5 + 5

OR

Explain the meaning and purpose of job analysis. 5+5

3. Describe the personal and proffessional qualities of
a good counsellor. 5 + 5

OR

Narrate various techniques of counselling. 10

V-59 [Turn Over

4. Examine various determinants of curriculum. 10

OR

What is meant by curriculum ? Differentiate between
the curriculum and syllabus. 2 + 8

5. Explain various methods of organisation of syllabus
in schools. 10

OR

Write a detailed note on life centred curriculum.      10

6. Explain curriculum framework at secondary level
of education. 10

OR

Make a critical analysis of curriculum at the school
stage.
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VI-UG-Psy(H)-XII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define Social Psychology. Discuss the nature and
scope of Social Psychology.

OR

Describe the Experimental and Correlational
methods of studying Social Psychology. Point out
their merits and limitations.

2. What is Attitude ? Describe the role of Learning and
Experiences in the formation of social attitudes.

OR

Can Attitudes be changed ? Suggest various
techniques of attitude change.

3. What do you mean by Group-Mind ? Discuss the
properties of a group.

OR

V-60 [Turn Over

Who is a Leader ? Citing suitable examples describe
the functions of a leader.

4. Distinguish between Self Concept and Self-Esteem.
Explain how self-esteem can be boosted.

OR

Discuss the situational factors involved in prosocial
behaviour and describe the relationship between
emotion and prosocial behaviour.

5. What is Prejudice ? Suggest Plans and Actions to
reduce Social Prejudices.

OR

What is Friendship ? Citing relevant examples,
discuss how close Aquaintances lead to friendship.

V-60-0.5 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-X (ASP)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1.What is Communication ? Describe the various steps
involved in the process of communication.

OR

Describe the various media of communication.
Compare the merits and demerits of written and oral
communication.

2.What is the role of advertising and sales promotion
in our economy ? Do you think that the criticism of
advertising is justified ?

OR

List the different methods used to set advertising
budgets. Which one do you think most effective ?
Why?

V-67[Turn Over

3.What is copy writing ? What approach do you suggest
the best copy writing ?

OR

Discuss the different types of advertising copies ?

4."The success of advertisement campaign depends
on proper selection of the media". Discuss.

OR

Mention the functions of an advertising agency.

5.Define sales promotion. How is it different from
advertising ? Discuss the functions of sales
promotion.

OR

Write notes on any four of the following :
a)Demonstration
b)Trade fair exhibition
c)Consumer contests
d)Premium plan
e)Sampling.

V-67-1.5
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VI-UG-Phy(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What are matter waves ? Describe, with necessary
theory, the Davisson-Germer experiment for
confirmation of matter waves.

Why is the wave-like nature of matter not
apparent in our daily experience ? 2+8+2

OR

State and explain Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Describe a thought experiment to demonstrate this
principle. Show that the existence of electrons within
the atomic nucleus is not consisent with the
uncertainty principle. 3+5+4

2. a) Derive time dependent Schrodinger equation in
the momentum space. 7

V-61 [Turn Over

b) The primitive translation vectors of the
hexagonal space lattice may be taken as

   
  
a a i a j b a i a j C ck

F
HG

I
KJ  FHG

I
KJ 

F
HG

I
KJ  FHG

I
KJ 

3
2 2

3
2 2

 ,  , 

Determine the primitive translation vectors of
the reciprocal lattice. Show that the lattice is its
own reciprocal lattice, but with a rotation of
axes. 6

5. Discuss the formation of allowed and forbidden energy
bands on the basis of Kronig-Penney model. 12

OR

Derive an expression for the binding energy of an
inert gas crystal. Hence calculate the value of
cohesive energy for crystals of inert gases. 10+2
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b) Show that p2   p2 for the wave function


( ) sinx

L
x

L
 F
HG

I
KJ

2
1

2

in the region 0 < x < L

and (x) = 0 out side this region. 5

OR

a) State Ehrenfest theorem and establish the

relation 
d
dt

x
p
m

x . 5

b) If  A and B  are Hermitian operators, show
that  A iB  and  A iB  are not Hermitian. 4

c) Prove that  the product of two Hermitian
operators is Hermitian if and only if they
commute. 3

3. Set up the Schrodinger equation for a particle in a
one dimensional square well of finite depth. Solve
the equation graphically. Show that there exist at least
one bound state irrespective of the depth and width
of the well. 12

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]

Set up the time independent Schrodinger equation
for a particle in a one dimensional box. Hence obtain
the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Plot the
wave function and probability density for the ground
state and next two excited states. 12

4. a) Show that the interplanar spacing in a cubic
lattice is

d a

h k l


 ( )2 2 2 1
2

where the symbols carry usual meaning. 6

b) Draw the schematic deagram for a body centered
cubic lattice showing its primitive translation
vectors. Find the volume of the primitive cell in
terms of the lat t ice parameters of its
conventional unit cell and hence calculate its
packing fraction. 6

OR
a) Show that Bragg's law in vector form is

expressed as
2 02
 
k G G  

Where 

G is the reciprocal lattice vector and is

the wave vector. 6
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VI-UG-Bot(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give diagram wherever necessary

1. Explain the different theories regarding the
organization of shoot apex.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Apical meristem

b) Meristematic Tissue System.

2. What are mechanical tissues ? Explain the principles
involved in organization of mechanical tissues.

OR

Write notes on the following  :

a) Conducting Tissues

b) Organization of vascular bundles.

V-63 [Turn Over

3. What are the various reasons of anomalous secondary
growth ? Describe the mode of secondary growth in
the stem of Bignonia.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Ventilating Tissue system
b) Structure of intexcellular Air spaces.

4. Give an illustrated account of the process of
microsporogenesis in Angiosperms.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Tetrasporic embryo sac
b) Development of ovule.

5. State in detail the structure and the development of
different types of endosperms you have studied.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Polyembryony

b) Totipotency.

V-63-0.5 
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VI-UG-Zool(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give diagram wherever necessar

1. Describe the role of light as an ecological factor. Also
add a note about Photoperiodism.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Scope of ecology
b) Biotic component
c) Different kinds of ecological pyramids.

2. What is population ? Describe its different
characteristics with suitable examples.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Population growth forms
b) Survivorship curves
c) Environmental resistance.
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3. Give an account of development of chick up to
3 germ layers.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Structure of spermatozoan
b) Oogenesis
c) Parthenogenesis.

4. What is the fate map. Describe different methods of
fate map construction.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Speman's theory of organisers
b) Nuclear transplantation
c) Stem cells.

5. Describe the structure and reproduction of
bacteriophages.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Reproduction in Bacteria
b) Microbial diversity
c) Industrial microbiology.
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VI-UG-C.Sc(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Differentiate between A* and Ao* search
procedure. Solve the given problem by using
A* search procedure. 8






2 3
1 4 6
7 5 8

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8

b) Define State space and Search space. 4

OR

Define and solve Missionaries and Cannibals
problem. 12

2. Differentiate between Script and a frame. Write a
script of a resturant. 12

OR

V-65 [Turn Over
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c) Prove the Fuzzy DeMorgan Laws 6
i) (A  B)c = (Ac Bc)
ii) (A  B)c = (Ac Bc)

d) Write short notes on the following : 6
i) Fuzzy composite relations
ii) Defuzzyfications.

V-65-0.5 
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a) Express the following sentence in conceptual
dependancy 6

"John gave a book to Marry at F.M (A)-College
yesterday".

b) Compare and contrast proposit ional  and
predicate logic, giving examples. 6

3. a) Write a programme in LISP to find out the
factorial of a number. 6

b) Differentiate between Bottom-up and Top-down
Parsing. Parse the sentence "The book is kept
on the table" in Top-down Parsing. 6

OR

Write short notes on the following : 12

i) TMS

ii) Pattern Recognition

iii) Chomsky's Hierarchy of Grammar

iv) Parsing.

4. Draw and explain the architecture of an expert
system. Explain how each expert systems and case-
based reasoning be used to capture knowledge for a
business organisation. 12

OR
a) Write down various types of learning techniques

used in artificial neural network. 6

b) Write short notes on the following : 6
i) Artificial neural network
ii) Working principle of human brain.

5. a) Differentiate between Fuzzy logic and Crisp
logic. 2

b) Let X = {a, b, c, d},  Y = {1, 2, 3, 4} 10

A = {(a, 0) (b, 0.8) (c, 0.6) (d, 1)}

B = {(1, 0.2) (2, 1) (3, 0.8) (4, 0)}

C = {(1, 0) (2, 0.4) (3, 1) (4, 0.8)}

Determine the implication relations
i) If x is A THEN y is B

ii) If x is A THEN y is B ELSE y is C.

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-UG-BBA(H)-VIII (FM)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define finance function in a firm. Explain its
importance in the overall process of management. 14

OR

A company is considering to purchase a machine.
Two machines are available A and B each costing
`50,000. Earnings after taxation are expected to be
as follows : 7 + 7

Cash Flows
Year Machine A (`) Machine B (`)

   1 15,000      5,000

   2 20,000    15,000

   3 25,000    20,000

   4 15,000    30,000

   5 10,000    20,000
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f) Average stock holding in terms of sales
requirement-12 weeks

g) Allow 10% for contingencies. 14
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Evaluate the two alternatives according to
a) Return on Investment method
b) Net present value method.

2. What is cost of capital ? Discuss its uses in financial
decision making. 14

OR

A company issues 10,000 10% preference shares of
`10 each. Cost of issue is `2 per share. Calculate
cost of preference capital if these shares are issued
(a) at par (b) at premium of 10 % and (c) at a discount
of 5%. 14

3. What is operating leverage ? How does it help in
magnifying revenue of a concern ? 14

OR

A firm has sales of `20,00,000, variable cost of
`14,00,000 and fixed costs of ̀ 4,00,000 and debt of
`10,00,000 at 10% rate of interest. What are the
operating, financial and combined leverages ? If the
firm wants to double its Earning Before Interest and
Tax (EBIT), how much of a rise in sales would be
needed on a percentage basis ? 14

4. What factors shoud be borne in mind in divising a
capital structure of a company. 14

OR

Discuss in detail the determinants of dividend policy
of a company. 14

5. Give a lucid account of significance of working
capital for a company. 14

OR

Prepare an estimate of working capital requirement
from the following information of a trading concern

a) Project annual sales-1,00,000 units

b) Selling price - `8 per unit

c) % net profit on sales-25%

d) Average credit period allowed to customers-
8 weeks

e) Average credit period allowed by suppliers-
4 weeks

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-UG-BBA(H)-VIII (CB)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Differentiate between Consumer Behaviour and
Organisational Buying Behaviour. Explain the
implication of Organisational Buying Behaviour.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Scope of consumer behaviour

b) Extensive problem solving behaviour.

2. How can an understanding of attitudes and attitudinal
change help managers be effective ?

OR

Write notes on the following  :

a) Motivation and involvement

b) Values of life style.
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3. Name important Consumer Behaviour models.
Explain 'Nicosia' model of Consumer Behaviour with
suitable example.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Cognitive man
b) Passive man.

4. What are various cultural, social and personal factors
that influences buying behaviour of different section
of people. Give suitable examples.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Group influences
b) Reference group.

5. What do you mean by globalisation of consumer
market ? Explain impact of IT on Consumer
Behaviour.

OR

What do you mean by opinion leadership ? Explain
the role of opinion leader as an innovator.

V-70-0.5 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-X (MBF)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Discuss in detail the nature and functions of
Merchant Bankers and their role in fund raising.    16

OR

Write a detailed note on Merchant Banking in
India. 16

2. Explain the various types of credit rating and state
methodology used for it. Also state the cautions you
will exercise while credit rating. 6+6+4

OR

Write notes on the following : 8 + 8

a) Project Life Cycle

b) Capital Cost and Financial Projections.
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3. Write in brief about the sources of working capital
finance. 16

OR

Discuss the maximum permissible limits prescribed for
working capital finance by Commercial Banks. 16

4. What do you understand by Leasing ? State the
advantages and limitations of Leasing. 6+5+5

OR

Define mutual fund. Give the classifications of
mutual fund and explain their operation in India.     16

5. What do you mean by Portfolio Management ?  Is it
suitable for India ? State the role of a Portfolio
Manager. 6+4+6

OR

Define the term Venture Capital. Describe the stepes
to provide venture capital financing for an industrial
organisation. 16

V-68-0.5 
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VI-UG-Env.Bio-II (Arts)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer any four questions

1. Define population and describe the different
characteristics of population.

2. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Population explosion

b) Life table

c) Age pyramid

d) Mortality.

3. Give an account of different types of food borne
human diseases.

4. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Environmental Carcinogenesis

b) Role of Information Technology on Human
health.
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c) Air borne diseases

d) In-situ conservation.

5. What is Biodiversity ?  Give an account of the
methods adopted for conservation of Biodiversity.

6. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Resource management

b) Biodiversity at Global level

c) Biogeographical zones of  India

d) Biodiversity at local level.

7. Give an account of Resource Management for
sustainable development.

8. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.

b) Bio pesticides

c) Wild Life Protection Act.

d) Alternative source of energy.

V-71-3.5 
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VI-UG-Env.Bio-II (Arts)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer any four questions

1. Define population and describe the different
characteristics of population.

2. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Population explosion

b) Life table

c) Age pyramid

d) Mortality.

3. Give an account of different types of food borne
human diseases.

4. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Environmental Carcinogenesis

b) Role of Information Technology on Human
health.
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c) Air borne diseases

d) In-situ conservation.

5. What is Biodiversity ?  Give an account of the
methods adopted for conservation of Biodiversity.

6. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Resource management

b) Biodiversity at Global level

c) Biogeographical zones of  India

d) Biodiversity at local level.

7. Give an account of Resource Management for
sustainable development.

8. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.

b) Bio pesticides

c) Wild Life Protection Act.

d) Alternative source of energy.

V-71-3.5 
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VI-UG-Chem(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Discuss various types of electronic transitions
which occur in UV-visible region. 5

b) Explain why butadiene exhibits higher values
of  max for  -  transitions than that of
ethylene. 3

c) Calculate max value of the fol lowing
compound. 2

OR

a) State and explain Beer-Lambert's Law. What are
its limitations ? 5

b) Explain why a polar solvent usually shifts the
-  transition to a longer wave length and n-

transition to a shorter wave length. 3
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[ 4  ]

b) Write notes on  the following. 3 × 2

i) Benzidine rearrangement
ii) Knoevenagel reaction.

OR

Write notes on the following. 4 + 3 + 3

i) Paper chromatography
ii) Mannich reaction

iii) Diel-Alder Reaction.

6. Discuss the use of following reagents in organic
synthesis. 3½+3½+3

i) Na-liq NH3

ii) CrO3

iii) B2H6.

OR

Explain how the following reagents are used in the
synthesis of organic compounds. 3½+3½+3

i) LiAlH4

ii) OsO4

iii) SeO2.

V-62-0.5 



c) Calculate max value of the fol lowing
compound. 2

       

2. a) Discuss the basic principle of IR spectroscopy.      4

b) State and explain Hooke's Law. Find out the
approximate frequency of absorption of a carbon
carbon double bond (K = 1×106 dynescm–1).        4

c) How can you distinguish between propanal and
propanone by  IR spectroscopy. 2

OR

a) Discuss the various factors which influences the
IR vibrational frequencies. 5

b) How many fundamental vibrational frequencies
can be observed in water molecule. 3

c) Write the various IR vibrational frequencies
observed in case of aromatic compounds. 2

3. a) What are the factors which influence the
chemical shift ? 5

b) Write a note on 'coupling constant'. 5

OR

a) Explain with examples, the shielding and
deshielding effects involved in NMR
spectroscopy. 5

b) Discuss the NMR spectra of the following. 2½ ×2
i) ethyl alcohol
ii) 1, 3-dichloropane.

4. a) Write notes on  the following. 3 × 2
i) Metastable peak
ii) Parent ion peak

b) How will you distinguish three isomeric butanol
on the basis of mass spectrometery. 4

OR

a) Discuss in detail the general fragmentation
modes in mass spectrometery. 7

b) In the mass spectrum of toluene, strong peaks
are formed at m/e 91and m/e 65. A broad peak
appears at m/e 46.4. Justify the origin of these
signals. 3

5. a) Discuss the basic principle of thinlayer
chromatography. 4

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-UG-Gen.St-II (Com)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) Name two states of India which are closer to
Srilanka.

ii) Name the place where the river Ganga joins with
the river Yamuna.

iii) The hill station Shilong lies in ____ State of
India.

iv) Name the head quarters of Andaman Nicobar
Island.

v) The western disturbances reach India in
____season.

vi) Which part of India get winter rain fall ?

vii) Name four Union Territories of India.
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4. Draw graph to show the variation of temperature
during Summer season of 2014 at Balasore. 3

Month           Mar         Apr         May       June       July        Aug

Temp.in 0C     35            40          45           40            35         30

5. Draw bar diagram to show the income from Revenue
in different Financial year. 3

   Financial year    2009-10   2010-11   2011-12    2012-13   2013-14   2014-15

  Revenue income      300         320          340           360            380         400
    ( ̀  in crore)

6. If Tall is equivalent to circle, Army men to triangle and
stronge to square, then answer the following questions
by one integer written in the figure below. 1 × 6

      

i) Who are strong and tall, Army men ?

ii) Who are strong but not tall, Army men ?

[  4  ]



viii)Write the names of four North Eastern States of
India.

ix) Name three mountain peaks of the Himalayas.

2. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) Planning Commission of India has been recently
renamed as ____

ii) What do you mean by Money ?

iii) What does foreign trade mean ?

iv) Write the full form of  (a)  DIC  and (b)  CID

v) NTPC stands for ____ . Its unit is situated at
____ of Odisha.

vi) What are the two main functions of RBI ?

vii) The minister of state with Independent charge
of Petroleum in India is ____ .

viii)CNG is the short form of ____ while OIL is the
short form of _____ .

ix) The Finance Minister of India is ____ while that
of Odisha is _____ .

[  3  ][  2  ]

3. Answer any twelve of the following : 1 × 12

i) Who is the Chief Election Commissioner of
Odisha ?

ii) Who presides over joint sitt ing of the
Parliament ?

iii)  Who is the Speaker of the State Legislative
Assembly ?

iv)  How many seats are there for Lok Sabha from
Odisha ?

v) Who has been elected as M.P. from Balasore
Lok Sabha seat ?

vi) Name the Chief Justice of Odisha High Court.

vii) Who is the Vice-Chancellor of F.M University ?

viii)Why is India a Republic ?

ix) Name the only Cabinet Minister in centre from
Odisha now. He is in charge of ___ department.

x) Who is your District Collector ?

xi) Write the full name of your Principal. To which
department he belongs ?
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iii)  Who are tall but not strong, Army men ?

iv) Which Army men are neither strong nor tall ?

v) Who are only strong but neither tall nor Army
men ?

vi) Who are only tall but neither strong nor Army
men ?

7. The age of a mother is twice that of the elder son.
Ten years after, the age of the mother will be three
times that of the younger son. If the difference of
ages between two sons is 15 years, calculate the age
of the mother. 2

8. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) Who established Brahmo Samaj ?

ii) _____ country won recent ICC World cup of
2015 Cricket Match by defeating ____ .

iii) 'Bhangara' is an important dance of ___ state of
India.

iv) Name two cities where Indus Valley Civilisation
flourished.

[  5  ]
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v) Mention three  doctrines of Jainism.

vi) Why is Hari Prasad Chaurasia famous ?

vii) Name two divisions of Jainism.

viii)A 12th Century Text called____ tells the History
of Jagannath Temple.

ix) Who won Dada Saheb Phalke Award for 2014 ?

V-72-2.5 
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VI-UG-Env.Bio-II (Com)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer any four questions

1. Give an account of the characteristics of Population.

2. Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Population Growth
b) Fimily welfare programme

c) Growth Curve
d) Population Explosion.

3. Give an account of the various food borne Human
diseases.

4. Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Role of Information Technology on Human

Health
b) Hypertension
c) Enviromental Carcinogenesis

d) Balanced Diet.
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5. What is Biodiversity ? Give an account of
Conservation of Biodiversity.

6. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Genetic  diversity

b)  Biodiversity at Local level

c) Biofertilizer

d) Integrated pest management.

7. Discuss various viable alternatives of energy and
water resources.

8. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Enviromental Education

b) Water Act

c) Biopesticides

d) C.P.C.B (Central Pollution Control Board)

V-71-2.5 
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VI-UG-Env.Bio-II (Sc)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer any four questions

1. Describe the causes, effects and remedial measure
of population explosion.

2. Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Population Growth

b) Hypertension
c) Fimily welfare programme
d) Age pyramid.

3. Give an account of biogeographical classification of
India.

4. Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Food borne Human diseases
b) Ex-situ conservation
c) Biodiversity at Global level

d) Biosphere reserve in Odisha.
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5. Discuss the causes and control measures of
Enviromental Carcinogenesis.

6. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Integrated pest management

b) Conservation of Biodiversity

c) Basic idea on Resource management

d) Afforestation.

7. Describe briefly the Air-Act and Water-Act.

8. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Enviromental Protection Act.

b) S.P.C.B (State Pollution Control Board)

c) Need for Public Environmental Awareness

d) Species Diversity.

V-73-2 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-X (FSA)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define financial statement analysis and discuss the
various types of financial statement analysis.

OR

Discuss limitations of financial statements.

2. Distinguish current ratio from liquid ratio and explain
ratios which assess the company's debt capacity.

OR

Write an essay on Common-size and comparative
statement analysis.

3. What are the qualitative factors considered in
preparation of reports for financial statements.

OR
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In financial reporting how income and liabilities are
reported ?

4. Discuss the various economic valuation methods of
evaluating human assets.

OR

Describe objections against inflation accounting.

5. What are the regulations relating to non-banking
assets of a Commercial Bank ?

OR

Discuss role played by accounting standards in
preparation of financial statements.

V-66-1 
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VI-UG-Gen.St(C)-II (Arts)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) Name three states of India lying at the coast of
Arabian sea.

ii) ______ is the capital of Uttarakhand.

iii) Name the state of India which has been
provided with superfast train communication in
February 2015.

iv) Which area in India gets winter rain fall ?

v) Name the state having highest literacy rate in
India.

vi) In which state of India the Hill Statation of
Gulmarg lies ?

vii) Name two groups of islands which are part of
India.
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4. Draw a graph representing the rain fall (in cms) at
Balasore in different months of the year 2014. 3

Month May June July Aug Sept Oct

Rainfall 10 30 50 70 50 30

5. Draw the bar diagram showing the number of women
students admitted into +3 1st year Arts of F.M.(Auto)
College, Balasore in different Academic Years. 3

Academic year 2009-10  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15

Women student
200 210 220 230 240 250admitted

6. In the following diagrams circles represent
Businessmen (A), Educated People (B) and
Politicians (C). The circles cutting one another give
us the numbered species. To which number space
each of the following statement refer ? 1 × 6

i) Some politicians are educated businessmen.

ii) Some educated persons are businessmen.
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viii)Andhra Pradesh has been splitted into two states
namely ______ and _____.

ix) The gulf of Kutch is situated at ______ coast of
India.

2. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) What are the two primary functions of a Bank ?

ii) Who is the first Chairman of 'Niti Ayoga' ?

iii) How will you co-relate the price of a commodity
with its demand ?

iv) What is meant by inflation ?

v) What do you mean by black money ?

vi) What is meant by free trade ?

vii) Write the full form of (i) PPL  (ii) IPICOL

viii)Who is the Chief Minister of Jammu Kashmir ?

ix) HUDCO stands for ______ and IOL stands for
________.

3. Answer any twelve of the following : 1 × 12

i) What is the name of the only Agricultural
University in Odisha ?

ii) Who presides over Rajya Sabha in India ?

iii) Name the first women President of India.

iv) Who is the Chief Election Commissioner of
India.

v) Who appoints Chief Election Commissioner of
India ?

vi) Who is the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of India ?

vii) How is the President of India removed from his
office ?

viii)Which two states of India have a common High
Court ?

ix) What does sovereignty mean ?

x) Why is secret ballot essential ?

xi) Name four regional parties of Odisha.

xii) What is the name of the proposed Women
University going to be established in Odisha ?

xiii)IPU stands for _______ while PMRY stands
for _________.
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iii) Some businessmen are politicians.

iv) Some politicians are educated.

v) Some educated persons are neither politicians
nor businessmen.

vi) Some businessmen are neither educated nor
politicians.

7. Meena is twice as old as Reena. Three years ago,
she was three times as old as Reena. How old is
Meena now ? Explain by calculation. 2

8. Answer any eight of the following : 1 × 8

i) Who composed National Song of India ?

ii) Dada Saheb Phalke award is conferred for
contribution to the cause of _______ cultural
activity.

iii) Who established Arya Samaj ?

iv) Name two famous musicians of Sitar.

v) Bihu is the important dance of ______ state of
India.

[  5  ]
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vi) Name four Vedas.

vii) Write two causes for the rise of Budhism.

viii)Who is the founder of Maurya Empire ?

ix) What are the four castes of Hindu society based
on occupation ?

V-74-3.5 
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4. Solve the non-linear programming problem :
optimize z = 4x1

2 + 2x2
2 + x3

2 – 4x1x2

subject to the constraints :
x1 + x2 + x3 = 15
2x1 – x2 + 2x3 = 20.

OR

Use the Khun-Tucker conditions to solve the
non-linear programming problem :
Maximize z = 8x1 + 10x2 – x1

2 – x2
2

subject to the constraints :
3x1 + 2x2  6
x1  0,  x2  0.

5. Use Wolfe's method to solve the quadratic
programming problem :
Maximize z = 4x1 + 6x2 – 2x1

2 – 2x1x2 – 2x2
2

subject to the constraints : x1 + 2x2  2,  x1, x2  0.

OR

Use Beale's method to solve the NLPP :
Minimize z = 6 – 6x1 + 2x1

2 – 2x1x2 + 2x2
2

subject to the constraints : x1 + x2  2 and x1, x2  0.

V-99-0.5 

[  4  ] IV-PG-Math-XVII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

The symbols used have their usual meaning

1. We have five jobs, each of which must go through
the two machines A and B in the order AB. Processing
times in hour are given in the table below :

Job (i) 1 2 3 4 5

Machine A (Ai) 6 1 9 3 10

Machine B (Bi) 2 6 7 8 4

Determine a sequence for the five jobs that will
minimize the elapsed time.

OR

Solve the following game graphically.

      Player B

B1 B2 B3 B4

  Player A A1 2 1 0 –2

A2 1 0 3 2



2. Use dynamic programming to solve

Minimize z = y1
2 + y2

2 + y3
2

subject to the constraints :

y1 + y2 + y3 = 10 and y1, y2, y3  0.

OR

Use dynamic programming to solve the following
L.P.P. :

Maximize z = 3x1 + 5x2

subject to the constraints :

x1  4,  x2  6,  3x1 + 2x2  18  and  x1, x2  0.

3. The following table gives the activities in a
construction project and time duration.

Activity Preceding Normal time
Activity  (days)

1-2 -- 20

1-3 -- 25

2-3 1-2 10

2-4 1-2 12

3-4 1-3, 2-3 5

4-5 2-4, 3-4 10

a) Draw the activity network of the project.

b) Find the total float and free-float for each
activity.

c) Determine the critical path and the project
duration.

OR

A small project is having seven activities. the relevant
data about these activities is given below :
Activity Dependence Normal Crash Normal Crash

Duration Duration Cost Cost
(days) (days) ( `) ( `)

A -- 7 5 500 900

B A 4 2 400 600

C A 5 5 500 500
D A 6 4 800 1,000

E B,C 7 4 700 1,000

F C,D 5 2 800 1,400

G E,F 6 4 800 1,600

i) Find out the normal duration and the minimum
duration.

ii) What is the percentage increase in cost to
complete the project in 21 days ?
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IV-PG-Com-XVII (FM/ASM)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from any one Section

SECTION - A
( FM )

1. Compute the market value of the firm and the average
cost of capital from the following information :

Net operating income `2,00,000

Total investment `10,00,000

Equity capitalisation rate :
a) If the firm uses no debt 10%
b) If the firm uses `4,00,000 debentures 11%
c) If the firm uses `6,00,000 debentures 13%

Assume that `4,00,000 debentures can be raised at
5% rate of interest whereas ̀ 6,00,000 debentures can
be raised at 6% rate of interest.

Apply the Traditional Approach and comment
on your findings. 14

OR
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SECTION - B
( ASM )

1. What factors you will take into account for setting
up a sales organisation ? Explain the principles of
determining sales organisation. 14

OR
Write notes on the following : 7+7
a) Sales forcasting
b) Sales budget.

2. What is Sales Compensation ? Explain different
methods of Sales Compensation. 13

OR
Write notes on the following : 6½+6½
a) Motivation of Sales Personnel
b) Sales Meeting and Sales Contest.

3. What do you mean by Control Process ? Explain
"Analysis of sales volume, cost and profitability as
a tool of control". 13

OR
Write notes on the following : 6½+6½
a) Evaluation of sales force performance
b) Managing expenses of sales personnel.

V-100-1 
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a) What do you understand by a stable dividend
policy ? Why should it be followed ? 7

b) Discuss the various forms of dividends. 7

2. A proforma cost sheet of a company provides the
following particulars :

Elements of Cost

Material 40%

Direct Labour 29%

Overheads 20%

The following further particulars are available :

a) It is proposed to maintain a level of activity of
2,00,000 units.

b) Selling price is `12 per unit.

c) Raw materials are expected to remain in stores
for an average period of one month.

d) Material will be in process, on average half a
month and is assumed to be consisting of 100%
raw material, wages and overheads.

e) Finished goods are required to be in stock for
an average period of one month.

f) Credit allowed to debtors is two months.

g) Credit allowed by suppliers is one month.

You may assume that sales and production
follow a consistent pattern.

You are required to prepare a statement of
working capital requirements, a forecast Profit and
Loss Account and Balance Sheet of the company
assuming that :

Share Capital `15,00,000

8% Debenture `  2,00,000

Fixed Assets `13,00,000

OR

What are the advantages of adequate working
capital ? What shall be the repercussions if a firm
has (a) Redundant Working Capital (b) Inadequate
working capital ? 7+3+3

3. Explain various methods of investing surplus cash.
What criteria should a firm use in investing in
marketable securities ? 10+3

OR

Explain various tools and techniques used for
inventory management. 13
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IV-PG-Pol.Sc-XVIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Examine the role of Trade Unions in Formulating
Public Policies. 12

OR

Write an essay on women's movement in Post
Independence period. Critically assess their
contribution towards upliftment of women in India.

2. 'The rapid pace of development has brought about a
transformation in the socio-economic structure in
rural India' – Examine. 12

OR

What do you mean by Sustainable Development ?
Discuss the conditions for achieving the goals of
sustainable development.
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3. Write short notes on any two of the following : 8 × 2

a) Globalisation has brought about rapid social
change in India – Discuss.

b) 'Indian Political Culture is in transition' –
Comment.

c) 'Youth and student movement in India are
controlled and directed by Political parties'.
– Examine.

d) Discuss the steps taken by Govt. for upliftment
of Peasants in India.

V-102-0.5 
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VI-UG-Eng(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Comment on Jayanta Mohapatra's poetic style with
reference to his poem 'Indian Summer'.

OR

Critically analyse the poem 'Home Coming'.

2. "Sin recoils on the sinner". Discuss how this is related
to the theme of the novel 'Six Acres and a Third'.

OR

"Saria and Bhagia suffer for no fault of theirs".
Comment.

3. "In singing himself Whitman sings of others".
Discuss with reference to the poem 'Songs of Myself'.

OR

Write an appreciation of the poem 'The Gift Outright'.
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4. 'The Hairy Ape deals magnificiently with the
disintegration of man in search of belongingness'.
Elaborate.

OR

Comment on the character of Mildred Douglas in
the play.

5. Discuss Beckett's 'Waiting For Godot' as an absurd
play.

OR

"Vladimir and Estragon are complementary
characters". Do you agree ? Give reasons.

V-79-0.5 
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IV-PG-Math-XVIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Prove that  the sum 1 ,p  and the product

  1
11 ,p



   are both divergent, as p runs through

all the prime numbers. 8

OR

There exist constants a and A, 0 < a < A, such that if
x is sufficiently large, then show that

 x xa x Alog x log x   . 8

2. If S is a measurable, convex, symmetric set of
measure V > 2n (possibly V = ), then show that it
contains a lattice point other than the origin. 8

OR
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c) Use Fermat factorization to factor 809009. 4

d) Show that p2 (with p prime) is a pseudoprime to
the base b if and only if bp–1  1 mod p2. 4

V-103-0.5 
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Show that there exist integers x1, x2, ...... xn, not all
zero, such that

i)   1
n

1 2 n| | | | ...... | | n! | |       

ii) 1 2 n n
n! | |......

n
    8

3. a) Solve the following system of simultaneous
congruences

2x + 3y  1 mod 26

7x + 8y  2 mod 26. 4

b) Using the Silver-Pohling-Hellman algorithm,
find the discrete log of 153 to the base 2 in F*181.
(2 is a generator of F*181). 4

OR

c) Show that any sequence of positive integers
{vi} with vi+1  2 vi for all i is superincreasing. 4

d) How many possible affine enciphering
transformations are there for digraphs in an
N-letter alphabet ? How many are there when
N = 26, 29, 30 ? 4

4. a) Describe a polynomial t ime deterministic
algorithm for imbedding plaintexts m as points
on an elliptic curve in the following case :

E has equation y2 = x3 – x and q  3 mod. 4

b) Compute the zeta function of the curve
y2 + y = x3 – x + 1 over Fp for p = 2 and 3. 4

OR

c) Find the type of y2 = x3 – x over F71. 4

d) Use Pollard's method with K = 840 and a = 2 to
try to factor n = 53467. Then try with a = 3. 4

5. a) Let n be an odd composite number. If n is square
free, then show that n is a Carmichael number
if and only if  p –1 | n –1 for every prime p
dividing n. 4

b) Factor 141467. 4

OR
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IV-PG-Com-XVIII (SAPM/IM)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from any one Section

SECTION - A
( SAPM )

1. Discuss technical approach towards security analysis.
How does it differ from fundamental analysis ? 14

OR
What is the trend analysis ? How it is useful for
selection of a share ?

2. What do you mean by Portfolio Theory ? Explain
the Markowitz model. 13

OR
The following information belonging to 3 securities.
Calculate the return on securities.

Security Expected Return 
A 14% 1.20
B 15% 0.75
C 20% 1.50
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The risk free rate of return is 9% and market return
is 15%.

3. What are the limitations of using duration as a
measure of bond's price sensitivity to interest rate
changes ? 13

OR

Calculate portfolio performance of the following X
and Y securities by using Treynor's method.

Portfolio Return m rf

X 22 0.6 11

Y 26 1.2 11

SECTION - B
( IM )

1. Discuss promotional strategies of International
Marketing. 14

OR

Describe international distribution channels and
international logistics.

2. What do you mean by international market
planning ? State its entry strategies. 13

OR

Discuss branding decisions and branding problems
in international marketing.

3. In international marketing, a very complex and
controversial issue is that of ethics. Explain. 13

OR

Discuss the role of WTO in international marketing.

V-104-1 
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VI-UG-C.Eng-II (Sc)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Write an essay on any one of the following in about
250 words : 15

a) Terrorism : a threat to the modern world

b) Computer Revolution.

2. Write a feature on any one of the topics mentioned
below : 15

a) A national-level Seminar on English literature

b) Barack Obama's recent visit to India.

3. Go through the following passage and
summarize it. 10

There are several kinds of crossword puzzles.
One kind is the prize competition in which the person
who finds the correct answers gets a big prize. But
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the answers are very hard to find, since several words
appear equally appropriate : 'bad, mad or sad', for
example, in the clue sentence, ..... 'people are seldom
popular'. Such competitions attract people who are
fond of gambling because by paying a small entry
fee, they can win big prizes. The second type of
crossword puzzle is one in which there is only one
possible answer to every clue. But this answer is
elusive and calls for some detective work on our part.
The clue gives only hints about the word. A clue
like 'Mate changes to flesh for food' will elude you
till you realise that by changing the spelling of 'mate'
you get 'meat'. Your comprehension and your general
knowledge are put to the test. The effort to solve
such crosswords is an intellectual exercise. The third
type of crossword is a straightforward exercise in
which words matching the definitions given in the
clues have to be found and written in the appropriate
place in the crossword square. There are no catches
or tricks. This type is useful  in the study of
vocabulary. As simple exercises in problem-solving,
they provide some entertainment too.

4. Correct the errors in the following paragraph.
Underline the portion of the sentence you have
corrected : 10

A man was in his death bed. In his dream a angel
too him in a tour of hell and heaven. First, he visit
hell. There each ones hands tied with a spoon, in
one hand and fork in the other. Most delicious food
were in front of them. They struggle to eat because
the spoon and the fork tied with each ones hand with
a one-foot long stick. They starved. Then he took to
heaven. The scene was the same like hell, but people
here were enjoying and feeding the other.

V-76-2 
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VI-UG-BBA(H)-IX (FMS)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What are the different markets to be found in the
financial system and state their functions. 14

OR

Discuss the features of a developed money market
and bring out its importance. 7+7

2. Define a stock exchange and state its
functions. 4+10

OR

State the functions of the SEBI. What are the SEBI
guidelines for Stock Exchanges ? 9+5

3. Explain the services of merchant bankers. 14

OR
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What is meant by credit rating ? What are the
objectives of credit rating ? 4+10

4. Discuss the reasons for slow growth of mutual funds
in India. 14

OR

What is Venture Capital ? State the features of
Venture Capital. 4+10

5. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
leasing. 14

OR

a) Distinguish between hire purchase and lease. 7

b) Write a note on project  monitoring and
control. 7

V-77-0.5 
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VI-UG-BBA(H)-IX (MR)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Explain briefly the basic steps in conducting
Marketing Research.

OR

What are the steps in construction of a good
questionnaire ? Explain.

2. Describe the different stages involved in Data
Processing for conducting market research.

OR

Explain briefly various methods of collecting primary
data.

3. What is Distriminant Analysis ? Discuss its
importance and applicability in marketing research.

OR

V-78 [Turn Over

Discuss how regression analysis helps in drawing
conclusion in market research ?

4. Discuss the role of cluster analysis in data processing
for marketing research.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Factor analysis

b) Multidimensional scaling.

5. What is research report ? Explain its types.

OR

Discuss the role of computer in using graphs, charts,
excels etc for analysis and interpretation of data for
marketing research.

V-78-0.5 
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VI-UG-Eco(H)-VIII(A+B)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions from any one Group

GROUP - A
(Economic System)

1. Discuss in details the social classes and social
relations under feudalism. Present your views on
decline of feudalism.

OR

Describe the meaning, classification and importance
of an economic system. Bring out the importance of
comparative economic analysis.

2. Discuss Marx's views on crisis of capitalism.

OR

What are the basic features of American economy ?
Bring out the weaknesses of capitalism in USA.
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3. What are economic significances of incentives ?
Does socialistic economy provide enough incentives
to workers and producers ?

OR

Discuss in details the socialism in Rusia. Give an
account of factors responsible for the collapse of
Communism in USSR.

4. 'Mixed economy is an admixture of good and bad'.
Discuss.

OR

Discuss the achievements and failures of public
enterprises in India. Suggest remedies for their
shortcomings.

5. Make an appraisal of the Post-Mao development in
China.

OR

State and explain Jayprakash Narayan's concept of
'total revolution'. What are the ingredients required
for its realisation ?

[  2  ]

GROUP - B
(Mathematical Economy)

1. a) i) Examine the function : Y = 2x2 – x3 for its
maximum or minimum.

ii) Find the partial derivatives of :

        z = x2 + 4xy + y2.

b) Solve the set of equations and find the value of
'x', 'y' and 'z' using matrix technique :

x – 2y + 3z = 1

3x – y + 4z = 3

2x + y – 2z = –1.

OR

a) i) Evaluate :   22x 1 x dx 

ii) Evaluate :   
2

23

x dx

x 5

b) Solve the differential equation :

(2x + 3y)dx + (3x – 2y)dy = 0.
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2. a) The demand law is given by : x = 10 – p at the
point x = 4. If the price increases by 5% then
determine the percent (%) decrease in demand.
Find also the value of elasticity of demand.

b) If U = x2y is the utility function, find the
optimum amount of commodities that the
consumer will buy to maximise his satisfaction
with the budget constraint : x + 2y = 4.

OR

a) Derive the necessary and sufficient conditions
for consumer equilibrium. State Slutsky
condition of a single price change on demand.

b) If the demand function is : P = 85 – 4x – x2 and
the demand 'x' is 5 (x = 5) then find consumer's
surplus.

3. a) Examine the common properties of CES
(Constant Elasticity of Substitution) function.
Obtain '' (elasticity of factor substitution) for
the equation :

 
1

Q A K 1 L


        

b) Discuss the features and properties of C–D
(Cobb-Douglas) function.

OR

a) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Homogeneous and non-homogeneous
production function.

ii) Average Revenue and Marginal Revenue

iii) Conditions for cost minimisation

iv) Elasticity of factor substitution ()

b) Total revenue (R) and the total cost (C) functions
of a firm are given by :

R = 30Q – Q2

C = 20 + 4Q

where 'Q' is the output. Find the equilibrium
level of output of the firm and the total profit of
the firm.

4. a) Discuss in details the 'Cobweb' model with
figures.
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b) Explain with diagrams the equilibrium of a firm
under perfect  competit ion. Examine the
conditions of equilibrium.

OR

a) The demand functions of two commodities 'x'
and 'y' are : P1 = 8 – 2x and P2 = 14 – y2. The
total cost function is : C = 10 + 4x + 2y.
Determine the quantities of 'x' and 'y' that
maximise the profit of the monopolist and also
find the maximum profit.

b) What is discriminating monopoly ? Examine the
conditions necessary for maximisation of profit
of a discriminating monopolist.

5. a) Solve the game and find the value of the game :

4 3 2
A 3 4 10

7 6 8

 
 
 
 

b) Maximise : z = 3x + 4y
subject to : x + y  6

2x + 4y  20
x  0
y  0.

OR

[  6  ]

a) Outline Leontief's 'open model' relating to
'input-output' analysis.

b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Basic and feasible solutions

ii) Simplex method

iii) Rectangular game

iv) Prisoner's dilemma

v) Closed model of 'Input-output' analysis.
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VI-UG-Phil(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Bring out the significance of the following verse of
Isopanisad :

"..... tena tyaktena bhunjitha
ma grdhah kasyasviddhanam". (Mantra-1)

OR

How is the supreme reality explained in the following
verse :

Tadejati tannaijati
    taddure tadvantike

tadantarasya sarvasya
    tadu sarvasyasya bahyatah. (Mantra-5)

2. The face of truth is covered with a golden lid.
Elucidate the idea in the light of Isopanisad.

(Mantra-15)

OR
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Expand the meaning of the Isopandisadic expression
"soham asmi". (Mantra - 16).

3. Explain reality as Advaita in the context of upanisads.

OR

Give an account of the upanisadic concept of Atman.

4. Discuss the nature of avidya and distinguish between
paravidya and aparavidya.

OR

What are the moral considerations of upanisads ?
Explain briefly.

5. "Prakrtim yanti bhutani nigrah kim karisyati". –
Explain after the Gita. (Ch.III, V-33).

OR

Explain the meaning of the following expression :

"Svadharme nidhanam sreyah
 Paradharmo bhayavah". (Ch.III, V-35).

V-83-0.5 
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VI-UG-Hist(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Analyse the consequences of the Sino-Japanese War
of 1894-95. Why was China defeated ?

OR

Discuss the character and significance of Boxer
Movement in China.

2. Describe the causes and the results of the Russo-
Japanese War of 1904-05.

OR

Critically examine the character and achievements
of the Revolution of 1911.

3. Discuss the position and the role of Japan in the First
World War.

OR
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What were the major achievements of Washington
Conference ? Did it successfully retain Japanese
expansionism ?

4. Write the contribution of Dr. Sun-Yat-Set to the
Chinese National Movement.

OR

Analyse the factors leading to the rise of militarism
in Japan.

5. Briefly discuss l ife history, character and
achievements of Mao-Tse-Tung.

OR

Give a brief account of the role of Japan in the
Second World War.
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VI-UG-ODI(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. HÌæ¯ÿ÷†ÿÀëÿ D‡Áÿêß ÓæóÔõÿ†ÿçLÿ fê¯ÿœÿÀÿ ¨Àÿç̀ ÿß ’ÿçA >

A$¯ÿæ

HÌæ¯ÿ÷†ÿ D‡Áÿêß AæšæŠçLÿ fê¯ÿœÿÀÿ ¨Àÿç̈ ÷LÿæÉ - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ
LÿÀÿ >

2. HÝçAæ {àÿæLÿ LÿæÜÿæ~êÀÿ ÓæþæfçLÿ D¨{¾æSç†ÿæ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ ¯ÿç̀ ÿæÀÿ
LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

{àÿæLÿ LÿæÜÿæ~ê{Àÿ fœÿfê¯ÿœÿÀÿ `ÿç†ÿ÷ Lÿç̈ Àÿç ÷̈†ÿçüÿÁÿç†ÿ {ÜÿæBdç,
÷̈LÿæÉ LÿÀÿ >

3. {àÿæLÿ œÿæsLÿÀÿ ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæA >

A$¯ÿæ

{àÿæLÿ œÿæsLÿÀÿ þoLÿÁÿæ H ̈ Àÿç{¯ÿÌ~ {ÉðÁÿê D¨{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ
LÿÀÿ >

4. "àÿä½ê ë̈Àÿæ~' œÿæÀÿê Ó{`ÿ†ÿœÿ†ÿæÀÿ FLÿ fê¯ÿ;ÿ ̈ ÷†ÿêLÿ - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ
LÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

`ÿƒê ë̈Àÿæ~{Àÿ ¯ÿ‚ÿ}†ÿ ÓþÀÿ`ÿç†ÿ÷ ÷̈’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >

5. HÝçAæ {LÿæBàÿç ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ FLÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæŠLÿ ¨÷̄ ÿó™
{àÿQ >

A$¯ÿæ

"`ÿD†ÿçÉæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿' Sê†ÿçLÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀÿ FLÿ ¯ÿçÉçÎ Aèÿ - ÷̈þæ~ LÿÀÿ >

V-84-0.7 
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VI-UG-Pol.Sc(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Critically examine the Plato's concept of Justice.

OR

"The state comes into existence for the sake of life
and continues to exist for the sake of good life."
(Aristotle) Examine the statement.

2. "Machiavelli is the first modern Political Thinker".
Explain.

OR

"Hobbes is an individualist". Examine.

3. "Locke is the father of Liberalism". Examine.

OR

Discuss the concept of Social Contract of Rousseau.
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4. Discuss the role of Bentham as a reformer.

OR

J.S. Mill is a reluctant Democrat. Analyse.

5. Explain Hegel's concept of State and Government.

OR

Discuss the relevance of Karl Marx today.

V-82-1 
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VI-UG-Sam(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. H$R>mon{ZfX²{Xem lò àò gmo… ôX§ Xe©̀ V Ÿ& 20

AWdm

H$R>mon{Zf{X d{U©V§ aWénH§$ {dd¥UwV Ÿ&

2. gàg“§ ì`m»`m§ Hw$éV : 12

eVm ẁf… nwÌnm¡ÌmZ² d¥Urîd
dhÿZ² neyZ² hpñV{haÊ`_œmZ² Ÿ&

ŷ_o_©hXm`VZ§ d¥Urîd
ñd §̀ M Ord eaXmo `m{XÀN>{g Ÿ&&

AWdm

V§ XwX©e© JyT>_Zwà{dîQ>§
Jwhm{hV§ Jˆaoð>§ nwamU_² Ÿ&
AÚmË_`moJm{YJ_oZ Xod§
_Ëdm Kmoamo hf©emoH$m¡ Ohm{V Ÿ&&
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3. H$í`m{MXoH$ñ`  AmL²>b^mf m̀ CËH$b^mf`m dm AZwdmX§ Hw$éVŸ& 8

H$) C{Îmð>V OmJ«V
àmß` dam{Þ~moYV Ÿ&
jwañ` Ymam {Z{eVmXwaË``m
XwJª nWñVV²H$d`m}dXpÝV Ÿ&&

I) AUmoaUr`mZ² _hVmo _hr`m-
ZmË_mñ` OÝVmo{Z©{hVmo Jwhm`m_² Ÿ&
V_H«$Vw… nû`{V drVemoH$mo
YmVw… àgmXmÝ_{h_mZ_mË_Z… Ÿ&&

4. _Zwñ_¥Vm¡ d{U©VmZm§ XoemZm§ dU©Z§ Hw$éV Ÿ& 10

AWdm

n{R>Vm§e_dbåã` _Zwî`ñ` g§ñH$mamZ² AmbmoM`V Ÿ&

5. AYmo{b{IVofw Û`mo… {Q>ßnUt {bIV : 5 × 2

H$) Y_© bjU_² Ÿ&

I) lw{V Û¡Y_² Ÿ&

J) ~«÷Mm[aU… àW_{^jm Ÿ&

K) ~«÷Mm[aU… XÊS>YmaU_² Ÿ&

6. JyT>nwéfmUm§ {ddaU§ n{R>Vm§e_~båã` Xr`V Ÿ& 10

AWdm

A_mË`{Z ẁ{º$àH$ma§ AW©emó_Zwg¥Ë` Cn~¥§h`V Ÿ&

7. AYmo{b{IVofw Û`mo… {Q>ßnUr àXò m : 5 × 2

H$) amO{f©… &

I) H$m_monYm &

J) ZdmñVw `_ñWmZo XÊS>Ka§ _Ý`_mZm ZmnamÜ`ÝVr{V{deX`V Ÿ&

K) gd©ÌmewMrZ² ad{ZÐì`hpñVdZH$_©mÝVofw n`moO òV²{deX`V Ÿ&
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VI-UG-Hn(H)-VIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. H$) ^maVr` Am¡a nmíMmË` AmbmoMH$m| Ûmam {X òJ ò H$mì` bjUm|
na {dñVma  go AmbmoMZm H$s{OE Ÿ& 12

AWdm

ar{V H$s n[a^mfm XoVo hþE CgHo$ ñdén Ho$ dmao _| AmbmoMZm
H$s{OE Ÿ& ar{V gåàXm`m| H$s g§{já OmZH$mar àXmZ H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) {H$Ýht Xmo Ab§H$mam| H$m bjU Am¡a CXmhaU Xr{OE : 5 × 2

`_H$,  énH$,  CËàojm,  AZwàmg Ÿ&

J) {H$Ýht Xmo N>ÝXm| Ho$ bjU Am¡a CXmhaU àñVwV H$s{OE Ÿ& 5×2

Mm¡nmB©,  gd¡̀ m,  _ÝXmH«$m§Vm,  BÝÐmdO«m Ÿ&

2. H$) ßboQ>mo Ho$ H$mì  ̀{gÕm§Vmo go AañS> Ho$ H$mì` {gÕm§V {H$Z Ñ{ï>H$moU
go AbJ h¡; AmbmoMZm H$s{OE Ÿ& 13

AWdm

ßbmoQ>mo Ho$ H$mì` {gÕm§Vmo na {dñVma go AmbmoMZm H$s{OE Ÿ&
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I) ñdÀN>ÝXVmdmX Ho$ ñdén Ho$ dmao _| AmbmoMZm H$aVo hþE CgHo$
VËdm| na g_rjm H$s{OE Ÿ& 13

AWdm

{dåddmX Š`m h¡ ? "{dåd' Ho$ dmao _| {dñVma go AmbmoMZm H$s{OE Ÿ&

3. H$) EH$ AmbmoMH$ Ho$ én _| S>m° ZJoÝÐ H$m ì`{º$Ëd {Zambm h¡;
à_m{UV H$s{OE Ÿ& 12

AWdm

AmMm ©̀ hOmar àgmX {ÛdoXr Am¡a AmMm ©̀ am_M§Ð ewŠb Ho$
g_rjm {gÕmÝVm| H$m VwbZmË_H$ boI àñVwV H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) {ZåZ àíZm| Ho$ CÎma A{V g§jon _| Xr{OE : 1 × 10

i) Z§X Xwbma o dmOno`r Or H$mo {H$Z AmbmoMH$ Ho$ gƒo
CÎmam{YH$mar _mZm OmVm h¡ Ÿ&

ii) dmOnò r Or Ho$ {nVm H$m¡Z Wo ?

iii) dmOnò r Or {H$ZHo$ {à` {eî` Wo ?

iv) dmOnò r Or {H$g n{ÌH$m H$m gånmXZm H$aZo Ho$ {bE
JmoaInwa J ò ?

v) dmOnò r Or {H$g {díd{dÚmb` Ho$ Hw$bn{V ~Zo ?

vi) {nVmOr Ho$ Ûmam _hmdra àgmX {ÛdoXr H$mo {X ò J ò Zm_
Š`m Wm ?

vii) amoOr amoQ>r Ho$ {bE _hmdra àgmX {ÛdoXr Or H$mo {H$g joÌ
_| Zm¡H$ar H$aZr nS>r ?

viii) _hmdra àgmX {ÛdoXr Or Ho$ g§nm{XV n{ÌH$m H$m Zm_
C„oI H$s{OE Ÿ&

ix) _hmdra Or go AZw{XV {H$g EH$ H$mì` H$m Zm_ C„oI
H$s{OE Ÿ&

x) _hmdra Or H$m {ZYZ H$hm± na hþAm Wm ?
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IV-PG-Phy-XVII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Describe in detail the quantum theory of
diamagnetism of core electrons. Show that it
agrees with the classical Langevin's result. 8+2

b) List out the principal phenomena in magnetic
resonance. 3

c) What are excitons ? Distinguish between
Frenkel and Mott-Wannier excitons. 1+2

OR

a) Obtain an expression for the susceptibility of a
fee electron like metal on the basis of Pauli
paramagnetism. What are the other contributions
to the observed susceptibility of a paramagnetic
metal ? 8+2

b) How are colour centres produced in a solid ?
Discuss the various properties of F-centres. 3+3

2. Calculate the local electric field at an atom inside
a di-electric solid by calculating depolarising
field, Lorentz field and field of dipoles of cubic
symmetry. 4+4+4

OR

What are ferro-electric materials and how do you
classify those materials. Discuss the condition for
polarisation catastrophy.

Distinguish between first order and second order
transitions with one example each. 1½+1½+5+4

3. Starting from BCS Hamiltonian, discuss the super
conducting ground state and obtain the gap equation
at T = 00K. 8+4

OR

Write notes on : 6 × 2

i) High-Temperature Superconductors

ii) SQUIDS.
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IV-PG-ODI-XVII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. DaÿæÀÿ~ ×æœÿ ’õÿÎçÀëÿ HÝçAæ ¯ÿ¿qœÿ ™œ́ÿç DŒæ’ÿœÿ{Àÿ ¯ÿæSú¾¦Àÿ
µíÿþçLÿæ `ÿç†ÿ÷ ÓÜÿLÿæ{Àÿ ¯ëÿlæB ’ÿçA > 16

A$¯ÿæ
™œ́ÿçÀÿ ÓÀ́íÿ¨ D¨{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæLÿ¨æ†ÿ LÿÀÿ >

2. HÝçAæ ÓÀ́ÿ™œ́ÿçÀÿ ÓõÎç Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ > 16
A$¯ÿæ

HÝçAæ H BóÀÿæfê ¯ÿ¿qœÿ ™œ́ÿçÀÿ †ëÿÁÿœÿæŠLÿ ¯ÿç̀ ÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿ >

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿBsçÀÿ Óóäç© sçª~ê {àÿQ : 4 × 2

Lÿ) AàÿçfçÜÿǽ

Q) ÓÀ́ÿæWæ†ÿ ¯ÿæ ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿ

S) ÓÀ́ÿ†ÿ÷ç{Lÿæ~

W) A•öÓÀ́ÿ

Yÿ) Ó{WæÌ ™œ́ÿç >

V-96-0.5 

IV-PG-Pol.Sc-XVII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define Political Socialisation and discuss phases of
Political Socialisation.

OR
Define Political Recruitment and discuss factors
influencing political recruitment.

2. Define Caste and discuss its characteristics.
OR

What is social mobility and discuss types of social
mobility.

3. Write notes on any five of the following : 8 × 2

a) Classification of Political Culture

b) Significance of Political Culture

c) Factors of Power

d) Perspective of Power.
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IV-PG-ODI-XVIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿLëÿ ™œ́ÿçÀÿ Së~ {¯ÿæàÿç LÿæÜÿ]Lÿç LëÿÜÿæ¾æF, ̄ ëÿlæB ’ÿçA > 16
A$¯ÿæ

™´œÿ çS÷æþ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿ ç ? µÿæÌæ ¯ÿçjæœÿ{Àÿ FÜÿæÀÿ Lÿç ¨÷LÿæÀÿ
Aæ¯ÿÉ¿Lÿ†ÿæ ÀÿÜÿçdç, D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

2. ™´œÿ¿æŠLÿ ÷̈†ÿ çàÿçQœÿ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿ ç, D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ {’ÿB ¯ëÿlæB
’ÿçA > 16

A$¯ÿæ
Óó™œ́ÿç (allophone) LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿç ? ™œ́ÿçS÷æþ ÓÜÿç†ÿ $#̄ ÿæ FÜÿæÀÿ
Óó¨Lÿö ¯ëÿlæB ’ÿçA >

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿBsçÀÿ Óóäç© sçª~ê {àÿQ : 4 × 2
Lÿ) ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿ
Q) AæB. ç̈.F.

S) É±ÿÓÀ́ÿ àÿÜÿÀÿ

W) þæœÿÓÀ́ÿ æ
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IV-PG-ODI-XVIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿLëÿ ™œ́ÿçÀÿ Së~ {¯ÿæàÿç LÿæÜÿ]Lÿç LëÿÜÿæ¾æF, ̄ ëÿlæB ’ÿçA > 16
A$¯ÿæ

™´œÿ çS÷æþ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿ ç ? µÿæÌæ ¯ÿçjæœÿ{Àÿ FÜÿæÀÿ Lÿç ¨÷LÿæÀÿ
Aæ¯ÿÉ¿Lÿ†ÿæ ÀÿÜÿçdç, D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

2. ™´œÿ¿æŠLÿ ÷̈†ÿ çàÿçQœÿ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿ ç, D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ {’ÿB ¯ëÿlæB
’ÿçA > 16

A$¯ÿæ
Óó™œ́ÿç (allophone) LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿç ? ™œ́ÿçS÷æþ ÓÜÿç†ÿ $#̄ ÿæ FÜÿæÀÿ
Óó¨Lÿö ¯ëÿlæB ’ÿçA >

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿBsçÀÿ Óóäç© sçª~ê {àÿQ : 4 × 2
Lÿ) ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿ
Q) AæB. ç̈.F.

S) É±ÿÓÀ́ÿ àÿÜÿÀÿ

W) þæœÿÓÀ́ÿ æ

V-101-0.5 



VI-UG-Edn(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What do you mean by Educational Management ?
State its nature. 5+5

OR

What is Democratic Management ? Discuss its
salient features. 5+5

2. What is Managerial Behaviour ? Explain the factors
affecting managerial behaviour. 3+7

OR

Discuss important elements and functions of school
plant. 5+5

3. What is Educational Planning ? Discuss types of
Educational Planning. 3+7

OR

V-88 [Turn Over

Describe relevant strategies of Educational Planning
in Indian Context. 10

4. What is Communication ? Discuss nature,
process and components of communication in
class-room. 3+4+3+5

OR

Discuss need and importance of mass media in
educational environment. 7+8

5. What is Micro-teaching ? Discuss the uses
and limitations of Micro-teaching in class room
situation. 3+6+6

OR

Write short notes on the following : 2 × 7½

a) Simulated Teaching

b) Computer Assisted Learning.

V-88-0.5 
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VI-UG-Psy(H)-XIII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss briefly the concepts and principles of
Educational Psychology.

OR

Explain the styles of thinking and learning in
Educational Psychology.

2. Define cognitive ability. Describe the instructional
implications of different theories of cognitive
development.

OR

Explain the role of motivation in behaviour and
learning in the classroom settings.

3. State the different means of creating a positive
learning environment in the classroom.

OR

V-89 [Turn Over

Explain the strategies used by the teacher to
encourage motivation and thoughtful learning in
Educational settings.

4. Who are Gifted children ? How can teachers and
parents help them in their education and guidance.

OR

Define mental retardation. Suggest measures for
educating the students with mental retardation.

5. What is meant by assessment ? Explain the different
current approaches to assessment.

OR

What do you mean by standardized test ? Discuss
the advantages and limitations of standardized test
used in classroom assessment.

V-89-0.5 
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IV-PG-Math-XVII (OC)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Determine the extremal of the functional

  21I y x y py dx2

         
l

l

subject to  y(–l) = 0 = y'(–l), y(l) = y'(l) = 0.

OR

Find the curve joining given points A and B traversed
by a particle moving under gravity from A to B in
the shortest time.

2. Derive transversality condition of the functional

   
2

1

x

x
I y x f x, y, y ' dx    

when one of the boundary (x1, y1) is fixed and the
other boundary (x2, y2) is moving.

OR

V-99 [Turn Over



Find the extremum of the functional

   
2

1

x
2 2

x
I y ' z ' 2yz dx with y 0 0   

z(0) = 0 and the point (x2, y2, z2) moves over the
fixed plane x = x2.

3. Investigate for an extremum the functional

     
21

0

y 'I y x x 2y dx, y 0 0, y 1 0.2
 

        
 

OR

Derive Weierstrass function of the functional

   
2

1

x

x
I y x f x,y, y ' dx    
y(x1) = y1,  y(x2) = y2.

4. a) Solve the integral equation with separable kernel

   
1

0
x 1 xs s ds    5

b) Transform the volterra integral equation of the
1st kind

   
x

x s

0
x e e s ds  

into a volterra equation of 2nd kind.

OR

Solve the Fredhlom equation of the second kind

       x f x K x s s ds



    

5. Find the solutions to the Volterra equation of the
second kind

       
x

0
x f x sin x s s ds     

where f(x) = e–x and  = 2.

OR

Use the method of successive approximations to
solve

   
1

x s

0
x 1 e s ds     .
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IV-UG-MIL(O)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. "¯ÿç’ÿ¿æ H ¯ÿç’ÿ¿æ$öê' ÷̈̄ ÿ¤ÿÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿ™æÀÿæ ¯ÿç{ÉÈÌ~ LÿÀÿ > 20

A$¯ÿæ

™þö ÓÜÿç†ÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ H Óþæf Lÿç̈ Àÿç fÝç†ÿ ̈ vÿç†ÿ ̈ ÷̄ ÿ¤ÿ AœëÿÓÀÿ~{Àÿ
Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

2. Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 10

þæ†ÿ÷ ™œÿ ¯ÿçœÿçþß{Àÿ ¯ÿçLÿæ {ÜÿD$#̄ ÿæ jæœÿ {Lÿ¯ÿÁÿ ™œÿçLÿ H ™œÿ
äþ†ÿæ Üÿæ†ÿ{Àÿ FLÿ þ†ÿçÜÿêœÿ ¾¦ þæ†ÿ÷ {ÜÿæB ÀÿÜÿç¾æF >

A$¯ÿæ

{¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ÿæßç†ÿ ́̈ æBô ̄ ÿæ•öLÿ¿Àÿ ̈ ÷jæ H {¾ò¯ÿœÿÀÿ ÉNÿç ’ÿÀÿLÿæÀÿ >

3. "’ëÿ{¾ö¿æ™œÿZÿ ÀÿNÿœÿ’ÿê Ó;ÿÀÿ~' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ ’ëÿ{¾ö¿æ™œÿZÿ
ç̈†õÿ Üõÿ’ÿßÀÿ ¨Àÿç̀ ÿß ’ÿçA > 20

A$¯ÿæ

V-105 [Turn Over

ÓóS÷æþ{Àÿ àÿç© {Üÿ{àÿ >

8. Àÿæ™æœÿæ$ HÝçAæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿{Àÿ Aæ™ëœÿçLÿ ¾ëSÀÿ ̄ ÿæˆÿöæ¯ÿÜÿ - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ
LÿÀÿ > 15

A$¯ÿæ

üÿLÿêÀÿ {þæÜÿœÿZÿ D¨œÿ¿æÓÀëÿ ÓþLÿæÁ ÿêœÿ ÓþæfÀÿ `ÿç†ÿ ÷
÷̈’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >

V-105-3.5 
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"Ó ö̈ f~æ~' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ{Àÿ ̄ ÿ¿æfÖë†ÿç dÁÿ{Àÿ Lÿ¯ÿç Lÿç̈ Àÿç µÿNÿç œÿç{¯ÿ’ÿœÿ
LÿÀÿçd;ÿç, D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

4. Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 10

{LÿÜëÿ FÜÿç {þÀëÿSçÀÿç `ÿæÁÿçàÿæ{Àÿ ¯ÿæ¨
Üõÿ{’ÿ AæµÿÀÿ~ Lÿàÿæ {LÿÜëÿ LÿæÁÿÓ ö̈ >

A$¯ÿæ

{Lÿ{¯ÿ{Üÿô œÿçº {œÿæ{Üÿ þ™ëÀÿ
Óó{¾æS Lÿ{à ÿ {œÿB ÉæLÿÀÿ

L ÿÁ ÿ æL ë ÿ  œÿ dæÝB AèÿæÀÿ ’ ë ÿ{™
{™æB{àÿ {¾ >

5. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç {SæsçLÿÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿ Óó ÷̈ÓæÀÿ~ LÿÀÿ : 10

Lÿ) †ëÿÁÿÓê ’ëÿB ¨†ÿ÷Àëÿ ¯ÿæ{Ó >

Q) ™êÀÿ ¨æ~ç ¨$Àÿ Lÿæ{s >

S) {¯ÿæl D¨{Àÿ œÿÁÿç†ÿæ ¯ÿçÝæ >

6. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ¨æ{oæsç ¯ÿæLÿ¿ Éë• LÿÀÿç {àÿQ : 5

Lÿ) Óæó ÷̈†ÿçLÿ Óþæf{Àÿ A{œÿLÿ ÓþÓ¿æ {’ÿQæ¾æDdç >

Q) {Ó {œÿÁÿê LÿæÁÿç{Àÿ {àÿQëdç >

S) ¯ÿÌöæ{Àÿ A{œÿLÿ {àÿæLÿþæ{œÿ H’ÿæ {ÜÿDd;ÿç >

W) ÀÿæäæÓÀÿæf Àÿæ¯ÿ~ Óê†ÿæZëÿ A¨ÜÿÀÿ~ LÿÀÿç$#àÿæ >

Yÿ) ’õÿ†ÿ S†ÿç ¯ÿÝ ¯ÿç̈ ˆÿç >

`ÿ) Dœÿ¯ÿçóÓ É†ÿæ±ÿê{Àÿ ¨æBLÿ ¯ÿç{’ÿ÷æÜÿ {ÜÿæB$#àÿæ >

d) ™íþ÷̈ æœÿ FLÿ ¯ÿ’ÿµÿ¿æÓ >

7. µÿæ¯ÿ Óó{ä¨~ LÿÀÿ : 10

Sàÿæ þÜÿæ¾ë• ¨Àÿ vÿæÀëÿ ÓæÀÿæ BD{Àÿæ¨{Àÿ ¯ÿçdëÝç {ÜÿæB ’ÿ{Áÿ
¾ë̄ ÿLÿ Ad;ÿç > ’ÿç{œÿ {Óþæ{œÿ Ó´̈ § {’ÿQë$#{àÿ {¾ FÜÿç ¾ë•sæ Üÿ]
þ~çÌ B†ÿçÜÿæÓ{Àÿ {ÉÌ ¾ë• {Üÿ¯ÿ > FÜÿæ¨{Àÿ AæÓç̄ ÿ ÓæÀÿæ
ṏ$#̄ ÿê{Àÿ FLÿ œíÿ†ÿœÿ ¾ëS > Ó¯ëÿ Aæ’ÿÉö {œÿB ÀÿæÎ÷SëÝçLÿ SÞç

Dvÿç̄ ÿ > {Óvÿç ™þöÀÿ A¤ÿ†ÿæ œÿ$#̄ ÿ, ÷̈{†ÿ¿{Lÿ {Üÿ{¯ÿ Óǽ™êœÿ,
`ÿæÀÿçAæ{Ý ÷̈†ÿçÏç†ÿ {Üÿ¯ÿ µÿ÷æ†õÿ {þð†ÿ÷ê µÿæ¯ÿ - {Ó$#̈ æBô {Óþæ{œÿ
fê¯ÿœÿþíbÿöæ àÿæSç ̈ Ýç$#{àÿ, Lÿç;ëÿ {’ÿQ#{àÿ ¾ë• ÓÀÿçSàÿæ > Lÿçdç’ÿçœÿ
¨{Àÿ Bóàÿƒ{Àÿ AæÓçàÿæ fævÿ ÓÀÿLÿæÀÿ > A†ÿ¿æ ÿ̀æÀÿÀÿ {|ÿD {QÁÿçàÿæ
Aæüÿ÷çLÿæ þÜÿæ{’ÿÉ{Àÿ > üÿ÷æœÿÛ, fþöæœÿê, Bsæàÿç, S÷êÓú ¨Ýçàÿæ
Àÿä~ÉêÁÿ ™þöæ¤ÿ{SæÏêZÿ ̈ ÷µÿæ¯ÿ{Àÿ > BD{Àÿæ¨Àëÿ A{•öLÿ ÀÿÜÿç{àÿ
Lÿþë¿œÿçÎ ÀëÿÌÀÿ ’ÿæÓ†ÿ ́ ¯ÿ¤ÿœÿ{Àÿ > Óǽ™êœÿ†ÿæÀÿ {ÉÌ ’ÿê¨ÉçQæ
AœÿçÊÿ ç†ÿ Óþß ¨æBô àÿçµÿçSàÿæ > Óæþ÷æf¿¯ÿæ’ÿ fæÜÿçÀÿ ÀÿÜÿçàÿæ >
Àÿä~ÉêÁÿ ™þö {Üÿàÿæ äþ†ÿæÉæÁÿê > A†ÿ¿æ`ÿæÀÿ, AÓþ†ÿæ ̈ õ$#̄ ÿê{Àÿ
¯ÿÞçSàÿæ > FÜÿç Aæ’ÿÉȫ ÿæ’ÿê Lÿ†ÿç̈ ß ¾ë̄ ÿLÿZÿ ’ÿÁÿ ÓçœÿçLúÿ ¨æàÿsç
S{àÿ > µÿ¯ÿçÌ¿†ÿ ÷̈†ÿç {ÓþæœÿZÿÀÿ ¯ÿçÉǽÓ †ëÿsçàÿæ, œÿçfÀÿ fê¯ÿœÿ
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IV-UG-MIL(AE)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Fill in the blanks by choosing appropriate words
from the brackets : 4

i) Two-third of the boys _____ (is/are) absent.

ii) Either he or we ______ (was/were) in the
list.

iii) New York with all its lights ______ (look/
looks) beautiful from a distance.

iv) He died ______ (of/from) over-eating.

b) Change the voice of the following sentences : 4

i) One should keep one's promise.

ii) They told us to walk on the left.

iii) Shall we ever forget those memorable days ?

iv) The town was destroyed by an earthquake.

V-107 [Turn Over

Prepare a report on the activities of a cultural body
of which you are Secretary.

5. Hemingway's novel "The Oldman and the Sea" is
based on a simple belief that "Man can be destroyed,
but not defeated". Elucidate. 20

OR

Sketch the character of Santiago.

6. Give a thematic analysis of Arthur Miller's play
"All My Sons". 20

OR

Draw a character sketch of Kate Keller.

V-107-0.3 
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c) Change the following sentences into indirect
speech : 4

i) The priest said, "God rules and governs all
things".

ii) They said to the stranger, "Why have you
come here ?"

iii) The servant said to the master, "Forgive me
sir".

iv) Jane said to them all, "Good-bye my
friends".

d) Replace the underlined portions by suitable
phrasal verbs : 4

i) The battery of the mobile has become weak.

ii) Lisa and Ramesh have quarrelled.

iii) You must help him during his distress.

iv) The sickman died in his sleep.

e) Punctuate the following sentences : 4

Everyday Robert eats bread butter and curry this
is his regular diet do you think it to be a good
food-habit

2. Write an application to the Secretary of a college in
response to an advertisement in The Samaj, to
appoint you as a junior clerk-cum-typist. 10

OR

What do you understand by the word 'resume' ?
Frame your own resume.

3. Edit the following passage : 15

The Twentieth century is the edge of machines From
the time of the Industrial revolution began in europe.
man's life have bin changing in many wayes. At fast
The change were slow. but in the second half of the
nineteeth century their was An increase in the rate
of mechanisaTion And as a resulted life began two
change moor quickley during the last Fifty ears,
machines of all kindes has become part Of hour daily
Life and have transformed it in the most increddible
manner.

4. Write a report on the activities of the N.S.S.
volunteers of your college in a flood-affected area
to be published in a local newspaper. 15

OR

V-107 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Math(P/EL)-IV
(Arts/Sc)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Perform five iterations of the Regula-Falsi method
to obtain a real root of the equation

x3 – 5x + 1 = 0

OR

Prove that Newton-Raphson method converges
quadratically.

2. Construct the divided difference table for the data

x 0.5 1.5 3.0 5 6.5 8

f(x) 1.625 5.875 31 131 282.125 521

Hence, find the interpolating Polynomial.

OR

V-109 [Turn Over

department is 60, 40 and 80 hours for weaving,
processing and packing department respectively.

Formulate the linear programming problem to
find the product mix to maximize the profit.

OR

Solve graphically the following L.P.P.

Max z = 3x1 + 5x2

subject to x1 + 2x2  2000

x1 + x2  1500

x2  600

and x1  0,  x2  0.

7. Show that the set

S = {(x1, x2)  R2 : 4x1 + 3x2  6,  x1 + x2  1}

is a convex set.

OR

Let S be a closed convex set which is bounded from
below. Prove that S has extreme points in every
supporting hyperplane.
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For the following data, calculate the differences and
obtain the Newton-Gregory forward difference
polynomial and find f(0.25) :

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

f(x) 1.40 1.56 1.76 2.00 2.28

3. Evaluate 
1

2
0

dx
1 x  using the Simpson's 1

3  Rule with

6 subintervals. Compare with the exact solution.

OR

Evaluate 
2

0

dxI ,3 4x
  by Gauss-Legendre two

point and three point formulas.

4. Solve 2dy 2xydx   , y(0) = 1 by Euler's method with

h = 0.2 on the interval [0, 1].

OR

Using Picard's method, find the 4th approximation

of i.v.p,   2dy x y , y 0 1.dx   

5. For f(x) = ex, find the approximations to f"(1) with
h = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.

OR

Solve the system of Linear equations

5x1 – x2 + 0x3 = 9

–x1 + 5x2 – x3 = 4

– x2 + 5x3 = –6

by Jacobi method.

6. A company has three operational departments
(weaving, processing and packing) with capacity to
produce three different types of clothes namely
Suitings, Shirtings and Woollens yielding a profit of
Rs.2, Rs.4 and Rs.3 per meter respectively. One meter
suiting requires 3 minutes in weaving, 2 minutes in
processing and 1 minute in packing. Similarly one
meter of shirting requires 4 minutes in weaving,
1 minute in processing, 3 minutes packing and one
meter woolens requires 3 minutes in each
department. In a weak, total run time of each
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8. Use simplex method to solve the following L.P.P. :

Maximize z = x1 + x2 + 3
subject to x1 + 3x2  9

2x1 + x2  8
3x1 + 4x2  12

and x1  0,  x2  0

OR

Use Big-M method to maximize, z = 6x1 + 4x2

subject to 2x1 + 3x2  30
3x1 + 2x2  24
x1 + x2  3
x1  0  and  x2  0.

9. Obtain the dual problem of the following L.P.P.

Minimize z = x1 – 3x2 – 2x3

subject to the constraints :
3x1 – x2 + 2x3  7
2x1 – 4x2  12
–4x1 + 3x2 + 8x3 = 0
x1, x2  0
and x3 is unrestricted.

OR
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Prove that the dual of the dual is the primal.

10. Prove that the number of basic (decision) variables
of the general transportation problem at any stage of
the feasible solution must be m + n – 1.

OR

Sole the following assignment problem :

A B C D

I 1 4 6 3

II 9 7 10 9

III 4 5 11 7

IV 8 7 8 5
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IV-UG-MIL(Hn)-II

(Practical)
2015

Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. {H$Ýht Xmo AdVaUm| H$s gàg§J ì`m»`m H$s{OE : 12 × 2

H$) Omo AnZr CÞ{V Ho$ à`ËZ _| ~am~a bJm ahVm h¡ Cgo Z Vmo
Z¡amí` hmoVm h¡ Am¡a Z ha K‹S>r Xygao H$s pñW{V Ho$ {_bmZ H$aVo
ahZo H$s \w$agV Ÿ& Bî ©̀m H$s g~go AÀN>r Xdm h¡ CÚmoJ Am¡a
Amem Ÿ& {Og dñVw Ho$ {bE CÚmoJ Am¡a Amem {Zî\$b hmo Cg
na go AnZm Ü`mZ hQ>mH$a g¥{ï> H$s AZÝVVm go bm^ CR>mZm
Mm{hE Ÿ&

I) O§J ~hmXwa Ho$ ñdmW© Ë`mJ na H$moB© H$mì` Mmho Z {bIm Om`,
na _oao öX` _| CgH$s ñ_¥{V EH$ H$mo_b _Ywa H${dVm h¡ Ÿ&

J) hëXr-Xy~ Bg Xoe H$s g§ñH¥${V H$mo én Am¡a gm¡ÝX ©̀-ñne© XoVo
aho h¢, H$_b J§Y XoVm ahm h¡; na X{Y-AÀN>V ag VWm eãX
XoVo aho h¢ Ÿ&
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K) AmO g§ñH¥${V H$m A{^YmZ h¡, Omo Z hmoVm Vmo AÀN>m hmoVm, na
CgH$m A{^ì §̀OZ Zht h¡ Ÿ& Cg A{^ì §̀OZ H$mo Z nmH$a hr
gm{hË` [aº$ h¡, gm§ñH¥${VH$ OrdZ ^r _¥X§J H$s ^m±{V _wIa
hmoVo hþE ^r ImoIbm h¡ Ÿ&

2. {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| H$m CÎma Xr{OE : 15 × 2

H$) "Bî ©̀m' {Z~ÝY _| AmMm ©̀ am_MÝÐ ewŠb Bî ©̀m Zm_H$ _Zmo{dH$ma
H$m {H$g én _| {díbofU {H$`m h¡ Ÿ&

I) Xmo nd©V nwÌm| H$m M[aÌ-{MÌU _hmXodr d_©m Ho$ g§ñ_aU Ho$
AmYma na H$s{OE Ÿ&

J) ^maVr` g§ñH¥${V _| hëXr, Xy~, X{Y, AÀN>V Ho$ _hËd na
{dMma H$s{OE Ÿ&

3. {H$Ýht Xmo  àíZm| H$m CÎma Xr{OE : 15 × 2

H$) ^mfm H$s EH$ d¡km{ZH$ n[a^mfm àñVwV H$aVo hþE CgHo$ ñdén
na àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ&

I) H$m ©̀mb`r ^mfm Ho$ én _| {hÝXr H$m ì`dhma Ed§ CgH$s
g\$bVmAm| H$m _yë`m§H$Z H$s{OE Ÿ&

J) {H$gr EH$ {_{S>`m én H$m CXmhaU XoVo hþE {díbofU H$s{OE
{H$ Cg _mÜ`_ go {_{S>`m H$s ^mfm Ho$ én _| {hÝXr H$m H¡$gm
{dH$mg hþAm h¡ Ÿ&

4. {hÝXr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE : 16

Science and technology should aim to serve the people
who are at the grass-root of our social structure. Welfare
of mankind is the purpose of all human knowledge.
Some evil-minded and over-ambitious people have
used the power of science in destructive modes. If our
mother-earth and mankind have to survive for a long
time it is possible with constructive use of science.
Victory science is the victory human civilisation.
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IV-UG-Phy(P/EL)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State Bohr's postulates and obtain expression for
energy of the electron in the nth energy level in
an atom. 3+9

b) Calculate the energy of electron in the second
energy level of hydrogen atom. 3

OR

c) Describe Frank-Hertz experiment and state the
importance of its result. 10+2

d) State Duan-Hunt law. 3

2. a) What is Compton effect ? Derive an expression
for Compton shift. 2+10

b) Obtain a relation between phase velocity and
group velocity. 3

OR
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c) State and explain Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle. 2+3

d) Applying this principle show that the electron
can not exist inside the nucleus and find
expression for ground state energy of hydrogen
atom. 5+5

3. a) State the properties of linear operators. 5

b) Establish the orthonormality relation between
eigen functions. 10

OR

c) Set up the time independent Schrodinger
equation in one dimension. 3

d) Solve the Schrodinger equation for a one-
dimensional potential step of height V0 for the
case particle energy E < V0. 12

4. a) State the properties of nuclear force. 5

b) Find the relation between half-life of a radio
active substance and its decay constant. 10

OR

c) Describe with necessay theory the working and
construction of a cyclotron. 8+4

d) State its limitations. 3

5. a) State the postulates of special  theory of
relativity. 3

b) Set up Lorentz transformation equations. 12

OR

c) Derive the formula showing variation of mass
of a body with its speed or velocity. 12

d) Calculate the speed of a body for which its mass
is increased to double of its rest mass. 3
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IV-UG-Chem(P/EL)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State and explain Kohlrausch law. Discuss some
of its applications. 4+3

b) Define transport number. How can it be determined
by moving boundary method ? 1+4½

OR

a) Discuss conductometric titration of a weak acid
and a strong base. 4

b) Explain salt hydrolysis. Derive expression for
hydrolysis constant. How can it be determined
from conductometric titration ? 2+2½+4

2. a) Define reversible electrode. Write the electrode
reactions of a Galvanic cell. 2+3
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6. a) Explain the aromatic characters of furan, pyrrole
and thiophene. 3

b) Discuss the amphotoric nature of pyrrole. 4

c) Explain Diels-Alder reaction in furan. 3½

d) How can you prepare thiophene from
acetylene ? 2

OR

a) Give preparation and uses of two organosulphur
compounds. 4½

b) Write notes on the following : 4 × 2

i) antipyretics

ii) antimalarial drugs.
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b) How can solubility product of a sparingly
soluble salt can be determined by EMF
measurement ? 7½

OR

a) Discuss different methods of preventing
corrosion. 4

b) Draw the phase diagram for sulphur system and
explain different parts of it. 8½

3. Discuss two methods of preparation and two properties
of diborane. Explain its structure. 3+3+6½

OR

a) Discuss the structure of ClF7 and ClF3. 6

b) What are Carbides ? Discuss preparation and
propoerties of SiC. 2+2+2½

4. a) What are important ores of nickel ? Discuss the
Mond's process of extraction of nickel. 2+6

b) Discuss its oxidising properties of K2Cr2O7. 4½

OR

a) Discuss different alloys of Chromium. 4

b) How K3[Co(NO2)6] is prepared ? 4

c) Discuss the function of myoglobin in biological
system. 4½

5. a) How Ketones can be synthesised from
Grignard's reagent ? 2

b) Name the products of the reaction : 2 × 2

i) CH3MgBr + C2H5OH 

ii) C2H5MgBr + Br2 

c) Explain the mechanism of Knoevengel
reaction. 6½

OR

a) Name the product of the reaction : 2½

3 2 2 5
Electrolytic
reductionCH COCH COOC H 

b) Write notes on the following : 5 × 2

i) Gabriel synthesis

ii) Isoelectric point.
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IV-UG-Bot(P/EL)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Explain some physical force theories responsible for
conduction of water in plants.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Importance of imbibition in plants

b) Diffusion and its significance.

2. Describe the mechanism of formation of
Carbohydrates in green plants through Calvin cycle.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Symbiotic Nitrogen fixation

b) Photophosphorylation
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3. What are Auxins ? What role do they play in plant
growth and development ?

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Sigmoid curve

b) Factors affecting plant growth.

4. Discuss the cause, effect and control measure of Air
Pollution.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Food Web

b) Ecological Pyramid.

5. Describe the formation, function and types of
endosperm in Angiosperms.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Tapstum

b) Nucellus.
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IV-UG-Zool(P/EL)-VII
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Draw labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Give an account of structure of thyroid gland and
discuss the functions of thyroid hormones.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Chemical nature of hormones

b) Hormones of neurohypophysis

c) Mechanism of action of steroid hormone.

2. Briefly describe the mechanism of fertilization.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) In vitro fertilization

b) Ultrastructure of mammalian sperm

c) Types of cleavage.
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3. Write an essay on the causes of Water pollution and
its remedial measures.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Types of biodiversity
b) Food chain and food web
c) Community.

4. Discuss Vermitechnology in detail.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Innate immunity
b) AIDS
c) Wildlife conservation.

5. What do you mean by induced breeding ? Describe
induced breeding in fish.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Population and sample
b) Mean
c) Sericulture.
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IV-UG-Com(H)-V (BS)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define Statist ics. Explain its functions and
limitations. 4+6+6

OR

Calculate Karl Pearson's co-efficient of Skewness
from the following data : 16

Variable Frequency

70-80 11

60-70 22

50-60 30

40-50 35

30-40 21

20-30 11

10-20 6

0-10 5
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5 a) State and illustrate the multiplication theory of
probability. 8

b) In a single throw of two uniform dice, find the
probability of throwing (i) five (ii) eight. 4+4

OR

a) State the important properties of the normal
curve and the normal distribution. 8

b) The probability that a student entering the
college will graduate is 0.4. Determine the
probability that out of 5 students (i) None (ii) at
least one will graduate. 4+4
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2. What is correlation ? How it is different from
regression ? Explain different types of correlation
you know. 4+4+8

OR
Calculate two regression lines and the correlation
coefficient from the following data : 12+4

X 57 58 59 59 60 61 62 64
Y 67 68 65 68 72 72 69 71

3. What is an Index number ? What are its uses ?
Explain the problems in constructing Index
number. 4+4+8

OR

Calculate Fisher's Ideal Index number for the
following data and prove that it satisfies factor
reversal test. 12+4

Commodity                 Base Year                    Current Year
Qty. Expenditure Qty. Expenditure

(`) (`)
A 20 240 25 375
B 8 80 10 160
C 2 30 1 12
D 1 60 1 65

E 2 6 1 10

4. What do you mean by Trend ? Expain in brief, the
various methods that can be used for determining
trend. 4+12

OR

Assume a four-yearly cycle and calculate the trend
by the method of moving averages from the
following data relating to the production of sugar in
India. 16

Year Production
(00,000'tons)

2005 464

2006 515

2007 518

2008 467

2009 502

2010 540

2011 557

2012 571

2013 586

2014 612
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IV-UG-BBA(H)-IV (CMA)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. What is Cost Accounting ? Explain briefly the scope
and objectives of Cost Accounting.

OR

Following informations are available from the
records of Alpha Company :

Direct material `4,400, Works overhad ̀ 8,400, Direct
laborur `2,100, Administrative overhad ̀ 2,980. The
company absorbs works overhead as a percentage
of direct wages and administrative overhead as
percentage of works cost. Prepare a cost sheet and
calculate the price which the company should quote
for the product from the following data :

Direct material `200, Direct labour `80, Selling
expenses 14.3% on cost of sales, Profit desired is
12.5% on sales.
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The following are the ratios relating to the activities
of National Traders Ltd. :

Stock velocity 6 months

Creditors velocity 2 months

Debtors velocity 3 months

Gross Profit ratio 25%

Gross Profit of the year ended 31st December 2014
amounts to `4,00,000. Closing stock of the year
`10,000 more of the opening stock. Bills receivable
amounts to `25,000 and bills payable to ̀ 10,000.

Find out :

i) Sales

ii) Purchases

iii) Sundry Creditors

iv) Sundry Debtors

v) Closing Stock.
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2. What are (a) Bin Card and (b) Stores ledger ? State
what purpose do they serve and bring out the
distinction between the two.

OR

Calculate Labour hour rate of a worker from the
following data :

Basic pay = `200 per month, DA `150 per month,
Fringe benefit `100 per month. No. of working days
in a year 300 @ 8 hours per day.

Leave rules :

a) 30 days full pay and 20 days half pay leave in a
year is availed and allowed.

b) What would be the effect an hourly rate if only
30 days full pay leave is allowed.

3. What do you mean by overhead absorption ? Explain
briefly the methods of absorbing factory overhead.

OR

The following overhead data were available from a
primary distribution summary :

Production Department overhead cost for A - ̀ 5000,
B - `6,000, C `3,000 and service department

overhead cost for S1 - `2,250 and for S2 - `1,000.
The company decided to apportion the service
department cost on the following percentage.

A B C S1 S2

S1 40% 30% 20% 10%

S2 30% 30% 30% 20%

Find the total overhead of Production Department
after distribution of Service Department cost.

4. How does Management Accounting differ from
Financial Accounting ? What are the limitations of
management accounting ?

OR

What do you mean by reconciliation of cost and
financial accounting ? Why is it necessary ? Under
what circumstances can a reconciliation statement
be avoided ?

5. Explain the concept of working capital. What shall
be the repercussions if a firm has (i) Redundant
working capital (b) inadequate working capital ?

OR
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IV-UG-Eng(C)-II (Arts)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Do as directed :

a) Supply the correct punctuation mark in the
following wherever necessary : 1 × 4

i) I have news for you your brother has arrived

ii) Hello Is anybody there

b) Change the following into reported speech :
1 × 4

i) He said to me, "Is your brother at home ?"

ii) Mita said, "Who gave Greenland its name ?"

iii) Arun says, "Barun was ill yesterday".

iv) "Hello ! How are you ?", my friend said.

c) Change into passive voice : 1 × 4

i) He answered the question.

ii) He has completed the work.
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derived and received by the illusion of supposing if
some nonsense syllable, Sir or count or lord is
pronounced in conjunction of our names we belong
to superior order of peoples.

4 Prepare a report on the zonal camp of Youth Red
Cross organised by your college recently. 15

OR

Write a report on the celebration of marriage
ceremony of your elder sister.

5. What message do you draw from the novel 'Old Man
and the Sea' ? 20

OR

Discuss the importance of the boy, Manolin in
'Old Man and the Sea'.

6. Comment on Miller's tragic vision of life on the basis
of his play 'All My Sons'. 20

OR

Analyse the character of Joe Keller.
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iii) Who broke the cup ?

iv) Open the window.

d) Replace the underlined with phrasal berbs :
1 × 4

i) I don't understand what you say.

ii) He rejected the proposal.

iii) I shall visit you next Sunday.

iv) the daughter resembles her father.

e) Fill in the blanks with suitable alternatives given
in brackets : 1 × 4

i) Five thousand rupees ______ (is/are) too
much for a cycle.

ii) Mr. Sharma with his children and wife ____
(has/have) gone to Agra.

iii) Bread and butter _____ (is/are) our problem.

iv) His friend, philosopher and guide ______
(is/are) no more.

2. Write a resume to be sent to the Manager of a reputed
mercantile firm seeking a job as a sales executive. 10

OR

Write a letter to the General Manager of a multi
operational company applying for the post of a Tele
Caller.

3. Attempt a copy editing of the following passage : 15

The illusions by which men have lived seem to be
of two Kinds. First there is what one may perhaps
call the great illusion I mean the religious illusion
that the universe is Moral and Good that it follows a
wise and noble plan that it is gradually generating
some supreme value that goodness is bound to
triumph in it. Second there is a whole host of minor
illusions on which human happiness nourishes itself.
How much of Human Happiness notorious comes
from the illusion of the Lover about his Beloved !
Then again we work and strive because the illusions
connected with fame, glory, power, or money.
Banners of all kind, flags, emblems, insignia,
ceremonies and ritual are invariably symbols of some
illusions, or other. The British empires the connection
between mother country and dominion is part kept
going by illusion surrounding notion of king. Or,
think the vast amounts of human happiness which is
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IV-UG-Phy(Maj.EL)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State and prove Gauss's law in electrostatics. 3+7

b) Using Gauss's law obtain the expression for the
fields due to a spherically symmetric charge
distribution at points lying (i) outside and
(ii) inside it. 5+5

OR

c) State and explain Biot-Savart's law. give its
vector form. Write the S.I. unit of magnetic
induction. 3+1+1

d) Using Biot-Savart's law deduce the expression
for the magnetic induction on the axis of a
circular coil carrying current and hence find its
value at its centre. 12+3
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2. Derive the expressions for the instantaneous currents
during the growth and decay in L-R circuit connected
to a d.c. source. Show the growth and decay curves
graphically. 8+8+2+2

OR

A circuit containing resistance, capacitance and
inductance in series is connected to an a.c. source.
Deduce the expression for the current and draw the
phasor diagram. 16+4

3. What do you mean by a rectifier ? With a neat circuit
diagram describe the construction and working of a
full wave rectifier. Obtain the expression for its ripple
factor and efficiency. 1+3+4+6+6

OR

With the neat circuit diagrams describe the theory
of Hartley oscillator and obtain the necessary
condition for resonance. 5+10+5

4. Define ionisation potential and resonance potential.
With a neat diagram describe Frank-Hertz experiment
to demonstrate their study. 2+2+2+14

OR

What is a Cyclotron and how is it different from a
linear accelerator ? Describe the principle,
construction, theory and working of a cyclotron.
Discuss its limitations. 2+1+2+2+10+3

5. Define Compton effect and Compton shift. Deduce
the expression for the compton shift. Under what
condition the compton shift is maximum ? Obtain
its value. 2+1+12+1+4

OR

Obtain the time dependent Schrodinger's wave
equation of motion of a particle in one dimension
under the action of a conservative force and hence
find the one-dimensional wave equation for a free
particle. 15+5
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IV-UG-Chem(Maj.EL)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State and explain Raoult's law. 6

b) Derive a relation between elevation of boiling
point of a solution and molecular mass of the
solute dissolved in it. 9

OR

c) Define osmosis and osmotic pressure. Discuss
laws of osmotic pressure. 2+4

d) Explain extensive and intensive properties with
suitable examples. 4

e) Establish a relation between CP and CV, where
the terms have their usual meanings. 5

2. a) Give an account of Hess's law of constant heat
summation. 5

b) State and explain second law of thermo-
dynamics. 5
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5. a) Discuss optical isomerism of tartaric, acid. 4

b) Assign 'R' or 'S' configuration to the following
compounds : 3

(i)      (ii)  

c) Explain geometrical isomerism in maleic and
fumaric acids. 4

d) Assign 'E' or 'Z' configuration to each of the
following compounds. 3

(i)       (ii)  

e) Discuss two methods used for resolution of
racemic mixture. 6

OR

f) Distinguish between configuration and
conformation. 5

g) Discuss various conformations of n-butane with
special reference to their stability. 6
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c) Discuss one application of conductance
measurement. 5

OR

d) State Kohlaursch's law.

If the molar conductivities at infinite dilution
of NaCl, HCl and CH3COONa are 126.4, 426.1
and 91.0 Ohm–1cm2mol–1 respectively, what will
be the molar conductance of acetic acid at
infinite dilution ? 2+3

e) Aqueous solution of NaCl is neutral but that of
CH3COONa is alkaline. Explain. 3

f) What is buffer solution ? Derive Handerson's
equation for calculating pH. 2+5

3. a) Write a note on Werner's co-ordination
theory. 6

b) Write the IUPAC names of the following
complex compounds : 3

i) K4[Fe(CN)6]

ii) [Co(NH3)6] Cl3.

c) State and explain Effective Atomic Number
(EAN) rule with an example. 1+2

d) Why are 'd'-block elements called as transition
elements ? Give the electronic configuration of
the element with atomic number 24. 2+1

OR

e) What is lanthanide contraction ? Write the
cause and consequences of lanthanide
contraction. 1½+1½+3

f) Write the general characteristics of first row
transition elements with particular reference to
their oxidation state, colour and magnetic
behaviour. 3 × 3

4. a) Discuss Lux-Flood concept of acids and
bases. 4

b) Name the noble gases. Give their electronic
configuration. 5

c) Discuss the structure of XeF2 and XeO3. 3+3

OR

d) Write two methods of preparation of diborane.
Discuss its hydrogen bridge structure. 2+5

e) Write two ores of Chromium. How is Chromium
metal extracted from its chief ore ? 1+7
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h) Write one method of preparation of methyl
magnesium bromide. 3

i) What happens when methyl magnesium bromide
is treated with the following reagents and the
products are hydrolysed ?

i) Ethylene oxide

ii) Carbon dioxide. 3+3

6. a) What do you mean by active methylene
groups ? 2

b) How will  you carry out the following
transformations ? 3 × 4

i) Acetoacetic ester  Crotonic acid

ii) Malonic ester  Succinic acid

iii) Aceto acetic ester  n-Valeric acid

iv) Aceto-acetic ester  4-methyl uracil.

c) Discuss one method of preparation of amino
acid. What happens when an amino acid reacts
with nitrous acid ? 4+2

OR

[  5  ]
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d) How is glycine prepared from Chloroacetic
acid ? 2½

e) How will you separate a mixture of primary,
secondary and tertiary amines by Hinsberg's
method ? 7½

f) What is meant by 'isoelectric point' of amino
acids ? 3

g) How is benzene diazonium chloride
prepared ? 3

h) Phenol is acidic. Explain. 4
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IV-UG-Bot(Maj.EL)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. What is Heterospory ? Give an account of life history
of selaginella showing heterospory.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Ultra structure of plant cell

b) Mitosis.

2. Give an account of the different types of adoptive
anomalous secondary growth in Angiosperms.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Apical meristem

b) Growth rings.
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3. Give an account of the complementary and
supplementary factors showing one example of each.

OR
Write notes on the following :
a) Genetic Engineering

b) Gene Library.

4. Describe briefly the botany, cultivation and economic
importance of Rice.

OR
Write notes on the following :

a) Modern Synthetic theory
b) Hybrid vigour.

5. Describe briefly Hutchinson's system of
classification.

OR

Write notes on the following :
a) Floral structure of Family Apocyanaceae.
b) Floral formula and Floral diagram of Family

Euphorbiaceae.
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IV-UG-Zool(Maj.EL)-II

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Support your answer with suitable diagrams

1. Explain the mechanism of conduction of nerve
impulse.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Enzyme Classification
b) Cardiac Cycle
c) Blood group
d) DNA.

2. Describe the structure and functions of thyroid gland.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Properties of hormone
b) Islet of Langerhans
c) Neurohypophysis
d) Medullary hormones.

3. Explain menstrul cycle. Add a note on its control
mechanism.

OR
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Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Parturition
b) Artificial insemination
c) Corpus lnteum
d) Functions of Testis.

4. Give an account of applications of biotechnology in
human welfare.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) RNA
b) Genetic engineering
c) Translation
d) Chemical nature of gene.

5. Describe the structure and life cycle of any phage
you have studied.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Cancer
b) Antibody
c) Economic importance of bacteria
d) AIDS.
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IV-UG-Math(Maj.EL)-II
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Symbols used have their usual meaning

1. Determine the initial approximations to find the
smallest positive root of the equation x4 – x – 10 = 0
and use these to find the root correct to three decimal
places by the Secant method.

OR
Perform five iterations of the Newton-Raphson method
to find the smallest positive root of the equation
x3 – 5x + 1 = 0. Compare with the exact value.

2. Construct the interpolating polynomial that fits
the data :

x 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

f(x) –1.5 –1.27 –0.98 –0.63 –0.22 0.25

Using (i) Gregory-Newton forward difference and
(ii) Gregory-Newton backward difference
interpolation. Hence estimate the values of
f(x) at  x = 0.15,  0.45.

OR
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Mini z = 4x1 + 8x2 + 3x3

subject to x1 + x2  2
2x1 + x3  5
x1, x2, x3  0.

7. Test the convergence of any three of the following
series an, where an is given by

i) n 3
n!a
n



ii)  n 2
1a , n 2

n logn
 

iii) na n 1 n  

iv) n
n n

n!a 2
n



v) n
1a sin n

8. State Lagrange's mean value theorem, and using it
prove that

1
2

x tan x x, x 0
1 x

  


OR

Expand x2y + 3y – 2 in powers of x – 1 and y + 2.
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Find the unique polynomial P(x) of degree 2 or less
such that P(1) = 1, P(3) = 27, P(4) = 64 using
i) Lagrange interpolating formula

ii) Newton divided difference formula.

Estimate P(1.5), P(2).

3. Numerically integrate
1

0
I x sin x dx 

by Simpson's 1
3  rule with 6-subintervals.

OR

Evaluate approximately the integral
1

x

0
I xe dx, 

by 2-point and 3-point Gauss-Legedre rules.

4. Solve  dy x y, y 0 1,dx      by Picard's method.

OR

Solve by Euler's method

 2dy xy ; y 1 2dx  

Determine y(2.1) by choosing h = 0.1 and h = 0.05.

5. Solve the following L.P.P. by graphical method ;

Max z = 5x1 + 7x2

s.t. x1 + x2  4
3x1 + 8x2  24
10x1 + 7x2  35

and x1, x2  0.

OR

Mini z = 2x1 + 3x2

s.t. x1 + x2  4
6x1 + 2x2  8
x1 + 5x2  4
x1  3
x2  3

and x1, x2  0.

6. Solve the following L.P.P. by Simplex method :

Max z = 2x1 + 4x2 + x3

s.t. x1 + 2x2  4
2x2 + x2  3
x2 + 4x3  3

and x1, x2, x3  0.

OR
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc(EL)-IV (Back)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the nature and sources of ancient Indian
Political thought.

OR

Examine Kautilya's views on classification of State
and Government.

2. 'Raja Rammohan Roy was a social reformer'.
Examine.

OR

Discuss the concept of Vedic Swarajya of Dayananda
Saraswati.

3. "Mahadev Govinda Ranade was a Social Reformer".
Explain.

OR
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Discuss the Polit ical goal and techniques of
Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

4. Explain Gandhi's concept of Satyagraha.

OR

Discuss Nehru's views on Nationalism.

5. Describe Fakirmohan Senapati's views on Odia
Nationalism.

OR

Discuss briefly Madhusudan Das's views on harmony
between Odia Nationalism and Indian Nationalism.
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IV-UG-Soc(EL)-IV (Back)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the importance of Rurla Sociology in Indian
Society.

OR

Define Urban Sociology and discuss its scope and
subject matter.

2. Define Urban Society and discuss its distinctive
characteristics.

OR

Briefly discuss the rural-urban contrast  and
continuum.

3. Discuss the causes and consequences of casteism in
India.

OR

Write a short note on Slum.
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4. Define urabanization and discuss the trends of
urbanization in India.

OR

Explain the factors responsible affecting
urbanization.

5. Critically evaluate the Community Development
Programme in India.

OR

Discuss the different rurla development programmes.
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IV-UG-Com(EL)-IV (Aud)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What do you understand by 'auditing' ? Explain its
objectives. 4+16

OR

What is audit programme ? What are its advantages
and dis-advantages ? 4+8+8

2. State the features of internal check. How does it differ
from internal control ? Explain the advantages of
internal check system. 6+6+8

OR

How will you vouch the following : (any four) 5 × 4
i) Cash sales

ii) Wages

iii) Rent received

iv) Salaries

v) Crdit sales
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3. What are the duties of an auditor of a limited
company ? 20

OR

What are divisible profits ? Briefly discuss important
legal decisions with regards to the distribution of
profits. 6+14

4. State the special features of audit of an educational
institution. 20

OR

What special points will receive your attention while
auditing the accounts of a banking company ? 20

5. What is meant by investigation of accounts ? What
points will you bear in mind while carrying out an
investigation on behalf of a person who wants to
purchase business as a going concern ? 6+14

OR

Write a note on 'Cost Audit'. 20
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IV-UG-BBA(C)-IV (ES)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Give an account of structure and function of
Ecosystem.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Energy flow in ecosystem

b) Food web

c) Desert ecosystem.

2. Describe the causes and effects of water polluton.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Ozone layer depletion

b) Cyclone

c) Photochemical smog.
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3. Describe briefly the role of Information Technology
in Environment and Human health.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Natality
b) Airborne human diseases
c) Population growth.

4. What is Bio-diversity ? Discuss the methods of
conservation of Bio-diversity.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Bio-geographical classification of India.
b) Forest resources
c) Equitable use of resources for sustainable

development.

5. Describe briefly the Water Act and Air Act.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) C.P.C.B. (Central Pollution Control Board)
b) Need for Public environmental awareness
c) Wild life Protection Act.
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IV-UG-Eng(C)-II (Arts)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Two friends are planning to raise a flower garden in a
vacant field in their locality. Compose a dialogue
between them. 15

OR
A mother advises her son on the necessity of
punctuality. Compose a dialogue between them.

2. Prepare a note on the passage given below : 10
Advertising is part of the world we live in and on the
whole, strictly organised and ethical. It can do a great
deal of good in informing us of the goods and services
available, in helping improving standards and quality,
launching new products, lowering prices through large-
scale production, thus helping maintain and improve
the standard of living of the country, in ensuring the
freedom of the press and acting as a public servant.

Advertising helps but it is not the entire answer,
and it never was. Advertising can play an integral part
in repairing the consuming power of the world.
Advertising nourishes the consuming power of men.
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v) "The topic will be announced soon", said the
teacher.

g) Rewrite the sentences as instructed : 1 × 5

i) The doctor is examining his patient.
(Change into passive voice)

ii) The patient very weak. He is unable to speak.
(Combine into a complex sentence)

iii) He has been advised by the doctor to avoid
sweets. (Change into active voice)

iv) He is the best doctor in the town.
(Change into the comparative)

v) What a nice doctor !
(Transform into a simple sentence)

5. Discuss Animal Farm as a political satire. 20
OR

How did the animals take possession of the Manor
Farm ?

6. Give an account of the writer's experiences with the
photographer. 20

OR

Discuss Haldane's views on science.
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It creates want for a better standard of living. It sets up
before a man the goal of a better home, better clothing,
better food for himself and his family. It spurs
individual exertion and greater production. It brings
together in fertile union those things which otherwise
would never have met.  Advertising, as every
advertising man will admit, is not all. There must be a
spirit of enterprise on the part of the individual. There
must be stability, there must be goodwill. But all these
conditions might exist unconnected, unless advertising
was brought into unite them and to fuse them into one
effective whole, to make them vital and to make them
active.

Advertising can help; it cannot do these things on
its own and for advertising to play its part there is a
great deal more to it than producing a picture and a
slogan.

3. You have witnessed a song competition organized in
your town. As a news reporter, prepare a report for
publication in your daily. 10

OR
A two-day beach festival was held at Chandipur-on-
sea recently. Prepare a report on the event.

4. Do as directed :
a) Write the noun forms of the following : 1 × 3

honest,  think,  repeat.

b) Give antonyms of the following : 1 × 3
beauty,  bravery,  sincerity.

c) Substitute the following expressions with a single
word : 1 × 3
i) one who studies plants.
ii) one who is an expert in economics
iii) a shopkeeper who sells flowers.

d) Choose the correct alternatives given in brackets :
1 × 3

i) The (brightly / bright) rays of the Sun is
blinding.

ii) The wind is blowing (hard / hardly).
iii) Birds are (return / returning) to their nets.

e) Write the verb forms of the following : 1 × 3
preparation,  agreement,  division.

f) Change the following into reported speech :
1 × 5

i) The teacher said, "Are you taking part in the
Debate Competition, Amit?"

ii) Amit said, "Yes, Sir."
iii) the teacher said, "What is the topic?"
iv) "The topic has not yet been announced", said

Amit.
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IV-UG-Bot(EL)-VII (Back)
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Give an account of the mechanism of absorption of
water in plants.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Biological Nitrogen fixation

b) Mechanism of enzyme action.

2. Give an account of the TCA cycle during Respiration.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) C3 plants

b) Photorespiration.
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3. Describe the structure and properties of
Carbohydrates.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Auxin

b) Growth Curve.

4. Describe the ecological adaptations of Xerophytes
with examples.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Plant Succession

b) Environmental Pollution.

5. Describe briefly the process of megasporogenesis
in angiosperms.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Endosperm

b) Bisporic embryosac.
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IV-UG-Phil(EL)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Is Ethics a normative science ? Discuss. 20

OR

How is Ethics related to Sociology ? Discuss. 20

2. Distinguish between moral and non-moral actions.
Explain with examples different types of non-moral
actions. 8+12

OR

Write notes on the following : 6+8+6

a) Conduct and character

b) Motive and intention

c) Desire and will.

3. Discuss Refined Egoism as a moral standard. 20

OR
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Explain and examine Rigorism as a moral
standard. 20

4. Explain and examine collectivism as a relation
between individual and society. 20

OR

Discuss the Deterrent theory of Punishment. 20

5. Does end justify means ? Explain it in the light of
Gandhin Ethics. 20

OR

How is Niskama Karma explained in the Bhagavad
Gita ? Discuss. 20
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IV-UG-Hn(EL)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. H$) gm_mÝ` {hÝXr,  gm{hpË`H$ {hÝXr Am¡a à`moOZ_ybH$ {hÝXr H$s
AdYmaUm H$mo ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ& 15

AWdm

^maV gaH$ma Ûmam ñdrH¥$V _mZH$ XodZmJar {b{n Ho$ ñdén na
MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) {H$gr EH$ na g§jon _| {b{IE : 5

i) {b{IV _mfm

ii) {b{n go A{^àm` Ÿ&

2. H$) amO^mfm Ho$ g§~ÝY _| g§{dYmZ H$s pñW{V ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ& 15

AWdm

àmén boIZ H$s Amdí`H$Vm na {dMma H$aVo hþE àmén boIZ
g§~ÝYr _hËdnyU© ~mVm| na àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ&
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I) {H$gr EH$  na g§jon _| {b{IE Ÿ& 5

i) amO^mfm {hÝXr

ii) {Q>ßnU H$s ^mfm {hÝXr Ÿ&

J) {ZåZ eãXm| Ho$ {hÝXr én {b{IE : 1 × 10

Advocate,  Committee,  Enquiry,  Secretariat,
Income Tax,  Defence,   Development,
Superintendent,  Justice,  Head Clerk.

K) {ZåZ eãXm| Ho$ A§J«oOr én {b{IE : 1 × 10

ñWmZmÝVa,  {XZm§H$,  {Z{dXm, Ý`m`mYre,  H$mZyZ,  Cn^moº$m,
BñVr\$m,  g§{dYmZ,  _§Ìmb`,  H$m ©̀mb` Ÿ&

3. H$) AZwdmX H$m ñdén ñnï> H$aVo hþE BgHo$ {d{^Þ àH$mam| H$m
C„oI H$s{OE Ÿ& 15

AWdm

ŷ_§S>brH$aU Ho$ Xm¡a _| AZwdmX H$m _hËd ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) {H$gr EH$ na g§jon _| {b{IE : 5

i) H$m ©̀mb`r AZwdmX

ii) amoOJma Ho$ joÌ _| AZwdmX Ÿ&

4. H$) OZg§Mma _mÜ`_m| Ho$ àH$mam| Am¡a CZHo$ _hËd H$m AmH$bZ
H$s{OE Ÿ& 15

AWdm

g_mMma boIZ Š`m h¡ ? {hÝXr _| g_mMma {bIVo g_` {H$Z-
{H$Z ~mVm| na Ü`mZ aIZm Oéar h¡� BZH$m C„oI H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) {H$gr EH$ na g§jon _| {b{IE : 5

i) lì` Am¡a Ñí` g§Mma _| A§Va

ii) gaH$mar g§dmX EO|gr Ÿ&
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IV-UG-Sans(EL)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. {ZåZ{b{IV_ZwÀN>ÝX§ n{R>ËdmMVwU©m§ àýmZm_wÎma§ {bIV : 5 × 4

VV… {Zem`m§ g amOm {Ì{dH«$_goZ… ed§ ñH$ÝYodhZ² í_emZVé_Ü`J§
jmpÝVerb§ {^jw XXe© & VXm g H¥$Voï>X¡dVnyOZo _ÊS>bo g_wn{dï>
AmgrV² Ÿ& VV²_ÊS>b§ ApñWMyU}Z {Z{_©V§ OmV_² Ÿ& VÌ _hV¡bnyUª Xrn§
àÁd{bV_^dV² Ÿ& hmo_Hw$ÊS>_² A{¾Zm àXrá_² AO{Z Ÿ& {^jwü V_²
AmZrVed§ Z¥n§ g_wV²Wm` àmodmM, "amOZ² ! Ëdm`m AÝ` XwîH$amo _hmZ²
AZwJ«hmo _o {d{hV… Ÿ& gË`_od Ëdm§ Hw$b^ŷ wOm§ _w»`_mhþ…, Ed
_mË_mZnojoU òZ namW©… gmÜ`Vo Ÿ&' BË ẁŠËdm g {^jw… amk… ñH$ÝYmV²
V§ ed_² AdVma`m_mg Ÿ& VV ñV§ ñZmn[`Ëdm ~Õ_më §̀ {dYm` Vñ`
_ÊS>bñ` AÝV… ñWmn`m_mg Ÿ& VV… g jnUH$… ^ñ_mbo{nV JmV«…
Ho$e`jmondrVr àmd¥VàoVdgZ… ŷËdm jU§ Ü`mZ{Z ¥̂V§ pñWV… Ÿ& AW
g {^jw Ü`mZdbmV² V{ñ_Z² edXoho à{dï>§ ~oVmb§ H«$_oU nyO`m_mg Ÿ&
g V§ doVbm§ ZaH$nmboZ AÜ ª̀, ZdXÝV¡… nwîn§, aº$m{dbonZ§, _mZwfZoÌ§
Yyn§, _m§gm{Z Z¡doÚm{Z XÎmdmZ² Ÿ& AZÝVa§ g nmœ©J§ amOmZ§ àmdmM,
"amOZ² ! Bhmñ` _ÝÌm{YamOñ` Aï>m{^a“o… {ZnË` ŷVbo àUm_§ Hw$é,
òZ A^rï>{gqÕ Vo@ §̀ daàXmo Xmñ {̀V Ÿ&' VXm g amOm {^jw_² A~«drV²,

"^JdZ² ! Ah§ amOm Ÿ& Zmh§ VmÑe§ àUm_§ do{X_, VV² nydª ^dmZ²
n«Xe©̀ Vw, VVñVWm@h§ H$[aî ò' B{V Ÿ& VV… g {^jw… ̀ mdV² VWm àUm_§
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¨Ýç LÿÜÿç{àÿ, þ¦ê BF Lÿ'~ Lÿàÿ? þ¦ê LÿÜÿç{àÿ Aæ¨~ZÿÀÿ Aæ{’ÿÉ
$#àÿæ ̈ ’ÿ½æ¯ÿ†ÿêZëÿ `ÿƒæÁÿLëÿ {’ÿ¯ÿæ¨æBô > Àÿæfœúÿ F{¯ÿ `ÿƒæÁÿÀÿ Lÿþö
LÿÀëÿd;ÿç > Aæ¨~Zÿ Aæ{’ÿÉ þæœÿç ¨’ÿ½æ¯ÿ†ÿêZëÿ `ÿƒæÁÿLëÿ {’ÿàÿç >
Óþ{Ö þ¦êZÿ ¯ëÿ•çLëÿ ™œÿ¿ ™œÿ¿ Lÿ{àÿ >

The king Purusottam Deva was serving at the
Chariot of Sri Jagannath during Chariot ceremony.
The wise minister hinted at the princess Padmavati.
Padmavati offered a bridal garland on the neck of
the king. Shaken by this the king said, O' Minister
what you have done ? The minister said it was your
order to offer Padmavati to a candala. Presently the
king is doing the deeds of a candala. Following your
command I offer padmavati to a candala. Every one
praised the wisdom of the minister.

5. g§ñH¥$VoZ EH$ñ`  ^mdg§àgmaU§ Hw$éV : 15

H$) _mV¥Xodmo ^d Ÿ&

I) `ÌZm ©̀mñVw nyÁ`ÝVo a_ÝVo VÌ XodVm Ÿ&

J) gË §̀~«ẁ mV² {à §̀ ~«ẁ mV² _m ~«ẁ mV² gË`A{à`_² Ÿ&

K) {dÚmYZ§ gd©YZàYmZ_² Ÿ&
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Xe©{`Vw§ ̂ w{d n{VV…, VmdV² g amOm IS>JàhmaoUmñ` {ea… ApÀN>ZV²,
AmH$f©Mmñ` öV²nÙ§ nm{Q>V_² Ÿ& VV… VV²{ea… Vƒ öV²nX_§ doVmbm`
àXXm¡ Ÿ&

H$) `Xm amOm AmJÀN>{V VXm {^jw… qH$ H¥$VdmZ² ?

I) {^jw… H$W§ amO{Z H¥$VkmVm§ àH$me`{V ?

J) jnUH$ñ` doVmbmonmgZm {H$Ñer ?

K) nyOmdgmZo jnUH$… amOmZ§ {H$_wº$dmZ² ?

L>) jnUH$V… amOm AmË_mZ§ H$W§ aj`m_mg ?

2. AYmo{b{IVofw {df`_oH$ådbåã` g§ñH¥$VoZ {Z~ÝY§ aM`V : 25

H$) JrVJmo{dÝX_²

I) Zr{VH$Wm

J) Am{Xe‘>a…

K) Zmargwajm

L>) CV²H$b g§ñH¥$V_² Ÿ&

3. CËH$b^mf`m Am“b^mf`m dm AZwdmX§ Hw$é : 20

gË`^mfUoZ XeaW… A_aËd§ àmádmZ² Ÿ& gË`ñ` nmbZm` àmUoä`mo{n
{à §̀ nwV«§ dZ§ àof`m_mg Ÿ& ẁ{Y{ð>a… gË`^mfU~boZ¡d {dO §̀ bô o Ÿ&
_hmË_mJm{ÝY… B©gm_grhà^yV`… gË`ñ` nmbZmW ©_od
ñdàmUmZË`OZ² Ÿ& emóofw H$Ï`Vo, "Z{h gË`mV² namo Y_m} ZmZ¥VmV²
nmVH§$ _hV² Ÿ&'

AWdm

H${üV² ~«÷amjg… H$ñ`m{MV² ~«m÷Uñ` ñH$ÝYo g_méh²̀  AQ>ì`m§ ̂ «_Z²
AdXV², " m̂o… ! ̀ mdXh§ ñZmZ§ H¥$Ëdm XodVmM©Z{dqY {dYm` AmJÀN>{_,
VmdV² Ëd`m AV… ñWmZmV² AÝ`Ì Z JÝVì`_² Ÿ& VWm@Zw{ð>Vo {ÛO…
{MÝV`m_mgZyZ§ X odVmM©Z{dYoéÜdª _m_of ^j{`î`{V Ÿ& VV² ÐþVVa§
JÀN>m{_ Ÿ& òZ Ef AmX©nmXmo Z __ n¥ð>_² Eî`{V Ÿ&'

4. g§ñH¥$VoZ AZwdmX§ Hw$éV : 20

¯õÿÜÿ’ÿæÀÿ~¿Lÿ D¨œÿçÌ’ÿ LÿæÁÿÀÿ Lÿ$æ > ÀÿæfÌ} fœÿLÿZÿÀÿ ¾jÓµÿæ
`ÿæàÿç$æF > ¯ÿ`ÿLÿ§&ë’ëÿÜÿç†ÿæ SæSöê ¾æj¯ÿÁúÿLÿ¿Zëÿ œÿæœÿæ ÷̈É§̄ ÿæ~{Àÿ
AæWæ†ÿ LÿÀëÿ$æAæ;ÿç > ¾æj¯ÿÁúÿLÿ¿ LÿÜÿç{àÿ ̄ ÿ÷Üÿ½ †ÿLÿöÀÿ œëÿ{Üÿô Aœëÿµÿ¯ÿÀÿ
¯ÿçÌß > †ëÿ{þ A™#Lÿ †ÿLÿö LÿÀÿœÿæ > Aœÿ¿$æ †ëÿþÀÿ þë•öæ üÿæsç¾ç̄ ÿ >

It was a story of the days of Bruhadaranyaka
Upanisad. A sacrifice ceremony of Rajashree Janaka
was going on. Gargi, the daughter of Vacaknu was
attacking Yagyavalkya by arrows of different
questions. Yagyavalkya said, Brahman is not a
subject matter of debate. It is a matter of realisation.
Do not argue more. Otherwise your head will be split
into pieces.

AWdm

Àÿ$¾æ†ÿ÷æ{Àÿ É÷êfSŸæ$Zÿ Àÿ${Àÿ Àÿæfæ ̈ ëÀëÿ{Ìæˆÿþ {’ÿ¯ÿ {Ó¯ÿæ
LÿÀëÿ$æAæ;ÿç > ¯ÿçj þ¦ê Lÿæo#{fþæ ¨’ÿ½æ¯ÿ†ÿêZëÿ Óó{Lÿ†ÿ {’ÿ{àÿ >
¨’ÿ½æ¯ÿ†ÿê ÀÿæfæZÿ {¯ÿLÿ{Àÿ ̄ ÿÀÿ~þæÁÿæ ̈ LÿæB{’ÿ{àÿ > Àÿæfæ ̀ ÿþLÿç
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IV-UG-Eng(H)-IV

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer the following multiple choice questions :
1 × 8

i) In which year was the 'Lyrical  Ballads'
published ?

(a) 1820    (b) 1799    (c) 1797    (d) 1798

ii) Lady Dedlock is an important character who
appears in the novel :

(a) Hard Times     (b) Great Expectation

(c) Bleak House   (d) A Tale of Two Cities.

iii) Who is the author of the book 'Vanity Fair' ?

(a) George Eliot         (b) George Meredith

(c) W.M. Thackeray   (d) Charles Dickens.

V-124 [Turn Over

5. Critically analyse G.K. Chesterton's essay "A Piece
of Chalk". 14

OR

Bring out the central ideas behind De Quency's essay
"On the knocking at the Gate in Macbeth".

6. The poem "Child Harold's Pilgrimmage" by Byron,
projects Harold as a typical Byronic hero. Explicate
this with reference to the text you have read. 14

OR

Throw light on the religious and moral implications
of Mathew Arnold in his poem 'Dover Beach".

V-124-0.5 
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iv) What kind of poem is Wordsworth's 'Tintern
Abbey' ?

(a) biographical     (b) autobiographical

(c) descriptive        (d) ethical.

v) Who penned the lines "I fall upon the thorne of
life ! I bleed !" ?

(a) S.T. Coleridge    (b) John Keats

(c) P.B Shelley        (d) William Wordsworth.

vi) Jane Austen is a prolific writer of :

(a) emotion        (b) realism

(c) marriage and matrimony  (d) imagination.

vii) Who among the following was a revolutionary
poet ?

(a) William Blake      (b) Mathew Arnold

(c) Robert Browning  (d) P.B. Shelley

viii) The poem 'Enoch Arden" is related to :

(a) Robert Browning   (b) H.W. Longfellow

(c) A.L. Tennyson        (d) D.G. Rossetti.

2. Write short notes on any four of the following :
4 × 4

i) Poetry as the criticism of life
ii) Romantic poetry
iii) Dominance of prose in the 18th Century
iv) Victorian Novel
v) Influence of American war of Independence on

English literature.
vi) Religion, in the development of English

literature.
vii) Eco-criticism in Wordsworth's poetry.
viii) Role of chance and co-incidence in the novels

of Thomas Hardy.

3. Justify the title of the novel "Great Expectations" by
Charles Dickens. 14

OR
Sketch the character of Pip.

4. "That Hardy is a pessimist, needs no proof". Prove
this line with reference to Thomas Hardy's novel
"The Mayor of Casterbridge". 14

OR

Draw a character sketch of Donald Farfrae.
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IV-UG-Eco(H)-IV

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Find dy
dx  if     2y x 1 log x x   

b) Find dy
dx  if  y = (2x2 + 3)e–3x2

c) Given the function  
3 2x 2x yz x y



determine the degree of homogenity.

d) Given the matrix find out its inverse

1 2 3
A 2 1 2

3 2 1

 
   
  

OR
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a) Find median and mode of the following
distribution :

Class Interval 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-55 55-65 65-75

Frequency 5 11 19 15 13 7

b) From the following data calculate combined
standard deviation of the two series

Series I Series II

Mean 63 54

S.D. 9 6

No. of Items 50 40

4. a) Prove that Peasonian coefficient of Correlation
is independent of change of origin and of scale.

b) From two regression equations given below find
the mean values of X and Y and the correlation
coefficient between them

2y – x = 50

3y – 2x = 10

OR

[  4  ]



a) If U = x1
2x2 is a utility function and the budget

constraint is x1 + 2x2 = 4, find the equilibrium
bundle of two goods which would maximise
utility.

b) Evaluate elasticity of demand if the demand law
is given by P = qae–b(q + c) where a, b and c are
constants.

2. a) Evaluate 2
4x 5 dx

2x 5x 2


 
b) If the demand function is

P = 35 – 2x – x2 and x0 = 3,

find the Consumer's surplus.

c) If the supply curve is P 9 x   and x0 = 7,
find Producer's surplus.

d) If the MC function is (1 + x + 6x2) and fixed
cost is `100, find TC function.

OR

a) Solve by Cramer's rule
–x + y + z = a

x + y + z = b
x + y + z = c

b) Find the rank of the following matrix :

1 2 1
A 0 1 1

2 1 3

 
   
  

3. a) Discuss various methods of collecting primary
data.

b) The scores of Papu and Tapan for 8 innings are
given below :

Papu 12 115 76 42 7 19 49 80

Tapan 47 12 76 73 24 51 61 65

Who of the two is a more consistent batsman ?

OR
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a) Calculate Pearson's coefficient of correlation
from the following data :

X 5 6 7 8 9

Y 6 11 20 16 7

b) What is regression analysis ? Find out two
regressions equations from the following
observations :

X 46 42 44 40 43 41 45

Y 40 38 36 35 39 37 41

5. a) The production figures for a sugar factory over
a period from 2007 to 2013 are given below.
Estimate the production of sugar for 2015 with
least square method :

Year Quantity
(Tonnes)

2007 60
2008 72
2009 75
2010 65
2011 80
2012 85
2013 95

[  5  ]
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b) Construct an appropriate Index Number from
the following data :

       Rice        Wheat       Bazra
Year p q p q p q

2004 4 50 3 10 2 5

2014 10 40 8 8 4 4

OR

a) Explain factor reversal and time reversal test and
point out why Fisher's Index Number is called
an ideal Index Number.

b) What is probability ? Probability that a man will
be alive 25 years, hence is 0.3 and the probability
that his wife will be alive 25 years hence is 0.4.
Find the probability that 26 years hence

i) both will be alive

ii) only the man will be alive

iii) only the women will be alive

iv) at least one of them will be alive.

V-125-1 



IV-UG-Phy(EL)-VII
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Explain the origin of various sperctral lines of
hydrogen atom on the basis of Bohr's atomic
model. 10

b) Explain the effect of nuclear mass on Rydberg
constant. 5

OR

a) Describe Frank-Hertz experiment and discuss
its result. 10

b) Explain Bohr's correspondence principle. 5

2. a) What is Compton effect. Derive an expression
for Compton shift. 10

b) An X-ray Photon is found to have double its
wavelength on being scattered by 900. Find the
energy and wavelength of the incident
Photon. 5

OR
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a) State Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. By using
the diffraction of a beam of electrons through a
narrow slit, prove p. x  h (where symbols
have their usual meaning). 2+8

b) Prove that the electrons can not be present inside
the nucleous by using uncertainty principle. 5

3. a) Define eigen functions and eigen values. Show
that eigen values corresponding to Hermitian
operator is always real. 1+1+4

b) Find the value of   xˆx̂ p . 5

c) Explain what is meant by orthonormality of
eigen functions. 4

OR

A beam of particles of energy E moving in one
dimension with potential v(x) = 0 encounters
suddenly another region of constant potential
V(x) = V0 with (V0 < E). Set up Schrodinger's equation
and obtain the expression for the reflection
coefficient (R) and transmission coefficient (T).
Prove that R + T = 1. 2+5+5+3

4. a) State and explain statistical law of radioactive
decay and hence define decay constant. 5+2

b) Define average life and half life of a radioactive
element and establish a relation between
them. 2+2+4

OR

Describe construction and working of Cyclotron. 6+9

5. Write postulates of special theory of relativity. Obtain
Lorentz transformation equations. 3+12

OR

a) Deduce the relativistic variation of mass with
velocity. 10

b) Derive length contraction formula. 5

V-156-0.2 
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc(H)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the various elements of National Power.

OR

Discuss the meaning and functions of Diplomacy.

2. Explain the impacts of Decolonizations in
International Politics.

OR

Non-Alligned Movement is irrelevant today.
Examine.

3. Describe the composition and functions of the
General Assembly.

OR

Discuss the role of the Economic and Social Council
in the present scenario.
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4. Critically evaluate India's Foreign Policy towards
China.

OR

Analyse India's Foreign Policy with the Super Power
the U.S. in the Post-Cold war era.

5. What are the possible connection both negative and
positive, between globalisation and Environmental
Change ?

OR

"Politics of Gender inequality has given birth to
Feminist Movement". Examine.

V-127-1 
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IV-UG-Hist(H)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Write a note on Metternich System.

OR

Discuss the causes of the Revolution of 1848 in
France.

2. Critically examine the role of Mazzini in the
Unification of Italy.

OR

Narrate briefly the part played by Bismarck in the
Unification of Germany.

3. Discuss the significance of Crimean war in European
History.

OR

Give a brief account of the foreign policy of
Napoleon III.
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4. Analyse the domestic policy of Bismarck as Imperial
Chancellor of Germany.

OR

What was Tripple Alliance ? Throw light on its
consequences.

5. Discuss the responsibility of Germany for the
outbreak of World War I.

OR

Describe the results of Russian Revolution of 1917.

V-126-0.5 
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IV-UG-Phil(H)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the Jaina view of Anekantavada.

OR

Explain Jaina ethics of Anybratas and Mahabratas.

2. Bring out the significance of Buddhist doctrine of
Pratitya-Samutpada.

OR

What is Buddhist concept of soul ? Elucidate.

3. Discuss Nyaya theory of causation.

OR

State and explain the Vasesika concept of Padarthas.
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4. What is Purusa according Samkhya ? What are the
proofs for the existence of Purusa ?

OR

Discuss the theory of evolution of Samkhya.

5. Discuss Prabhakar's theory of error.

OR

Give an account of Sankar's concept of Brahman.

V-128-0.5 
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IV-UG-Soc(H)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Discuss the nature of Rural Sociology.

OR

Explain the scope to subject matter of Urban
Sociology.

2. Describe the feature of Rural Society.

OR

Analyse the rural-urban contrast.

3. Examine the problem of poverty in rural society and
its consequences.

OR

Write a note on Casteism.
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4. Bring out the meaning and features of urbanisation
in India.

OR

Explain the factors affecting urbanisation in India.

5. Describe the success and failure of community
development programme in India.

OR

Assess critically various programmes of Rural
development in India.

V-129-0.3 
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IV-UG-ODI(H)-IV
(Practical)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. L) "Aµÿç¾æœÿ' œÿæsLÿ A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ ë̈Àëÿ{Ìæˆÿþ {’ÿ¯ÿZÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷
`ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ > 15

A$¯ÿæ

"µÿÀÿÓæ' œÿæsLÿÀÿ ÓæþæfçLÿ Aæ{¯ÿ’ÿœÿ ÷̈LÿæÉ LÿÀÿ >

Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5

F œÿç¢ÿæ {Lÿ̄ ÿÁÿ {þæÀÿ ̈ ÷µëÿZÿÀÿ œëÿ{Üÿô, ̈ †ÿç†ÿ̈ æ ÿ̄œÿ fSŸæ$ZÿÀÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

{¾Dô œÿçÀÿæs Ó†ÿLÿ$æ †ëÿ{þ {þæ AæQ# AæS{Àÿ {$æB {’ÿB`ÿ,
†ÿæLëÿ †ÿ þëô FÝç{’ÿB ¨æÀÿç̄ ÿç œÿæÜÿ] >

2. Lÿ) "AæSæþê' œÿæsLÿÀëÿ ÉÀÿ†ÿÀÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷ `ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ > 15

A$¯ÿæ

"¾ëS `ÿÀÿç†ÿ ¯õÿˆÿæ;ÿ' {Lÿ¯ÿÁÿ Ó†ÿ¿ H `ÿçÀÿ;ÿœÿ þíàÿ¿{¯ÿæ™Àÿ
ë̈œÿ… ÷̈†ÿçÏæ œÿçþ{;ÿ AèÿêLÿæÀÿ¯ÿ• - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
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Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5

ÓþÖZÿ ¯ÿê~æÀÿ †ÿæÀÿ dçƒç ¾æBdç, †ÿ$æ ç̈ AæSæþê Lÿæàÿç
¨æBô ¯ÿo#̄ ÿæLëÿ ¨Ýç̄ ÿ >

A$¯ÿæ

F LÿæÁÿ{Àÿ þˆÿö¿{Àÿ ¯ÿæÓ Lÿ{àÿ-
{Lÿ¯ÿÁÿ A™þö Aœÿê†ÿç H Aœÿæ`ÿæÀÿ ¨Zÿ{Àÿ-
D¯ëÿsë̄ ëÿ {Üÿ¯ÿæLëÿ ¨Ýç̄ ÿ >

3. Lÿ) "¨æÜÿæÝÀÿ AæŠLÿ$æ' FLÿæZÿ çL ÿæÀÿ þœÿÖæˆÿ ´ çLÿ ’ ÿçS
œÿç{”öÉ LÿÀÿ > 15

A$¯ÿæ

""{dæs ̈ çàÿæ H ̄ ëÿÞæ{àÿæLÿ Dµÿß Óþæœÿ'' - "ÉçÉë' FLÿæZÿçLÿæ
Aæ™æÀÿ{Àÿ FÜÿæ ÷̈þæ~ LÿÀÿ >

Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5

Lÿçdç µÿæ{èÿœÿç, Ó¯ëÿ ¾çF {¾þç†ÿç {ÓBvÿç vÿçAæ{ÜÿæB ÀÿÜÿç$æF >
†ÿæ'¨{Àÿ LÿæÁÿLÿ÷{þ þë¿fçßþ, þœëÿ{þ+ {ÜÿæB¾æF >

A$¯ÿæ

{¾Dôþæ{œÿ ÉÀÿêÀÿLëÿ ̄ ÿ™ LÿÀÿ;ÿç, Lÿç;ëÿ AæŠæLëÿ ̄ ÿ™LÿÀÿç ̈ æÀÿ;ÿç
œÿæÜÿ], {ÓþæœÿZëÿ µÿß LÿÀÿ œÿæÜÿ] >

4. Lÿ) œÿæsLÿ H {àÿæLÿœÿæsLÿ þš{Àÿ $#̄ ÿæ ¨æ$öLÿ¿ ’ÿÉöæA > 10

A$¯ÿæ

{àÿæLÿœÿæsLÿÀÿ ÓæþæfçLÿ Aæ{¯ÿ’ÿœÿ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

Q) FLÿæZÿçLÿæ œÿæsLÿ œëÿ{Üÿô, þæ†ÿ÷ FLÿ Óß́óÓó í̈‚ÿö Aµÿçœÿß LÿÁÿæ
- Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ > 10

A$¯ÿæ

FLÿæZÿçLÿæÀÿ Óójæ, ÓÀ́íÿ¨ H ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉööæA >
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IV-UG-Sans(H)-IV
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. AYñVZ§ JÚIÊS>_YrË` àíZmZm_wÎma§ Xò _² & 4 × 5

ApñV ̂ maVdf© `moJ{dkmZ§ Zm_ à`moJ{dÚm Ÿ& Vm_od g_m{lË` Ord{V
^maVr`… gZmVZmo Y_©… Ÿ& V Jwé§ {dZm gm {dÚm gånmX{`Vw§ eŠ`Vo Ÿ&
{eî`m Ed JwéH¥$n`m `moJ{dkmZñ` à`moJnj§ kmVw§ eŠZwdpÝV Ÿ&
AmgZñ` àmUm`m_ñ` M à`moJoU _Yw_ohmXrZm_gmÜ`amoJmUm_wne_§
{dbmoŠ` {M{H$ËgH$m A{n {dñ_ §̀ ^OÝVo Ÿ& AVmo Y_©{Z{d©eof§ gd}
OZm… gmåàV§ ̀ moJ{dkmZ_{^dÎm©ÝVo Ÿ& `moJ{dkmZ§ {h _Zwî̀ mUm_wnH$mam`
_h{f©{^… àd{Îm©V_² &

H$) {H$_m{lË` gZmVZmo Y_m} Ord{V ?

I) H$ñ` H¥$n`m {eî`m `moJ{dkmZñ` à`moJnj§ OmZpÝV ?

J) H$ñ` à`moJoU AgmÜ`amoJmUm_wne_mo ^d{V ?

K) H$W§ gd}OZm `moJ{dkmZ_{^dÎm©ÝVo ?

L>) {H$_Wª _h{f©{^ `moJ{dkmZ§ àd{Îm©V_² ?
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¨æBô œÿçf lçA ÉLëÿ;ÿÁÿæLëÿ {Ó ’ÿæßç†ÿ ́{’ÿB$#{àÿ > Àÿæfæ AæÉ÷þ{Àÿ
÷̈{¯ÿÉ LÿÀÿç̄ ÿæ þæ{†ÿ÷ ÜÿÓç̄ ÿæÀÿ É±ÿ Éë~æSàÿæ > ÓŸ¿æÓ fê¯ÿœÿÀÿ

Óþë̀ ÿç†ÿ ¯ÿçœÿê†ÿ {¯ÿÉ{Àÿ S÷æþ¿ †ÿÀëÿ~ê þævÿçAæ ™Àÿç Sd{Àÿ ¨æ~ç
{’ÿD$#{àÿ > {Óþæ{œÿ {Lÿò~Óç AÁÿZÿæÀÿ ™æÀÿ~ LÿÀÿç œÿ$#{àÿ †ÿ$æ ç̈
Óë¢ÿÀÿ ’ÿçÉë$#{àÿ > {ÓþæœÿZÿ {Óò¢ÿ¾ö¿ ’ÿÉöœÿþæ{†ÿ÷ Àÿæfæ ̄ ÿç{þæÜÿç†ÿ
$#{àÿ >

When king Dushyanta came to the hermitage
Kanva was not there. He had gone to Somatirtha for
worship. He had assigned his daughter Shakuntala the
task of looking after guests. When the king came to
the hermitage, sounds of laughter were heard. The
rustic maidens, in humble attire befitting monastic life,
were carrying pots and watering the trees. They did
not wear jewels but looked beautiful. The king became
enchanted by their looks.

5. g§ñH¥$VoZ EH$ñ`  ^mdgåàgmaU§ H$m ©̀_² : 10

H$) gånÎmm¡ {dnÎmm¡ M _hVm_oH$ñdnVm Ÿ&

I) eara_mÚ Ibw Y_©gmYZ_² Ÿ&

J) Aqhgm na_mo Y_©… Ÿ&

K) dgwY¡d Hw$Qw>å~H$_² Ÿ&
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2. g§ñH¥$VoZ {Z~ÝY_oH§$  aM`V : 20

H$) aå`m am_m`Ur H$Wm

I) gådmXnÌ_²

J) H$m{bXmg…

K) ^maVr`g§ñH¥${V… Ÿ&

3. CËH$b^mf`m Am“b^mf`m dm AZwdmX… H$m ©̀… Ÿ& 15

~mbH$ñ` OrdZo AmMmañ` à^mdmo ~më`mXod km`Vo `Vmo ~më`H$mb
Ed OrdZñ` à^mVdobm Ÿ& ~mbH$mZm§ H¥$Vo gXmMma{ejm`m… gd©m{YH§$
_hÎd§ gd©m{YH$mdí`H$Vm M dÎm©Vo ̀ V… VoîdmMaUñ` à^md… gmaë òZ
^d{V Ÿ&  AVmo `mÑer {ejm Vo J¥hof w {dÚmb`ofw dm b^ÝVo
Vofm_mMaU_{n VmdXod ^d{V, Ed§ ~mbH$mZm§ OrdZ{Z_©mUmWª
{dÚmb ògw _hm{dÚmb òfw M gXmMmañ` {ejm A{Zdm ©̀m ̂ {dVì`m Ÿ&

AWdm

MoVZm Ed OrdZñ` _ybmYma… Ÿ& àË`H§$ Ordo MoVZm {damOVo Ÿ&
MoVZm_ÝVaoU ^JdmZ{n gÎmmhrZmo ^doV² Ÿ& AV… MoVZm Ed gË`_² Ÿ&
d¡km{ZH$m AUwdrjU`ÝÌoU A{n MoVZm§ Ðïw>§ Z¡d eŠZẁ w… Ÿ& MoVZm {h
OrdmZm_mË_m Ÿ& oMVZm Ed gmjmX² ^JdmZ² Ÿ& àË òH§$ Ordo MoVZm`m…
nyOm H$Îm©ì`m Ÿ& MoVZmXe©Z_od§ ^JdX²Xe©Z_² Ÿ&

4. g§ñH¥$VoZ AZwdmX… H$m ©̀… Ÿ& 15

ÀÿæäÓ H ̀ ÿæ~Lÿ¿ ̈ ÀÿØÀÿ þëÜÿæôþëÜÿ] {Üÿ{àÿ > ’ÿêWȫ ÿÌö ™Àÿç {Óþæ{œÿ
¨ÀÿØÀÿ þš{Àÿ àÿÞë$#{àÿ > Lÿç;ëÿ ÷̈{†ÿ¿Lÿ {SæsçF ̈ ä ÷̈†ÿç ¯ÿçÉÖ́
$#{àÿ > {¾{†ÿ{¯ÿ{Áÿ ÀÿæäÓZëÿ ̀ ÿæ~Lÿ¿Zÿ AæÉ÷þLëÿ A~æSàÿæ †ÿæZÿÀÿ
fê¯ÿœÿ `ÿæ~Lÿ¿Zÿ Üÿæ†ÿ{Àÿ ÀÿÜÿçàÿæ > `ÿæ~Lÿ¿ œÿçf AæÓœÿÀëÿ HÜÿâæB
ÀÿæäÓZÿ AæÝLëÿ S{àÿ > {Ó A†ÿç Ó¼æœÿÀÿ ÓÜÿ †ÿæZëÿ Ó»æÌ~
Lÿ{àÿ > ÀÿæäÓ Ö»êµíÿ†ÿ {ÜÿæBS{àÿ > {Ó þ{œÿ þ{œÿ µÿæ¯ÿç{àÿ -
FÜÿç þÜÿæ ë̈ÀëÿÌZÿÀÿ þëQþƒÁÿ{Àÿ Lÿç ’ÿê©ç ! `ÿæ~Lÿ¿ †ÿæZëÿ AæÓœÿ
{’ÿB ¯ÿçœÿßÀÿ ÓÜÿ Ó‡æÀÿ Lÿ{àÿ >

Rakshasa and Chanakya remained face to face
with each other. They fought each other for long years,
but each of them was loyal to one side. The life of
Rakshasa was in the hands of Chanakya when the
former was brought to the hermitage of Chanakya.
Chanakya got down from his seat and walked towards
Rakshsa. He spoke to him with great respect. Rakshasa
was amazed. He thought within himself, 'What a
brilliance there is on the face of this great man'.
Chanakya offered him a seat and adored with humility.

AWdm

’ëÿÌ¿;ÿ AæÉ÷þ{Àÿ ¨Üÿo#àÿæ{¯ÿ{Áÿ Lÿ~ ́ {Óvÿæ{Àÿ œÿ$#{àÿ > {Ó
í̈fæ LÿÀÿç̄ ÿæLëÿ {Óæþ†ÿê$ö ¾æB$#{àÿ > A†ÿç$#þæœÿZÿÀÿ ¾œ#ÿ {œÿ¯ÿæ
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1. {ZåZ{b{IV AdVaUm| H$s gàg“ ì`m»`m H$s{OE Ÿ: 8 × 2

H$) lÕm Ý`m` ~w{Õ Ho$ nb‹S>o na VwbrhþB© EH$ dñVw h¡ Omo Xygao nb‹S>o
na aIo hþE lÕò  Ho$ JwU-H$_© Am{X Ho$ {hgm~ go hmoVr h¡ Ÿ&
lÕm gËH$_© `m gX²JwU hr H$m _yë` h¡ {Oggo Am¡a {H$gr àH$ma
H$m gm¡Xm Zht hmo gH$Vm Ÿ&

AWdm
`h gwbh H$m P§S>m {gana bhamZo bJm h¡, `h KmofUm H$a ahm
h¡, ""A~ VH$ Ho$ eÌwAm| _¡Zo h{W`ma S>mb {XE h¢, AmAmo g§{Y
H$a b| Ÿ&'' Vmo Š`m g§{Y hmoJr CZgo Ÿ& {OZgo g§Kf© hmoVm ahm ?
g_Pm¡Vm hmoJm CZgo {Ogo JbV _mZVm ahm ?

I) H$m`am| H$mo BgHo$ {gdm Am¡a gyP hr Š`m gH$Vm h¡ ? YZ H$_mZm
AmgmZ Zht h¡ Ÿ& ì`dgm{``m| H$mo {OVZr H${R>ZmB`m| H$m gm_Zm
H$aZm n‹S>Vm h¡, dh AJa gÝ`m{g`m| H$mo PobZr nS>o Vmo gmam
gÝ`mg ŷb Om` Ÿ& {H$gr ^bo AmX_r Ho$ Ûma na OmH$a n‹S>o
ahZo Ho$ {bE ~b, ~w{Õ, {dÚm, gmhg {H$gr H$s ^r OéaV
Zht Ÿ&

AWdm
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L>) Akò  H$s {H$gr EH$ ~hþM{V©V H$hmZr H$m Zm_ C„oI H$s{OE Ÿ&

M) n[adoe Ho$ ~rM ì`{º$ Ho$ AmË_g§Kf© H$mo {M{ÌV H$aZo dmbo
à{gÕ H$hmZrH$ma H$m Zm_ {b{IE Ÿ&

N>) O¡ZoÝÐ Hw$_ma H$s H$hm{Z`m| na {H$g {H$g {dMmaYmam H$m à^md
Á`mXm ahm ?

O) `enmb H$s {H$Ýht Xmo H$hmZr g§J«hm|H$m Zm_ C„oI H$s{OE Ÿ&

P) O¡ZoÝÐ Hw$_ma AnZo ẁJ Ho$ {H$g à{gÕ H$hmZrH$ma go {deof
à^m{dV aho ?

Äm) N>m`mdmX Ho$ níMmV² H$s H$hm{Z`m| H$mo {H$g Zm_ go OmZm
OmVm h¡ ?

V-132-0.3 
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h_mar {S>J«r h¡� h_mam godm ^md, h_mar Z_«Vm, h_mao OrdZ
H$s gabVm Ÿ& AJa `h AmË_m OmJ¥V Zht hþB© Vmo H$mJO H$s
{S>J«r ì`W© h¡ Ÿ&

2. "h_ma o d¡km{ZH$ ẁJ H$s g_ñ`m' _| bo{IH$m Zo {H$Z _hËdnyU©
g_ñ`mAm| H$s Va\$ h_mam Ü`mZ AmH${f©V {H$`m h¡ ? ñnï>
H$s{OE Ÿ& 12

AWdm

lÕm Ed§ ^{º$ _| boIH$ Zo {H$go loð>_mZm h¡ Am¡a Š`m| ? VH©$ g{hV
CÎma Xr{OE Ÿ&

3. "H$_©̂ y{_'  _| ào_MÝX Zo VËH$mbrZ gm_m{OH$, amOZ¡{VH$, Ym{_©H$,
gm§ñH¥${VH$ OrdZ Ho$ `WmW© H$mo ~‹S>r OrdÞVm Ho$ gmW {M{ÌV {H$`m
h¡', Š`m Amn Bggo gh_V h¢ ? 12

AWdm

gwIXm Am¡a A_aH$m§V _| AmnH$mo {H$gH$m M[aÌ Á`mXm à^mdembr
bJVm h¡ ? {H$gr EH$ Ho$ M[aÌ Ho$ CZ à^mdembr njm| na àH$me
S>m{bE Ÿ&

4. "CgZo H$hm Wm' _| bhZm qgh Ho$ ào_, Ë`mJ Am¡a ~{bXmZ H$mo AnZo
eãXm| _| {M{ÌV H$s{OE Ÿ& 12

AWdm

"dmngr' H$hmZr H$m _w»` CÔoí` Š`m h¡ ? ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&

5. {H$Ýht Mma àíZm| Ho$ g§{já CÎma Xr{OE : 5 × 4

H$) lÕm Am¡a ào_ _| A§Va H$mo EH$ CXmhaU g{hV ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&

I) "AemoH$ Ho$ \y$b' _| _mZd H$s Or{O{dfm H$mo ewÕ Š`m| H$hm
J`m h¡ ?

J) A_aH$m§V g\$sZm Ho$ à{V Š`m| à^m{dV Wm ?

K) "nhbm g\o$X dmb' _| boIH$ AnZo AmZodmbr nr‹‹T>r H$mo Š`m
Yamoha XoZm MmhVm h¡ ?

L>) Krgy Am¡a _mYd Zo H$\$Z Š`m| Zht IarXm ?

M) "AemoH$ Ho$ \y$b H$mo XoIH$a boIH$ H$m _Z Š`m| CXmg hmo
OmVm h¡ ?

6. {H$Ýht AmR> àíZm| Ho$ CÎma EH$ dmŠ` _| Xr{OE : 1 × 8

H$) `enmb {hÝXr gm{hË` Ho$ {H$g "dmX' go Ow‹S>o Wo ?

I) Akò  H$m nyam Zm_ Š`m Wm ?

J) H$m¡Z gr gm{hpË`H$ H¥${V Ho$ {bE Akò  H$mo kmZnrR> nwañH$ma
{_bm ?

K) `enmb H$s H$hm{Z`m| na {H$g nmíMmË` Xme©{ZH$ H$m
à^md h¡ ?
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1. What is Measurement ? Discuss the nature of
educational measurement. 5+10

OR

What is meant by evaluation ? Differentiate between
formative evaluation and diagnostic evaluation. 5+10

2. What is meant by validity of a test ? Discuss construct
validation of a test. 5+10

OR

What is meant by reliability of a test ? Discuss the
split-half method of estimating the reliability of
a test. 5+10

3. Discuss briefly the procedures followed in
constructing a standardized achievement test. 15

OR

V-134 [Turn Over

Discuss the use of various type of norms in
interpretation of test scores. 15

4. What is Median ? Calculate the median of the
following series : 3+12

C.I. F

45-49 6

40-44 2

35-39 5

30-34 10

25-29 3

20-24 6

15-19 4

N = 36

OR

What are different measures of central tendency ?
Discuss their uses and limitations. 7+4+4

V-134-0.5 
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1. What is Health Psychology ? Citing relevant
examples, evaluate Health Psychology in
Socio-Cultural context.

OR
What do you mean by Psychosomatic Disorders ?
With suitable examples, suggest  Behavioural
medicines for the cure of such disorders.

2. Distinguish between Early Research Literature and
Current Research Literature in understanding the
complexity of health.

OR
Discuss how Health Belief Model (HBM) explains
the health status of a person.

3. Distinguish between Health Promoting and Health
Damaging life styles. Cite examples to support your
answer.

OR

V-135 [Turn Over

What is Type-A behaviour pattern ? Explain how
Type-A behaviours lead to cardiovascular diseases.

4. Write notes on the following :

i) Nature of stress

ii) Types of stress.

OR

Describe the various causes of stress.

5. Suggest the primary and secondary strategies to
remain physically healthy.

OR

Describe Cancer-related health behaviours.

V-135-0.5 
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1. State and explain Fermat's principle. Deduce
laws of reflection and refraction using Fermat's
principle. 4+4+4

OR

What is spherical aberration ? Describe and explain
with the help of suitable diagrams longitudinal
spherical aberration and lateral spherical aberration.
Discuss with necessary mathematical details how the
defect can be reduced. 2+4+6

2. Explain with necessary theory the phenomenon
of interference in thin films show that
with monochromatic l ight  the interference
pattern of reflected and transmitted light are
complementary. 6+6

OR
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Describe the construction and working of Michelson
Interferometer. Explain how this is used to determine
the wavelength of monochromatic light. If the
movable mirror in Michelson interferometer moves
through 0.233 mm, 792 fringes are counted, what is
the wavelength of light used ? 6+3+3

3. Give the construction and theory of zone plate. Show
that a zone plate has multiple foci. What is meant by
phase reversal of zone plate ? 2+6+2+2

OR

Describe Fraunhoffer's diffraction due to a single
slit and deduce positions of maxima and minima. 12

4. a) State and explain Brewster's law. 4

b) What are quarter and half waveplates ? Find out
the formula for the thickness of the plates. 6

c) Find out the thickness of a quarter wave
plate when the monochromatic light of
wavelength 5890 Å is used. Given 0 = 1.55
and e = 1.54. 2

OR

Define specific rotation. Describe the working of
Laurent's half shade polarimeter. How it will be used
to find the specific rotation of sugar solution. A
20 cm long tube containing 20% sugar solution
rotates the plane of polarisation by 26.40. Calculate
the specific rotation. 2+4+3+3

5. Describe the construction and working of Ruby Laser
with necessary diagram what are the characteristics
of Laser beam ? 9+3

OR

Explain the origin of Raman Effect. What are Stokes
and antistokes lines ? Give a quantum mechanical
treatment for the explanation. Mention some
characteristics of Raman lines. 3+6+3

V-136-0.5 
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1. a) Derive an expression for the efficiency of a
Carnot engine working between two
temperatures T1 and T2 (where T2 > T1). 6

b) State and explain 2nd law of thermodynamics. 4

OR

c) How are work function (A) and free energy (G)
related ? Discuss the criteria of Spontaneity of
a chemical reaction. 3+3

d) Calculate the entropy change when 9.1 moles
of ice are converted to water 00C, if the latent
heat of fusion of ice is 80 cal.gm–1. 4

2. a) Derive thermodynamically the law of mass
action and the law of chemical equilibrim. 6

V-137 [Turn Over

d) Explain Hofmann Bromamide reaction with an
example. 2

e) What happens when _____ ?

i) PCl5 reacts with acetic acid. 2

ii) Acetic acid reacts with ethyl alcohol in
presence of Conc.H2SO4. 2

6. a) Write one method of preparation of
nitrobenzene. Explain reduction of nitrobenzene
in acidic medium. 2+2

b) How are TNT and picric acid prepared ? Write
the uses of TNT. 4+2

OR

c) Discuss the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic
substitution in aniline. 4

d) p-nitro aniline is less basic than aniline.
Explain. 2

e) What are analgesics ? Write two examples of
analgesics. 2+2

V-137-0.5 
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b) At 3000K, G0 for the reaction,

N2O4(g)  2NO2

is 5743J. Calculate the value of KP. 4

OR

Explain Nernst heat theorem. How does it help to
derive the third law of thermodynamics ? 8+2

3. a) How acid-base strength and hardness and
softness are inter-related ? 5

b) How electronegativity is related to hardness and
softness ? 5

OR

c) Why alkali metals import blue colour to the
solution when dissolved in liquid ammonia ? 3

d) What is a metathetical reaction ? Explain with
example. 3

e) Complete the following reactions : 4

i) HgI2 + KI  2liq.SO

ii) Na + CuI  3liq.NH

iii) Zn(NO3)2 + KNH2  
3liq.NH

iv) C6H6 + SO3  2liq.SO

4. a) Write the postulates of crystal field theory. 5
b) Draw and explain crystal field splitting in square

planar field. 5
OR

c) What is meant by crystal field splitting ? 3
d) Which out of Cu2+ and Zn2+ is paramagnetic and

why ? 3
e) Octahedral complexes can be high spin or low

spin but tetrahedral complexes are generally
high spin complexes. Explain. 4

5. a) How will you get acetic acid from Grignard's
reagent ? 2

b) Give one method of preparation of each of the
following :
i) Malic acid 2
ii) Succinic acid 3

iii) Tartaric acid. 3
OR

c) Write one method of preparation of

i) aceto acetic ester

ii) acetic anhydride. 2+2

V-137 [Turn Over
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Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Describe the reproductive structure of Cycadeoidea.
Point out its similarity with angiospermic flower.

OR

Write notes on the followings :

a) Geological time scale

b) Stem of Lepidodendron.

2. Describe the phenomenon of heterospory. Point out
its significance in the life history of Selaginella and
state how for it approaches the seed habit.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Rhizophore of Selaginella

b) Synangium of Psilotum.
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3. Give an account of structure and morphological
nature of sporocarp of Marsilea.

OR
Write notes on the following :
a) Stem anatomy of Equisetum

b) Equisetum cone.

4. What is living fossil ? "Ginkgo is a living fossil". –
Discuss and justify the statement.

OR
Write notes on the following :

a) Ovule of Cycas
b) Collar of Ginkgo.

5. Give an illustrated account of the salient features in
the life history of Gnetum. Point out its advanced
characters which suggests its affinit ies with
angiosperms.

OR

Write notes on the following :
a) Wood of Pinus
b) Pinus needle.

V-138-0.5 
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Draw suitable diagrams wherever necessary

1. Discuss the development of chick upto formation of
three germ layers.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Spermatogenesis
b) Influence of Yolk on cleavage
c) Vitellogenesis.

2. Describe the process of metamorphosis of anuran
tadpole larva.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Embryo transfer technique

b) Apoptosis

c) Cell lineage.
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3. Discuss the structure of Thyroid gland and mention
the biological actions of harmones secreted from the
gland.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Mechanism of steroid hormone Action
b) Pineal gland
c) Oxytocin.

4. What is steroid hormone ? Discuss the structure and
biologic actions of steriod hormone secreted from
testis.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Pheromone
b) Insulin
c) Gastrointestinal hormones.

5. Discuss the structure of Immunoglobulin and
mention different types of Immunoglobulins with
functions.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Innate immunity
b) MHC complex
c) Antigen-antibody reaction.

V-139-0.5 
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1. a) Discuss the differences between Sequential,
Indexed and Hashed/Direct file systems in
briefly. 8

b) Discuss the different problems of sharing
files. 4

OR
c) Write the differences between file management

and database management systems. 6
d) What is hashing ? What procedures are used for

insertion, deletion, updation and retrieval of data
in hashing. 6

2. a) Discuss the different users and end-users of the
database system. 6

b) Explain various types of data models used in
database. 6

OR
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c) What do you mean by database language ?
Discuss the different DBMS Languages in
brief. 8

d) Differentiate between logical and physical data
independence. 4

3. a) Discuss the two types of Relational Integrity rule
in brief. 6

b) Discuss the DBTG model along with links,
owner, member, virtual fields and chain, in
brief. 6

OR

c) Explain the basic concept of Hierarchical data
model. 6

d) Differentiate between the primary key and
foreign key with appropriate examples each. 6

4. a) Define Functional dependency. Explain
Armstrong's Axioms of functional
dependency. 8

b) Explain the time stamp protocol. 4

OR

c) Discuss the different types of Back up and
recoveries of the DBMS. 6

d) What is Normalization ? Differentiate between
3NF and BCNF with examples. 6

5. a) Prove that a given connected G is an Euler
graph if and only if all vertices of G are even
degree. 6

b) Write short notes : 2 × 3

i) Cutsets

ii) Rooted tree

iii) Eulerian path.

OR

c) Compare weighted and non-weighted graph. 4

d) From the weighted graph, find cost of the graph
and construct minimal spanning tree. 8

V-140-0.5 
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Symbols used have their usual meanings

1. Discuss Secant method and its rate of convergence.

OR

Find a root of the equation x sin x + cos x = 0 by
Newton-Raphson's method starting from the initial
guess x0 = upto 5 significant figures.

2. Establish Lagrange's interpolating formula for (n+1)
nodes. Using Lagranges interpolating polynomial.
Construct the polynomial for the set of data f(0) = 1,
f(–1) = 2, f(1) = 3.

OR

From the following table of sines compute sin 30

and sin 380.

x0 0 10 20 30 40

sinx0 0 0.17365 0.34202 0.50000 0.64279
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Solve the following system of equations :

x1 + 2x2 + x3 = 0

2x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = 0

–x1 – 3x2 = 2

by Gauss-Seidel iterating method.

6. Solve the following L.P.P. by graphical method :

Maximize z = x1 + 3x2

subject to the constraints

3x1 + 6x2  8

5x1 + 2x2  10

x1, x2  0.

OR

In a chemical industry, two products A and B are
made involving two operations. The production of
B also results in a byproduct C. The product A can
be sold at a profit of Rs.3.00 per unit and B at a
profit of Rs.8.00 per unit. The by-product C has a

[  3  ]
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3. Derive compound trapezoidal rule with error term.

OR

Find the approximate value of

2
1

x

0

e dx
by Gauss Legendre's 3 point formula.

4. Solve numerically  dy 2x, y 0 0dx    by Euler's

method for 0  x  0.1 taking h = 0.01 using 4-digit
arithmatic.

OR

Solve the initial value problem  dy y, y 0 1dx  
using Euler's method with h = 0.2. Determine y(0.4)
approximately.

5. Solve the following system of equations
8x + 2y – 2z = 8
x – 8y + 3z = –4
2x + y + 9z = 12

by Jacobi method.

OR

[  2  ]



profit of Rs.2.00 per unit. Forecasts show that upto
5 units of C can be sold. The company gets 3 units
of C for each unit of B produced. The manufacturing
times are 3 hrs per unit of B on operation one and
two respectively. Because the product C results from
producing B, no time is used in producing C. The
available times are 18 hours and 21 hours of
operation one and two respectively. The company
desires to know that how much A and B should be
produced keeping C in mind to make the highest
profit. Formulate a L.P. model for this problem.

7. Prove that the intersection of any finite number of
convex sets is also a convex set.

OR

If the convex set of feasible solutions of Ax = b, x  0
is a convex polyhedron, then prove that at least one
of the extreme points gives an optimal solution.

8. Use two-phase Simplex method to solve the
following L.P.P. :

Maximize z = 3x1 – x2

[  4  ] [  5  ]
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subject to 2x1 + x2  2

x1 + x2  2

x2  4

           and x1, x2  0.

OR

Use Big-M method to maximize z = 3x1 + 2x2

subject to constraints

2x1 + x2  1

3x1 + 4x2  4

x1, x2  0.

9. Use dual simplex method to
maximize z = –3x1 – 2x2

subject to x1 + x2  1
x1 + x2  7
x1 + 2x2  10
x1  3
x1, x2  0

OR



Explain duality theory of linear programming and
write down the dual of the following L.P.P. :

Minimize z = 7x1 + 3x2 + 8x3

subject to 8x1 + 2x2 + x3  3

3x1 + 6x2 + 4x3  4

4x1 + x2 + 5x3  1

x1 + 5x2 + 2x3  7

x1, x2, x3  0.

10. Find the feasible solution of the following
tansportation problem :

W1 W2 W3 W4 Supply

           Factory F1 14 25 45 5 6

F2 65 25 35 55 8

F3 35 3 65 15 16

       Requirements 4 7 6 13 30 (Total)

OR

A company has four machines on which 3 jobs are
to be done. Each job can be assigned to one and only

[  6  ]

one machine. The cost of each job on each machine
is given in the following table.

      Machine

W X Y Z

A 18 24 28 32

Job B 8 13 17 19

C 10 15 19 22

What are the job assignments which will minimize
the cost ?

V-141-0.5 
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1. L) "Aµÿç¾æœÿ' œÿæsLÿ A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ ë̈Àëÿ{Ìæˆÿþ {’ÿ¯ÿZÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷
`ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ > 15

A$¯ÿæ
"µÿÀÿÓæ' FLÿ ÓæþæfçLÿ œÿæsLÿ - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5
Ó´̈ §Lëÿ Ó†ÿ¿ {¯ÿæàÿç ™æÀÿ~æ LÿÀÿç̄ ÿæ ¯ÿê{Àÿæ`ÿç†ÿ ¯ÿç̀ ÿæÀÿ {Üÿ¯ÿ
œÿæÜÿ] - Lëÿ{ÜÿÁÿçLÿæ ¯ÿÌö;ÿ-{þW œëÿ{Üÿô >

A$¯ÿæ
{¾Dô œÿçÀÿæs Ó†ÿLÿ$æ †ëÿ{þ {þæ AæQ# AæS{Àÿ {$æB{’ÿBd,
†ÿæLëÿ †ÿ þëô FÝç{’ÿB ¨æÀÿç̄ ÿç œÿæÜÿ] >

2. Lÿ) "AæSæþê' œÿæsLÿÀëÿ ÓÀÿÓêÀÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷ `ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ > 15
A$¯ÿæ

"™õ†ÿÀÿæÎ÷Àÿ AæQ#'{Àÿ Aæ™ëœÿçLÿ Óµÿ¿†ÿæÀÿ ̀ ÿç†ÿ÷ Lÿç̈ Àÿç ̈ ÷†ÿçüÿÁÿç†ÿ
{ÜÿæBdç D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
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Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5
†ëÿ{þ fæ~ç$#̄ ÿ A{œÿLÿ Óþß{Àÿ fê¯ÿœÿ{Àÿ Aµÿçœÿß LÿÀÿç̄ ÿæ
’ÿÀÿLÿæÀÿ ¨{Ý >

A$¯ÿæ
†ÿ$æ ç̈.... œÿæÀÿêþæœÿZÿÀÿ ¯ÿßÓ LÿÜÿç̄ ÿæ FLÿ Üÿœëÿþæœÿ ÷̈É§
¯ÿ¿æ¨æÀÿ >

3. Lÿ) "Aæ¯ÿçÍæÀÿ' FLÿæZÿçLÿæÀëÿ ¯ëÿÞæÀÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷ `ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ > 15
A$¯ÿæ

"{Sƒæ' FLÿæZÿçLÿæ{Àÿ A†ÿê†ÿ, ̄ ÿˆÿöþæœÿ H µÿ¯ÿçÌ¿†ÿ ̈ Àÿó¨ÀÿæÀÿ
ÓóWÌö Lÿç̈ Àÿç ÷̈LÿæÉç†ÿ {ÜÿæBdç ’ÿÉöæA >

Q) Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 5
¾æÜÿæ œÿçfÀÿ œëÿ{Üÿô, †ÿæLëÿ ¨æB¯ÿæ ¨æBô A’ÿþ¿ ç̈̈ æÓæLëÿ þëô
{ÀÿæLÿç ¨æÀÿç œÿ$#àÿç -

A$¯ÿæ
AæfçLÿæàÿçÀÿ ̈ Àÿç×ç†ÿç ¾æÜÿæ {Üÿàÿæ~ç, þ~çÌ ̈ Àÿç Aæ{þ ̄ ÿo#̄ ÿæ
LÿÎ >

4. Lÿ) {àÿæLÿœÿæsLÿÀÿ ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæA > 10
A$¯ÿæ

œÿæsLÿ{Àÿ ’ÿ£́ÿÀÿ µíÿþçLÿæ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
Q) FLÿæZÿçLÿæÀÿ Óójæ H ÓÀ́íÿ¨ ÷̈LÿæÉ LÿÀÿ > 10

A$¯ÿæ
FLÿæZÿçLÿæÀÿ ÷̈LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ {àÿQ >

V-150-0.2 
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IV-UG-Phil(H)-IV (Back)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define Ethics. Is Ethics a normative science ?
Discuss. 6+10

OR

Explain the relation of Ethics to Politics. 16

2. What is a voluntary action ? Explain different stages
of voluntary action. 4+12

OR

Write notes on the following : 8+8

a) Moral and non-moral actions

b) Motive and intention.

3. Critically examine Psychological hedonism as a
moral standard. 16

OR

V-151 [Turn Over

Explain and examine Rigorism as a moral
standard. 16

4. Explain collectivism as a theory of relation between
individual and society. 16

OR

Crit ically examine the Retributive theory of
Punishment. 16

5. Does end justify means ? Discuss after Gandhian
ethics. 16

OR

Explain the doctrine of niskama karma in the
Bhagavad Gita. 16

V-151-0.2 
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IV-UG-Bot(H)-VII (Back)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Describe the life history of Cycadeoidea with
affinities.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Fossilization process

b) Morphology of Lepidodendron.

2. Give an account of life history of Lycopodium.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Sexual reproduction in Psilotum

b) Strobilus of Selaginella.

3. Give an account of life history of Equisetum.

OR

V-152 [Turn Over

Write notes on the following :

a) Sporocarp of Marsilea

b) Apogamy.

4. Describe briefly the morphology and anatomy of
stem and root of Ginkgo.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Leaflet of Cycas

b) Female cone of Cycas.

5. Give an account of development of male
gametophyte of Gnetum  with various views
regarding the development of male gametophyte.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Pinus needle

b) Male gametophyte of Pinus.

V-152-0.2 
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IV-UG-Zool(H)-VII (Back)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Draw labelled diagram wherever necessary

1. Describe the structure and functions of mitochondria.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Ribosome

b) Lampbrush chromosome

c) Functions of Plasma membrane.

2. Give a detail account of mitotic cell division and
add a note on its significance.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Prophase-I of meiosis

b) Ageing

c) Effect of radiation on cell.
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3. What is linkage ? Describe different types of linkage
with suitable examples.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Law of Segregation
b) Multiple alleles
c) Chromosomal mechanism of Sex-determination.

4. What is Mutation ? Give an account of gene
mutation.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Euploidy
b) Parental dignosis
c) Inherited Cancers.

5. Give an account of Darwin's theory of natural
selection.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Theory of inheritance of acquired characters
b) Role of isolation in organic evolution
c) Biological species concept.

V-153-0.2 
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IV-UG-Com(H)-VI (MA)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define Management Accounting. Explain the difference
between Management Accounting and Financial
Accounting. 6+10

OR

The following data represents the ratios pertaining to
X Co. Ltd. for the year ending 31st March, 2012 :

Annual Sales ` 40,00,000
Sales to Networth   4 times
Current Liabilities to Networth   50%
Total Debt to Networth   80%
Current Ratio   2.2 times
Sales to Inventory   8 times
Average Collection Period   40 days
Fixed Asset to Networth   70%

From the above-mentioned particulars prepare the
Balance Sheet of X Co. Ltd. as on 31st March 2012.
Assume that all sales are made on credit. 16

V-142 [Turn Over

Other information :

a) Period of credit allowed by suppliers is two months.

b) 25% of sales is for cash and the period of credit
allowed to customers for credit sales is one month.

c) Delay in payment of wages and expenses one month.

d) Income tax `28,000 is to be paid in June 2014.

5. Define standard costing and explain its importance. 8+8

OR

The standard material cost to produce a tonne of chemical
Y is :

200 kg of material A @ `10 per kg.
300 kg of material B @ `5 per kg.
400 kg of material C @ `7 per kg.

During the period, 100 tonnes of mixture Y were
produced from the usage of :
30 tonnes of material A at a cost of `9000 per tonne.
40 tonnes of material B at a cost of `6000 per tonne.
50 tonnes of material C at a cost of `7000 per tonne.

Calculate :
a) Material cost variance
b) Material price variance
c) Material usage variance. 16

V-142-3.5 
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2. What is Funds Flow Statement. Explain the importance
of Funds Flow Statement. 6+10

OR
The Balance of B. Ltd. as on 1.1.2011 and 31.12.2011
are given below :

Liabilities 1.1.11 31.12.11 Assets 1.1.11 31.12.11
` ` ` `

Share Capital 1,25,000 1,53,000 Cash 10,000 47,000
Bank Loan 40,000 50,000 Debtors 30,000 50,000
Loan from Stock 35,000 25,000
Financial institution 25,000 -- Machinery 80,000 55,000
Creditors 40,000 44,000 Land 40,000 50,000
Profit and Loss 1,00,000 1,20,000 Building 35,000 60,000

Goodwill 1,00,000 80,000
                 Total 3,30,000 3,67,000        Total 3,30,000 3,67,000

Other information :
i) Dividend paid `15,000 during the year.
ii) `20,000 worth of machinery was sold at book value.
With the help of the above information, prepare a 'Cash
Flow Statement'. 16

3. Define Break-Even Analysis ? Discuss the assumptions and
the limitations of this technique. 4+6+6

OR

A company produces and markets industrial containers
and packing cases. Due to competition the company
proposes to reduce the selling price. If the present level

of profit is to be maintained, indicate the number of units
to be sold if the proposed reduction in selling price is
(a) 5%, (b) 10% and (c) 15%.

The following additional information is available : 16

` `

Present sales (30,000 units) 3,00,000

Variable costs 1,80,000

Fixed costs 70,000 2,50,000

Net profit 50,000

4. Explain Budgetary Control. Describe its merits and
demerits. 6+5+5

OR

A company is expecting to have `32,000 cash in hand
on 1.4.2014 and it requests you to prepare cash budget
for the three months, April to June 2014. The folllowing
information is supplied to you : 16

Month Sales(`) Purchase(`) Wages(`) Expenses(`)

February 70,000 44,000 6,000 5,000

March 80,000 56,000 9,000 6,000

April 96,000 60,000 9,000 7,000

May 1,00,000 68,000 11,000 9,000

June 1,20,000 62,000 14,000 9,000

V-142 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Math(EL)-IV (Arts/Sc)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. Solve sin x = 10 (x – 1) numerically by fixed point
iteration method.

OR

Find the value of 3  to 3-significant figures by
bisection method.

2. Construct Newton's difference table for the data :

x –1 0 2 5

f –11 –5 –5 55

hence find the interpolating polynomial for the above
data and also interpolate f(1).

OR
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Compute y = ex for x = 0.02 and x = 0.38 given the
values :

x 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

y 1 1.1052 1.2214 1.3499 1.4918

3. Evaluate the integral

 
1

0

dxI f
1 x




using compound Simpson's 1
3 rd rule with 4,8 equal

subintervals.

OR

Derive Trapezoidal rule with error term.

4. Using Picard's method find the approximate solutions
y1, y2, y3 of the differential equation

 dy xy ; y 1 2dx   

at x = 1.1 and compare the approximate solutions
with the exact solution.

OR

[  2  ]

Solve   dy x y, y 0 0dx   

by Euler's method taking h = 0.2 and find out y(0.4).

5. Solve by Jacobi method the following system of
equations :

8x1 + 2x2 – 2x3 = 8
x1 – 8x2 + 3x3 = –4
2x1 + x2 + 9x3 = 12

OR

Solve the system of equations

2x1 – x2 = 7

–x1 + 2x2 – x3 = 1

      – x2 + 2x3 = 1

by Gauss-Seidel iterative method.

6. Anita Electric company produces two products
P1 and P2. Products are produced and sold on a
weekly basis. The weekly production cannot exceed
25 for product P1 and 35 for product P2 because of

[  3  ]
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limited available facilities. The company employs
total of 60 workers. Product P1 requires 2 man-weeks
of labour, while P2 requires one man-week labour.
Profit margin on P1 is `60 and on P2 is `40.

Formulate it as a linear programming problem
and solve for maximum profit.

OR

Use graphical method to solve the L.P.P. :

Maximise  z = 5x1 + 3x2

subject to the constraints :

x1 + x2  6

2x1 + 3x2  6

0  x1  4

0  x2  3.

7. Show that the set of all convex combinations of a
finite number of points of S Rn is a convex set.

OR

Show that in R3, the closed ball x1
2 + x2

2 + x3
2  1 is

a convex set.

8. Use Big M method to

Maximise  z = 6x1 + 4x2

subject to the constraints :

2x1 + 3x2  30

3x1 + 2x2  24

x1 + x2  3

x1  0 and x2  0.

OR

Use simplex method to solve the L.P.P. :

Maximize  z = 2x1 + 3x2

subject to the constraints :

x1 + x2  4

–x1 + x2  1

x1 + 2x2  5

x1  0, x2  0.

9. Prove that the dual of the dual is the primal.

OR

[  4  ] [  5  ]
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Use duality to solve the following L.P.P. :

Maximize  z = 2x1 + x2

subject to the constraints

x1 + 2x2  10

x1 + x2  6

x1 – x2  2

x1 – 2x2  1

x1, x2  0.

10. Use Vogel's approximation method to obtain an
initial basic feasible solution of the transportation
problem.

D E F G Available

A 11 13 17 14 250

B 16 18 14 10 300

C 21 24 13 10 400

Demand 200 225 275 250

OR

[  7  ]

The owner of a small machine shop has four
machinists available to assign to jobs for the

A B C D E

1 62 78 50 101 82

2 71 84 61 73 59

3 87 92 111 71 81

4 48 64 87 77 80

Find the assignment of machinists to jobs that will
result in a maximum profit. Which job should be
declined ?

V-157-0.2 



IV-UG-BBA(EL)-IV (HRM)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Define Personnel Management and discuss its
environment in India.

OR

Discuss about manpower planning.

2. What is recruitment ? Discuss the various methods
of recruitment.

OR

Discuss about staff training and development.

3. Discuss the different ways of job analysis and its
evaluation.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Employee motivation

b) Performance monitoring.
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4. Discuss the laws governing employee benefits and
welfare.

OR

Discuss about the various ways of employee
compensation.

5. Discuss the regulatory mechanism guiding industrial
relations.

OR

Write notes on the following :

a) Collective bargaining

b) Worker's Participation in management.

V-143-1 
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II-UG-BBA(C)-II (EM)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. State and explain the 'Law of Demand'. Why does a
demand curve slope downward from left to right ?

OR

What is 'elasticity of demand' ? Explain the methods
used for measuring price elasticity of demand.

2. State and explain the 'Law of Returns to Scale'.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Properties of Iso-quants

b) Ridge Lines

c) Average Cost (AC) and Marginal Cost (MC)

d) 'Internal' and 'External' economies.
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3. What do you mean by perfect competition ? How
are price and output determined under perfect
competition ?

OR

What is price discrimination ? Under what conditions
price discrimination under monopoly is possible and
profitable ?

4. What do you mean by monopolistic competition ?
State the characteristics of monopolistic competition.

OR

What do you mean by 'price leadership' in oligopoly
market ? Discuss the different types of price-
leadership in oligopoly market.

5. Discuss in detail the determination of wage rates
under perfect competition.

OR

Critically examine the 'Liquidity Preference' theory
of rate of interest determination.

V-181-1 
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II-UG-Com(C)-II (B.Eco)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. State and explain the 'Law of Demand'. Why does
the demand curve slope downward to the right ?

OR

Define the concept of 'Elasticity of Demand'. Explain
the meaning of 'Price-elasticity of demand', 'income
elasticity of demand' and 'cross-elasticity of demand'.

2. State and explain the law of 'Returns to scale'.

OR

Discuss in details the internal and external economies
and diseconomies and examine their effects on cost.

3. Discuss the importance of 'Time Element' in the
determination of price in a perfectly competitive
market.

OR
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What do you mean by 'Price discrimination' ? Under
what circumstances price discrimination is possible
and profitable ?

4. Define 'Oligopoly'. Explain the main characteristics
of an Oligopolistic market.

OR

Explain price and output determination in an
oligopolistic market.

5. Critically discuss the 'Marginal Productivity' theory
of distribution.

OR

Briefly discuss the various theories of profit.

V-180-4 
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II-UG-Com(C)-II (B.Eco)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. State and explain the 'Law of Demand'. Why does
the demand curve slope downward to the right ?

OR

Define the concept of 'Elasticity of Demand'. Explain
the meaning of 'Price-elasticity of demand', 'income
elasticity of demand' and 'cross-elasticity of demand'.

2. State and explain the law of 'Returns to scale'.

OR

Discuss in details the internal and external economies
and diseconomies and examine their effects on cost.

3. Discuss the importance of 'Time Element' in the
determination of price in a perfectly competitive
market.

OR

V-180 [Turn Over

What do you mean by 'Price discrimination' ? Under
what circumstances price discrimination is possible
and profitable ?

4. Define 'Oligopoly'. Explain the main characteristics
of an Oligopolistic market.

OR

Explain price and output determination in an
oligopolistic market.

5. Critically discuss the 'Marginal Productivity' theory
of distribution.

OR

Briefly discuss the various theories of profit.

V-180-4 
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II-UG-Comm.Eng-II (Com)
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 50
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Your college organised a blood donation camp last
month. Prepare a report to be published in a local
newspaper. 10

OR

Imagine that you witnessed a murder in dark night
near your home. The local police wants a report of
the incident from you. Draft the report for submitting
it to the police station.

2. Compose a dialogue between yourself and your
friend on the rising Cyber crime. 15

OR

Compose a dialogue between two friends on the last
railway budget.
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3. Suppose you have been assigned the task of
interviewing a leftist economist who opposes foreign
investment. Prepare a set of questions you want to
ask the economist. 15

OR

You have been asked for an interview for the post of
a clerk. Draft an interview between yourself and the
Board members.

4. As the head of an organisation publish a tender notice
for the office furniture. 10

OR

As the Secretary of a local body invite tenders for
the construction of a room.

V-226-0.2 
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IV-UG-Zool(EL)-VII (Back)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Draw labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Describe the Physiology of digestion and absorption
of Carbohydrates in man.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Ultrafiltration

b) Transport of O2 in the blood

c) Cardiac cycle.

2. Explain the mechanism of enzyme action.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Biological significance of Carbohydrate

b) Types of RNA

c) Structure of Protein.

V-154 [Turn Over

3. Describe the development of frog upto three germ
layers.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Spermatogenesis
b) Types of Cleavage
c) Structure of Sperm.

4. What is resource ? Describe some important
renewable resources.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Management of Wildlife
b) Nonconventional energy resources
c) Conservation of forest resource.

5. Give an account of Vermiculture.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Rearing of Silkworm
b) Management of Ponds for Fish Culture
c) Sustainable agriculture.

V-154-0.2 
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II-PG-ODI-VI
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. ÷̈†ÿêLÿæŠLÿ FLÿæZÿçLÿæ µÿ¯ÿ{Àÿ "üëÿàÿ H üëÿàÿ’ÿæœÿê'Àÿ þíàÿ¿æßœÿ
LÿÀÿ > 12

A$¯ÿæ

ÜÿæÓ¿ÀÿÓ "þLÿ”þæ' FLÿæZÿçLÿæÀÿ þëQ¿ ¯ÿçµÿ¯ÿ - Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

2. "{Sƒæ' FLÿæZÿçLÿæ{Àÿ ë̈Àÿæ†ÿœÿ H œíÿ†ÿœÿ ¨Àÿ¸ÀÿæÀÿ ’ÿ£́ÿ Lÿç̈ Àÿç
÷̈LÿæÉç†ÿ {ÜÿæBdç D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ > 12

A$¯ÿæ

{¨òÀÿæ~çLÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷ H Ws~æ Aæ™æÀÿç†ÿ `ÿç;ÿæ™æÀÿæ "AœëÿÉæÓœÿ'
FLÿæZÿçLÿæ{Àÿ LÿçµÿÁÿç ÷̈†ÿçüÿÁÿç†ÿ {ÜÿæBAdç, ’ÿÉöæA >

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿBsçÀÿ Ó ÷̈Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ : 4 × 2

Lÿ) œÿçfÀÿ {œÿB {¾ Lÿàÿæ Aæ{þ LÿÜÿç̄ ëÿ Óǽ$ö̈ Àÿ - œÿçfLëÿ ¯ÿæ’úúÿ
{’ÿB {¾ Lÿàÿæ {Ó {Ó¯ÿLÿ >

Q) AæBxÿçAæàÿçfçþú AæS{Àÿ ¯ÿæ¨- ë̈A, ÉÉëÀÿ-fǽBô, Fþç†ÿ çLÿç
Óǽþê-ÚêÀÿ Óó¨Lÿö ¯ÿç Lÿçdç œëÿ{Üÿô >
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S) CÉÀ́ÿZÿ œÿæô{Àÿ Ó¯ëÿvÿç FLÿæ ÷̈ÜÿÓœÿ, FLÿæ µÿƒæþç >

W) {Óþæ{œÿ †ÿ LëÿÜÿ;ÿç þëô ¾æÜÿæ LÿÜëÿdç LÿÀÿ, ¾æÜÿæ LÿÀëÿdç LÿÀÿ
œÿæÜÿ] >

4. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæÀÿçsçÀÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ’ÿçA : 2 × 4

Lÿ) fœÿÓæ™æÀÿ~Zÿ ÷̈†ÿçœÿç™# Aæ{þ > {ÓþæœÿZÿ ’ëÿ…Q ’ëÿ”öÉæ œÿ
¯ëÿlç{àÿ, Aæþ D¨Àëÿ {ÓþæœÿZÿ Aæ×æ †ëÿsç ¾ç̄ ÿ œÿæÜÿ] ? - F
Lÿ$æ LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?

Q) F{†ÿ¯ÿÝ ÜÿÓ Lÿ$æ{Àÿ Aæ{þ ’ëÿ{Üÿô þœÿ{Qæàÿæ ÜÿÓ ÜÿÓç̈ æÀëÿœëÿ
- F ÓóÁÿæ¨ LÿæÜÿæÀÿ ?

S) ™Àÿç†ÿ÷ê LÿæÜÿæÀÿ lçA ?

W) É÷ê¾ëNÿ {`ÿò™ëÀÿêZÿ ¯ÿßÓ {Lÿ{†ÿ ?

Yÿ) LÿæÜÿæÀÿ fœÿ½’ÿçœÿ{Àÿ LÿçF ¯ÿ¿ß Óæ{¨ä party Aæ{ßæfœÿ
LÿÀÿç$#{àÿ ?

`ÿ) Ó†ÿ¿dÝæ †ÿ Aœÿ¿Lÿçdç þëô Lÿ{Üÿ œÿæÜÿ] - FÜÿæ LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ
LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?

d) "Aæ¨~þæ{œÿ Üÿæ†ÿê {’ÿQ;ëÿ - Aæ¨ˆÿç œÿæÜÿ], Lÿç;ëÿ Lÿ'~ {’ÿQ#{àÿ
’ÿßæLÿÀÿç {ÉÌ{Àÿ LÿÜÿç¾ç{¯ÿ' - FLÿ$æ LÿçF {LÿDôvÿç LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?

f) AæfçLÿæàÿçÀÿ ̈ Àÿç×ç†ÿç ¾æÜÿæ {Üÿàÿæ~ç, þ~çÌ ̈ Àÿç Aæ{þ ̄ ÿo#̄ ÿæ
LÿÎ - FLÿ$æ LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿçdç ?
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II-PG-Pol.Sc-VI
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Crit ically examine Mosca's el ite theory of
democracy. 12

OR

Practical democracy is elitist in nature; it is the rule
of multiple minorities; that is, the rule of the elite of
the numerous groups within society - (Robert Dahl).
In the light of the above statement discuss the
relationship between contemporary Elite Theory of
Politics and the concept of Liberal Democracy.

2. Examine the characteristics of public policy
making. 12

OR

Discuss the role of Executive in policy making and
the challenges for the executive in policy making.
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3. Write notes on any two of the following : 8 × 2

a) Hindrances to the process of modernizing public
policy.

b) Iron Law of Oligarchy - Michels

c) Power Elite - C. Wright Mills

d) Models of Public policy.
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II-PG-Com-VI (MCOB)
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Define 'Group Dynamics'. Discuss the factors
responsible for group performance. 14

OR

Discuss the "Trait theory" of leadership. 14

2. Discuss about the various types of Organisation
Conflicts. 13

OR

Discuss the ways of resolving organisational
conflicts. 13

3. Discuss the various types of organisational
communication. 13

OR

V-162 [Turn Over

Write notes on the following :

a) Concept of Two-way Communication 6

b) Communication Process. 7
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II-UG-Phil(EL-A)-II
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Explain why Ethics is called a Normative science ?

OR

Discuss the relation of Ethics to Religion.

2. Distinguish between moral and non-moral actions.

OR

Can there be conflict of desires ? Discuss.

3. Explain Bentham's altruism as a moral standard.

OR

Explain and examine Kant's categorical imperative.

4. How will you explain that the individual exists for
the society and the society - exists for the individual ?
Discuss.

OR

V-183 [Turn Over

Discuss different theories of punishment. Which one
of them is preferable ? Discuss.

5. Does end justify means ? Explain after Gandhi.

OR

The Bhagabat Gita has given greater recognition to
the performance of disinterested action. Explain.
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II-UG-Hist(EL-A)-II
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Write a note on the Reformation Movement in
Germany.

OR

Write down the causes that led to Renaissance.

2. Discuss the effects of American War of
Independence.

OR

Briefly discuss the causes of the French Revolution
of 1789.

3. Narrate the role of Cavour in the Unification of Italy.

OR

Trace the steps by which the Unification of Germany
was achieved.
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4. Review the causes of the First World War.

OR

Explain the causes for the failure of the League of
Nations.

5. Trace the factors responsible for he the rise of
Nazism in Germany.

OR

Describe the causes of the World War-II.

V-182-2.5 
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II-UG-Hist(EL-A)-II
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Write a note on the Reformation Movement in
Germany.

OR

Write down the causes that led to Renaissance.

2. Discuss the effects of American War of
Independence.

OR

Briefly discuss the causes of the French Revolution
of 1789.

3. Narrate the role of Cavour in the Unification of Italy.

OR

Trace the steps by which the Unification of Germany
was achieved.

V-182 [Turn Over

4. Review the causes of the First World War.

OR

Explain the causes for the failure of the League of
Nations.

5. Trace the factors responsible for he the rise of
Nazism in Germany.

OR

Describe the causes of the World War-II.

V-182-2.5 
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II-PG-Phy-VI
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What is anomalous Zeeman effect ? Explain it
applying the Perturbation theory. 16

OR

Find the energy levels of a particle in a one
dimensional oscillator potential using WKB method
and normalize the wave functions obtained in this
case. 12+4

2. Discuss the general features of time dependent
Perturbation theory. Discuss zero order, first order
and second order perturbation. 12

OR

Define and interprete Einstein's A, B coefficients.
Deduce expressions for these coefficients. 12

V-160 [Turn Over

3. Discuss Born approximation in scattering theory and
derive an expression for the scattering amplitude
(). Discuss the condition for validity of Born
approximation. 9+3

OR

Discuss resonance scattering from a square well
potential specified by

  0rV V r a
0 r a

  
 

and deduce the Breit-Wigner formula for scattering
cross-section. 12
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II-UG-Soc(EL-A)-II
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. 'Indian society is a fine example of unity in diversity'
– Discuss.

OR

Describe the linguistic composition of Indian society.

2. Write a note on the Ashram Vyavastha.

OR

Discuss the salient  features of Hindu Social
Organisation.

3. Examine the distinction between caste and class.

OR

Discuss the changing dimension of caste in Indian
society.
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4. Define joint family and explain its functions.

OR

Define marriage. Discuss the various forms of Hindu
marriage.

5. Examine the impact of globalisation on Indian
society.

OR

Briefly discuss the impact of Westernisation on the
society of India.
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II-UG-Psy(EL-A)-II
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. What do you mean by Psychopathology ? Discuss
the practical importance of studying Psychopathology.

OR

Classify the abnormal behaviours with reference to
the Current Classification Strategy.

2. Write notes on any two of the following concepts of
Freud :

a) Basic Urges and Instincts

b) Rationalization and Sublimation

c) Conscious and Unconscious

OR

Briefly discuss the Psychosexual stages of
personality development as stated by Freud.
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3. Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Psychological symptoms of Frustration

b) Sources of Frustration

c) Consequences of Frustration.

OR

What is Dream ? Discuss the Mechanisms of dream.

4. Describe the symptoms, etiology and treatment of
Anxiety Disorders.

OR

Outline the causes of Mental Retardation and suggest
Prevention and Training programmes for the
mentally retarded children.

5. What is Aggression ? Suggest the ways and means
of Preventing and Controlling aggression.

OR

Write notes on the following :

i) Behaviouristic Therapy

ii) Humanistic Therapy.

V-186-0.8 
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II-UG-Zool(P/EL)-III
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Draw labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Describe the structure and functions of plasma
membrane.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Endoplasmic reticulum
b) Prophase I of Meiosis
c) Lysosome.

2. What is crossing over ? Discuss its different steps.
Add a note on its significance.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Co-dominance

b) Law of segregation
c) Sex chromosomes.
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3. Discuss the application of Biotechnology in the field
of medicine.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Modern concept of gene
b) DNA : Double helical structure
c) Vectors.

4. Discuss biochemical theory of origin of life.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Role of isolation in evolution
b) Mutation
c) Morphological and anatomical evidences of
organic evolution.

5. Describe the structure and function of skeletal tissue.
OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Smooth muscle
b) Neuroglia
c) Glandular epithelium.
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II-PG-Math-VI
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. For n even, assume f(x) is (n + 2) times continuously
differentiable on [a, b]. Then prove that

         n 2n 3
n nI f I f C h f , some a, b   

with      
n 2

n 0

1C 1 ....... n d .
n 2 !

      
 

For n odd, assume f(x) is n +1 times continuously
differentiable on [a, b]. Then prove that

         n 1n 2
n nI f I f C h f , some a,b   

with       n 0

1C 1 ...... n d .
n 1 !


      

 

OR

Using Romberg integration, evaluate

 x
0

1I e cosx dx e 1 .2
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Using Choleski method, calculate the decomposition
A = LLT for

2.25 3.0 4.5
3.0 5.0 10.0

4.5 10.0 34.0

 
   
  

5. Find a cubic spline interpolating function for the data

Use the "not-a-knot" condition to obtain boundary
conditions supplementing

i 1 i i 1 i
i 1 i i 1

h h h hM M M6 3 6
 

 


 

                                i 1 i i i 1

i i 1

y y y y .h h
 



 
 

Graph the resulting function s(x).

OR

For all integers k, show that

kj
k

2n itikt
it

j 0

2n 1 , e 1e
0 , e 1

    


The condition eitk = 1 is equivalent to K being an
integer multiple of 2n + 1.
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2. Assume the solution Y(x) of the IVP

y' = f(x,y), y(x0) = Y0 has a bounded 2nd
derivative on [x0, b]. The show that the solution
{yh(xn) | x0  xn  b} obtained by Euler's method
satisfies

     
 

 
0

n n
0

0 n

b x
x x

h 0 |e |x x b

e K 1Max Y y e b x K hK



 

      
 

where    0 0 h 0
hh || Y" || and e Y y x2    

In addition,  0 h e 1Y y x c h, as h 0  

for some e1  0, then there is a constant B  0 for

which    
0 n

n h nx x b
Max Y x y x Bh.
 

 

OR

Convert the problem

y(3) + 4y" + 5y' + 2y = –4sinx – 2 cosx,

y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 0,  y"(0) = –1

to a system of first-order equations. Using Euler's
method solve this system and empirically study the
error.

3. Assume that  
p p p

j j j
j 0 j 0 j 1

a 1, ja b 1.
  

     

Then prove that the multistep method

 n j n j
p p x , y

n 1 j n j j p 1 n 1
j 0 j 1

y a y h b f , x x b 
   

 

    

is stable iff the root condition

   j j j| r | 1, j 0,1,2,.....p and r 1 ' r 0    

are satisfied.

OR

Find the region of stability for the second order
Adams-Bashforth method

 n 1 n n n 1
hy y 3y' y' , n 1.2    

4. Discuss Gaussian elimination method of solution of
Ax = b. If L and U are the lower and upper triangular
matrices defined in the method, then prove that

A = LU

OR
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II-UG-Sans(EL-A)-II
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. eHw$ ÝVbmZmQ>H$ñ` àW_mo@‘>o JOàdoeñ` ZmQ>H$s`mon`mo{JVm§
dU©̀ V Ÿ& 10

AWdm

AYwZm Zmarg_mO§ à{V eHw$ÝVbmM[aÌñ` à^md§ dU©̀ V Ÿ&

2. emHw$ÝVbo n#m_mo@‘>ñ` d¡{eîQ>ç§ à{VnmX`V Ÿ& 10

AWdm

AZgỳ m{à`å~XmM[aÌ`mo… à^md… emHw$ÝVbo H$Wå AZŵ ỳ Vo ?

3. àíZMVwï>`ñ` g§{jámoÎma§ àXÎm : 8 × 4

H$) ""^{~Vì`mZm§ Ûmam{U ^dpÝV gd©Ì'' BË ẁºo$… qH$ d¡{eîQ>ç_² ?

I) gÝXohnXofw dñVwfw gVm_² AÝVH$aUàd¥Îm`… H$W§ à_mUr^dpÝV ?

J) e_àYmZVnmoYZmZm§ VoOà^md_mbmoM`V Ÿ&

K) eHw$ÝVbm H$W§ YmVwanam óraËZg¥{ï>[a{V à{V^m{V ?
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L>) _h{f©H$Êd… H$W_² AmídñVmo d ŷd ?

M) ẁdVo…  J¥{hUrnXbm^mWª H$Êdñ` H$m {ejm AmgrV² ?

4. gàg“§ ì`m»`m H$aUr`m : 10

AWm} {h H$Ý`m naH$s` Ed
Vm_Ú g§àoî` n[aJ«hrVw… Ÿ&
OmVmo __m §̀ {deX… àH$m_§
àË`{n©VÝ`mg BdmÝVamË_m Ÿ&&

AWdm

{XîQ>çm eHw$ÝVbm gmÜdr gXnË`{_X§ ^dmZ² Ÿ&
lX²Ym {dÎm§ {d{YíMo{V {ÌV §̀ VËg_mJV_² Ÿ&&

5. AmL²>i^mf`m CËH$b^mf`m dm AZwdmÚVm_² : 8

AZdaVYZwÁ ©̀mgJbZH«$anydª
a{d{H$aUg{hîUw Šboeboe¡a{^Þ_² Ÿ&
An{MV_{n JmÌ§ ì`m`VËdmXbú §̀
{J[aMa Bd ZmJ… àmUgma§ {d^{Îm© Ÿ&&

AWdm

AW§ g Vo {Vð>{V g“_moËgwH$mo
{de‘>go eé `Îm@dYraUm_² Ÿ&
b ôV dm àmW©{`Vm Z dm {l §̀
{l`m Xwamn… H$W_rn²{gVmo ^doV² Ÿ&&

6. H$) Xẁ mo… gpÝY{dÀN>oX§ Hw$éV : 1 × 2

BdmÝVamË_m,  g“_moËgwH$…,  H$W_rn²{gV…,  gXnË`{_X_² Ÿ&

I) Û`mo… àH¥$qV àË``#m {Zén`V :

lÕm,  {d{Y…,  g_mJV_²,  g§àoî` Ÿ&

J) MV wW ©n#m_àíZ`mo…  a oIm{‘>VnXÌ`ñ` gH$maU{d^{º §$
{Zén`V :

n[aJ«hrVw…,  ^dmZ²,  {d{Y…,  JmÌ§,  ^ré,  {l`_² Ÿ&

K) Û`mo… g{dJ«hg_mgZm_m{Z {bIV :

g“_moËgwH$…,  {l`mXwamn…,  {J[aMa…,  a{d{H$aU… Ÿ&

7. MVwU©m§  g§{já {Q>ßnUr àXò m : 5 × 4

H$) ñdßZdmgdXÎm_²

I) doUrg§hma_²

J) CÎmaam_M[aV_²

K) _mb{dH$m{¾{_Ì_²

L>) _¥ÀN>H${Q>H$_²

M) _wÐmamjg_² Ÿ&
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II-UG-Zool(EL)-III
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Draw labelled diagrams wherever necessary

1. Explain structure and functions of plasma membrane.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Golgi complex

b) Ribosomes

c) Functions of mitochondria.

2. What is independent assortment ? Explain with
reference to Mendel's dihybrid experiment.

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Co-dominance

b) Complete linkage

c) Lethal genes

3. Give a brief account of structure and function of
DNA.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Nitrogen bases
b) t-RNA
c) Recombinant DNA Technology.

4. Give an account of Darwin's theory of natural
selection.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Inheritance of acquired characters
b) Embryological evidences of evolution
c) Urey and Miller's experiment.

5. Discuss the causes, effects and prevention of Air
Pollution.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Food chain
b) Components of Pond ecosystem
c) Prevention of Water Pollution.
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II-UG-BBA(EL)-II (ACB)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 50

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Differentiate between the characteristics of a
primary and secondary storage of a Computer
system.

b) List out and explain some of the important
characteristics of a computer.

OR

c) Convert  the following numbers to its
corresponding number system.

i) (1694)10= (?)2

ii) (A2B.D4)16= (?)10

d) List out some of the key functions performed
by the system software of computer system.
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2. What are the four major components of a Database
Management System (DBMS) ? Describe the roles
of each of these components in the overall design
and usage of database.

OR

a) What is a computer Network ? How is it useful ?

b) List out three main characteristic features of the
Internet that may be used to define it.

3. a) List out any five features of a word-processing
package. Explain how each of these five features
found in a modern Word-processing package.

b) What is meant by word-wrap features. How is
it useful ?

OR

c) What is a spread sheet package ? List out some
of its typical uses. How a range of cells is
identified ?

d) Explain about the graphics feature of modern
spread sheet package. How is it useful.

4. a) Write a program in foxpro for finding the
greatest among three numbers using if...else.

b) Write the steps to create  the database using
wizard in foxpro.

OR

c) Write the steps to create a student from using
MS Access.

d) Discuss the advantages of using MS Access
database.

5. Discuss the basic tasks of accounting in briefly.

OR

a) Discuss the different types of Assets in briefly.

b) Discuss the Profit and Loss Account.
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II-UG-Com(EL)-II (BM)
(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Find the second order partial derivatives of
z = 4x2 + 9xy – 5y2

b) If z = log (x2 + y2), then show that







2

2

2

2 0z
x

z
y

 

OR

c) Find the total differential of the function

z x y
xy


RST

UVWlog ( )2 2

d) The price p per unit at which the company can
sell all that it produces is given by the function,
p = 300 – 4x, where x is the output. The cost
function is C = 500 + 28x. Find x so that the
profit is maximum. What is this profit ?
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d) A bank pays interest @ 6% p.a. compounded
continuously. If a person places Rs.1,000 in the
bank each year, how much will be in his account
after 3 years ? Given e0.18 = 1.1972.

5. Explain briefly the formulation procedure of a linear
programming problem.

OR

Solve the following L.P.P. using the graphic method :

Maximise z = 22x1 + 18x2

Subject to
                3x1 + 2x2   48
                x1 + x2   20
                x1,  x2  0.

V-190-4 
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2. a) Evaluate x e dxx2 3z
b) Evaluate 

3 4
62

x
x x

dx
 z

OR

c) Evaluate e dxx5

0

3z
d) The demand function of a commodity is given

by p = 100 – 8x. Determine the consumer's
surplus corresponding to p = 4.

3. a) Prove that

  

1
1
1

2 3

2 3

2 3

a a
b
c c

a b b c c a ab bc cab      ( )( )( )( )

b) If A
L
NM

O
QP

1 2
2 3

 , show that  AA2 – 4A – I = 0,

where I is the identity matrix of order 2

OR

c) If  A and B
L
NM

O
QP 



L
NM

O
QP

2 1
3 4

4 1
3 2

,

find AB and BA. Is AB = BA ?

d) Find the inverse of

0 1 2
1 2 3
3 1 1

L

N
MMM

O

Q
PPP

4. a) What effective rate is equivalent to nominal rate
of 8 % p.a. compounded quarterly ?

b) A wants to purchase a car for `5,00,000. The
contract is that he will pay `3,00,000 cash and
the balance is to be paid in 20 equal annual
instalments with 5% compound interest p.a. Find
the amount to be paid by A annually.

OR

c) A deposited `25,000 in a bank. The deposit was
left to accumulate at 8% compounded quarterly
for first 5 years and at 10% compounded semi-
annually for the next 3 years. Find the compound
amount at the end of 8 years.
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II-PG-Pol.Sc-VII
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. Discuss the characteristics of 'ideal type' model of a
bureacratic form of organisation as advocated by
Max Weber. 16

OR

Discuss the Decision Making Approach of Herbert
Simon.

2. The General Public has an important role to play in both
pre and post disaster management.–Examine. 16

OR

Examine the aims and objectives of the National
Disaster Management Authority of India. Discuss its
role in tackling natural and manmade disasters.

V-164 [Turn Over

3. Write short notes on any one of the following : 8

a) Max Weber's 'ideal type' of a fully developed
bureaucracy 'is a mental model that can not be
found in reality'. –Comment.

b) Discuss the various types of Disasters.

c) Write a note on Ecological approach to the study
of Public Administration.
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II-PG-Phy-VII
(Back))

2015
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Sketch the circuit of a transistor phase-shift
oscillator and explain its operation. Find an
expression for the frequency of oscillations and
the condition of sustained oscillations. 10

b) With a clear diagram, describe the construction
and operation of an n-channel FET. Give its
circuit symbol. Why the name field effect is used
for the device ? 6

OR

c) What is a Multivibrator ? With a neat circuit
diagram, explain the operation of an Astable
Multivibrator. Discuss the wave forms
generated by it and find out an expression for
its frequency. 14

V-165 [Turn Over



d) Mention the advantages of VTVM over a
multimeter. 2

2. a) With a neat circuit diagram, describe the
operation of a differential amplifier and find an
expression for the differential gain. 4 + 4

b) Define Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR).
Derive an expression for amplifier output
consisting of different output and common
mode output. 1 + 3

OR

c) i) Define the base or radix of a number
system. What is the base of the octal
number system ? 1

ii) Convert the binary number 11111011110101
to its octal equivalent. 1

iii) Convert octal number 25.634 to its binary
equivalent. 1

iv) Convert 5610 to octal system. 1

d) i) Express decimal numbers 0 to 10 in Gray
Code. 1

ii) Convert binary 1011 to Gray Code. 1

e) Give the circuit representation, logic symbol and
truth table of a two-input NAND Gate. Show
that NAND Gate can be used to build an
OR gate or an AND gate or a NOT circuit.      3+3

3. a) With necessary figure, explain Antenna action. 7

b) Give a brief account of current and voltage
distribution in linear Antenna. 5

OR

Show the basic blocks of a black and white television
Transmitter and Receiver and explain their functions.
What is sychronisation ? 10 + 2
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(Back)

2015
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. State and explain the Jain theory of Anekantavada. 20

OR

Discuss the Jain view of Ethics.

2. Write notes on the following : 6 + 8 + 6

a) There is suffering

b) There is cause of suffering

c) There is cessation of suffering.

OR

Discuss the Buddhist theory of momentariness. 20

3. State and examine the Nyaya view of perception as
one of the Pramanas. 20

OR

Write notes on the following  Padarthas of
Vaishesika : 10 + 10

a) Samanya

b) Abhava.

4. Explain and examine the Samkhya view of
satkaryavada. 20

OR
Discuss the proofs for the existence of Prakriti in
Samkhya system. 20

5. Explain and examine the theory of error of Kumarila
Bhatta. 20

OR
Discuss Sankar's concept of Brahman. 20
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